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Abstract 
The Ashington Group’s paintings are a celebrated historical record of a working 

community. However, central narratives based on limited accounts and partial 

knowledge of their technical methods and materials, have led to arguably simplistic 

interpretations and misleading characterisations, both through previous curatorial 

approaches and popular media, including Lee Hall’s play, The Pitmen Painters. 

Using three distinct methodologies - archival research, curatorial and creative 

practices, my research challenges dominant narratives about the Group’s intentions, 

methods, output and legacy.  

 

What new insights can be gained by the study of the pedagogical approach of tutor 

Robert Lyon? Archival research and close analysis of Lyon’s MA thesis (previously 

believed lost), informed by my deep knowledge of painting practices, provided a new 

basis to interrogate established texts and ideas. 

 

How can enhancing the Ashington Group public display better reflect their inherent 

criticality, creative motivation and material sophistication, thereby improving 

understanding? A curatorial project and new exhibition, Pitmen Painters Unseen, 

identified and gathered previously un-exhibited work, addressed incomplete 

narratives that exists within the Permanent Collection at Woodhorn Museum, and in 

combination, presented the most comprehensive exhibition of Ashington Group 

works ever staged. Expanding the range of publically available material reveals that, 

whilst resolutely amateur, the Group demonstrated a sophisticated self-awareness, 

actively responding to their own changing history and geography. 

 

Can this increased understanding meaningfully inform contemporary painting? 

Drawing upon innovative painting and psychogeographical practices, my major new 

body of work, The Ashington Paintings, investigates the changed landscape of a 

common geography. It engages with the Permanent Collection, its construction and 

shared longitudinal study of the locale, and provides a neoteric position on how 

contemporary practice can have an informed, discursive relationship with historical 

collections. 

 

The Ashington Group can, I conclude, be critically re-evaluated as a responsive and 

self-reflexive group of artists, capable of informing contemporary practice. 
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Dedication 
 

For The Ashington Art Group and Bob Lyon. 

 

To my wife Nancy J. Isherwood; I wouldn’t, and couldn’t have done this without you. 

You make me better each day.
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Preface. Against the Day. 
 

(Originally published in ‘Narbi Price: The Ashington Paintings’ exhibition wall text and 

catalogue, see Appendix D for full publication.) 

 

Though the idea for this exhibition came through studying the Pitmen Painters, these 

paintings aren’t about the Ashington Group, not really. These paintings are the 

product of many hours spent walking the streets of Ashington, at times in the 

footsteps of the Ashington Group, through a changed landscape that they would 

barely recognise physically, but in a socio-political climate that, increasingly, they 

might.  

 

The paintings depict sites rich with histories, some of them evident within the 

palimpsest of marks, but much of them hidden by redevelopment, repurposing, 

redaction. Among the places depicted in the paintings are the sites of the five 

collieries operated by the Ashington Coal Company: Ashington, Woodhorn, Linton, 

Ellington and Lynemouth. There’s an oddness in standing on a clean, perfect road in 

a business park, armed with the knowledge that you’re in the middle of a vast 

colliery, or in watching swans glide over a lake knowing that you’re on the site of the 

one-time biggest slag heap in Europe. These new paintings are as much, if not more, 

about the ghosts of Ashington as they are about the town today. 

 

I started walking Ashington in 2015 before the biggest political shifts in this country 

since the pits were closed. The beginning and end of the Ashington Group coincided 

with the depression of the 1930s and the recession of the 1980s, and many of the 

members lived to see the industry that they had documented, and the very reason for 

Ashington’s existence, taken away, making their decades long documentation of their 

working and home lives, all the more poignant.  

 

The last pit closed thirty years ago, and Ashington is in flux. No longer the Biggest 

Mining Village in the world. No longer any mining, no longer a village. There’s literally 

a hole in the centre of the town. The place names as in other towns, give clues to 

their own histories; Portland Park, Station Road, Milburn Road. They aim for an 

optimism, with streets named after English trees and Shakespearean heroines. They 

seek permanence but other names betray them with their itchy feet. They’re 
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transitory, looking for the next place, to find their own end; Woodhorn Road, 

Newbiggin Road, North Seaton Road.  

 

The afternoon sun is always low and shining into your eyes in Ashington regardless 

of which direction you’re facing, ‘contre-jour’ a friend from Chestnut Street told me. 

Perhaps there are bright things ahead; we just can’t quite see them yet. 

 

Narbi Price, 2018 
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Introduction. 
 

The Ashington Group enjoy a significant standing in the development of working 

class and informal art education. Their work, primarily painting, also carries with it 

much pride and fondness in its native North East of England, and far beyond. This 

practice-led research project and thesis examines the group, their work and their 

legacy through several means, including archival research, the making of new 

paintings as part of my continuing painting practice, and the curation of two 

exhibitions.  

 

In order to gain new knowledge, combined with a critical re-evaluation of the 

Ashington Group and its work, the research is focused around three questions: 

 

(i) What new insights can be gained by the study of the pedagogical1 approach of the 

Ashington Group’s tutor Robert Lyon?  

 

(ii) How can enhancing the Ashington Group public display better reflect their 

inherent criticality, creative motivation and material sophistication, thereby improving 

understanding? 

 

(iii) Can this increased understanding meaningfully inform contemporary practice? 

 

Throughout the thesis, key limitations and omissions in existing dominant texts and 

narratives are also addressed. For example, the rediscovery and new analysis of 

Robert Lyon’s 1942 Durham University MA thesis, The Appreciation of Art Through 

the Visual and Practical Approach, provides original insight to the conditions around 

the establishment of the Ashington Group project, and by extension the principles by 

which the Group made work for their entire careers.  

																																																								
1 To aid comprehension, I have chosen to use the word ‘pedagogical’ here and will 
refer to the idea of pedagogy throughout the thesis as a commonly understood term 
and concept within academia. A more accurate phrase however is ‘andragogy’ which 
relates more appropriately to adult education, and this term is also used in the thesis. 
I am mindful that reference to pedagogy has the potential to infantilise the group of 
learners, an issue addressed in Chapter 3, however I intend for the reader to 
interpret the terms interchangeably, and with emphasis on the learning relationship 
rather than any potential age or power imbalance between student and tutor.  
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Importantly, the two new exhibitions curated by myself, entitled Pitmen Painters 

Unseen and The Ashington Paintings, place contemporary art in an historical, 

museological and heritage context, through being held at the home of the Ashington 

Group Permanent Collection - Woodhorn Museum in Ashington, Northumberland. 

The Permanent Collection forms a focal point of the award-winning heritage centre 

and together with a display of archival material, charts the Group’s history and a 

selection of their output from close to its inception until fourteen years before its 

cessation. The newly curated exhibition, Pitmen Painters Unseen, showcases works 

by the Ashington Group from private collections and archives, hitherto largely out of 

the public’s eye. As well as highlighting pieces from later in their tenure, it exhibits 

works that demonstrate an expanded range of sophisticated painterly techniques, 

and sculptural works.  

 

Accompanying this, The Ashington Paintings, is a large body of thirty new paintings I 

made in response to the landscape and paintings methods of the Ashington Group. A 

site-specific exploration of the town of Ashington, the work takes influence from the 

Group in terms of subject matter, construction and painting technique. In a wider 

context and congruent with my ongoing concerns as an artist, the exhibition seeks to 

examine the defining landscape of the Group in post-industrial historical context. 

 

Juxtaposing the two new exhibitions against the familiar Permanent Collection aims 

to complement and widen established narratives around the Ashington Group 

through expansion of their public oeuvre and encourage discussion about the 

changes in the town and landscape from which they took their name. Shown together 

as the key strand of Woodhorn Museum’s Summer 2018 season, entitled Pitmen 

Painters Resurfacing, and forming the largest presentation of Ashington Group work 

ever held, the new exhibitions consider history, artistic technique and education, and 

the complex nature of professional versus amateur artist status. They are 

accompanied by two new publications, with new texts by critics Matthew Collings and 

William Feaver alongside my own writing (Appendices B and D), further extending 

the reach and impact of the project. 
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Figure 1. Narbi Price, Untitled Bus Stop Painting (Colliery), Acrylic on Board, 2018.  

 

 

In identifying and addressing limitations or omissions in the accepted dominant 

narratives around the Ashington Group, I argue that whilst the genesis of the 

Ashington Group project and Robert Lyon’s involvement and agency could be read 

and seen through an ethnographic or anthropological lens, the tenets established by 

Lyon and the Group later evolved into a rigorous tenured artistic practice - albeit 

remaining resolutely amateur.  

 

The Ashington Group can be thus re-contextualised as self-reflexive artists with a 

thoughtful practice, both as individuals and as a group, and their legacy is capable of 

meaningfully informing professional contemporary art practice.  

 

In Chapter One, I will give some foreground to the ideas and movements surrounding 

the Ashington Group; outlining how Robert Lyon and the Group developed their 

learning style, how this led to the production of artwork and the subsequent 

narratives surrounding that formation in existing texts. 
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Figure 1. Narbi Price, Untitled River Painting (Wansbeck), Acrylic on Board ,2018 

	
	
I will contextualise the Ashington Group within other working class and non-traditional 

art models, and finish the chapter with a consideration of the Workers’ Educational 

Association (under whose auspices the project began) and of the significance of 

working class adult education more broadly. 

 

After giving a summary and critical analysis of key sources available, in Chapter Two 

I will outline the various research methods used to reassess the Group’s history and 

consider how an expanded range of sources and methods can be used to better 

understand the Group’s legacy. 

 

In Chapter Three, I will look in more detail at the individual figures involved in the 

Group and the events and processes that shaped their history, focusing on individual 

members of the Group, their tutor Robert Lyon, and collector Helen Sutherland, 

before looking at the Group’s curatorial approach and how public exhibition and 

reception affected their legacy. 

 

Chapter Four will focus on the material elements of the Group’s work, establishing 

key terms and exploring their methods and motivations for production, as well as 
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offering a more in-depth analysis of the conservational and material clues held within 

the paintings now.  

 

Chapter Five considers Robert Lyon’s personal account of his teaching methods and 

observations of the Group, via a close textual analysis of his rediscovered MA thesis, 

The Appreciation of Art Through the Visual and Practical Approach. I will assess how 

new consideration of his approach can give a more accurate and direct insight into 

our understanding of the Group’s lasting position. 

 

Chapters Six and Seven introduce the two new exhibitions, exhibited together as the 

Pitmen Painters Resurfacing season at Woodhorn Museum.  

 

Chapter Six looks at the first exhibition, Pitmen Painters Unseen, a collection of 

Ashington Group work from private collections and archives, gathered together for 

the first time as one new exhibition. This exhibition was intended to address the 

limitations of the existing Permanent Collection, to give a more holistic or complete 

view of the Ashington Group’s output over their career. I will outline the curatorial 

process involved in this part of the research, and assess what can learned from the 

previously unseen work, the curatorial process, as well as the importance of 

broadening public access to works for renewed critique.  

 

Chapter Seven takes my own experience and concerns as an artist, and 

contextualising this research within my wider practice, suggesting how the Ashington 

Group’s work can continue to inform contemporary practice in a meaningful and 

integral way. I will focus here on the second exhibition, The Ashington Paintings, a 

collection of my own new work made in response to my research in Ashington and 

explore how this collection is positioned within the broader continuum of my work, 

and within contemporary painting. (This major new body of work also constitutes a 

significant aspect of this practice-led PhD research). 

 

Finally, in Chapter Eight, I will draw these different areas of research together to give 

an informed and considered summary, addressing the questions posed in this thesis: 
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Figure 2. Narbi Price, Untitled Slabs Painting (Hirst), Acrylic on Board, 2017 

 

 (i) What new insights can be gained by the study of the pedagogical approach of the 

Ashington Group’s tutor Robert Lyon?  

 

(ii) How can enhancing the Ashington Group public display better reflect their 

inherent criticality, creative motivation and material sophistication, thereby improving 

understanding? 

 

(iii) Can this increased understanding meaningfully inform contemporary practice? 
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Chapter 1. The Ashington Group - Definitions and Terminology 
 
1.1 The Ashington Art Group and Robert Lyon                                  
The Ashington Group (also known as the Ashington Art Group and the Pitmen 

Painters) was a group of men employed in the mining industry in south east 

Northumberland. They came together as a group in the early 1930s to address a self-

recognised gap in their post-school education and personal development. Leaving 

formal education between the ages of twelve and fourteen was the norm in Ashington 

at that time, and in working communities throughout the United Kingdom.  

 

‘The name by which the organisation shall be known is the “Ashington Art Group”, 

was declared in the first point of their 1946 rulebook,2 however for the purpose of this 

thesis, I will refer to them with the shorter forms ‘the Ashington Group’ or ‘the Group’ 

throughout. Both the members themselves and their tutor used these terms, and they 

are also often used in other texts. The now very popular terms ‘Pitmen Painters’ or 

‘Pitman Painters’, were coined much later.3  

 

Despite the implication of the commonly used ‘pitmen’ name, very few of the men 

actually worked underground as miners. In the catalogue of the 1948 group exhibition 

Art By The Miner at the Laing Art Gallery, Ashington Group members’ occupations 

are listed variously as joiners, a surface chargehand, a fitter, an insurance worker, 

retired, a smith, a cashier, a clerk, a chemist and a schoolmaster. Only two listed 

jobs; drawer and conveyor shifter, involved subterranean work. 

 

Since the late 1920s, some eventual members of the Group had been regular 

attendees at sessions run by their local Workers’ Educational Association (WEA), 

who had established a branch in Ashington in 1919. They requested a class on Art 

Appreciation after having exhausted the entirety of the syllabus of available classes 

in the area, which had previously had a scientific bent, focusing on evolution, biology 

																																																								
2 See Appendix E for images. 
3 A derivation of the usage first came in the name of a 1956 Observer column by 
Nevile Wallis, entitled ‘Pitmen’s Painter’ and was not about the Ashington Group at 
all; rather it was a review of an exhibition at the Whitechapel Gallery by the Polish 
painter Josef Herman (Wallis, 1956). The first verifiable usage in reference to the 
Ashington Group, was in a 1971 newspaper article (Gale, J. A Hobby Brought Fame 
to The Pitmen Painters, News Advertiser, Thursday February 4th 1971). 
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and geology. The WEA arranged for their Art Appreciation classes to be taught by 

Robert Lyon, Master of Painting at King’s College, Newcastle (then under the 

auspices of Durham University, now part of Newcastle University) as an extramural 

activity. The classes commenced in October 1934 in a wooden ex-World War One 

army hut in the centre of Ashington.  

 

After some false starts between the attendees and the tutor about the direction of the 

sessions, a newly focussed series of classes officially started in October 1935 as ‘a 

three year tutorial course in Art Appreciation’.4 Robert Lyon notes that ‘The course 

was one of eighteen lectures or meetings…’ (Lyon, 1938) suggesting therefore that 

the WEA sessions were fortnightly over this thirty-six month period. The end of the 

classes with Lyon however, was by no means the end of the Group’s activity; the 

maintained regular contact with Lyon until 1942 (and casually for many years later) 

and continued to hold weekly meetings independently, and to exhibit for a further four 

decades, enjoying national and international exposure and interest. (See Appendix F 

for an exhibition timeline) 
 

The exact date that the Group ceased to meet is unrecorded, however the hut that 

they had used as their long-term premises since 1943 (their second hut, the first 

having been requisitioned by the War Office during the Second World War), was 

demolished in October 1983 after a sudden increase in utility rates and ground rent 

by the National Coal Board. This date can reasonably be taken as the ending of the 

Group, coinciding with the almost complete cessation of mining in the area, and only 

a few months before the beginning of the miner’s strike of 1984. By this time Oliver 

Kilbourn was the sole surviving founder member.  

 

The start and end points of the Ashington Group are bookended by the depression of 

the 1930s and the recession of the 1980s, combined poignantly with the collapse of 

the very industry that spawned the town and therefore the Group. These mirrored 

socio-economic and political factors provide an interesting framework within which to 

																																																								
4 This is noted by Ashington Group secretary Arthur Whinnom in the preface to the 
pamphlet accompanying their 1938 exhibition at the Laing Art Gallery in Newcastle 
upon Tyne (Catalogue of the Exhibition of Paintings by Members of The University 
Tutorial Class Ashington, 1938).  
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view the reception and interpretation of the work of the Ashington Group, both 

contemporaneously and historically. 

 
Kilbourn later reflected upon these conditions and the ending of the Ashington Group:  

"We really did not want members who had a materialistic attitude to art, so as 
old members died off, our numbers dwindled. There could never be another 
Ashington Group because social conditions are so different now. The 
atmosphere is different from when we started off. I don't know why hardship 
brings out the best in people when all are suffering together." (Kilbourn, 
quoted in Feaver, 2009) 

 

The final surviving member of The Ashington Group was Jack Harrison, who died in 

2004, six months short of his hundredth birthday. 

 

1.1.1 Robert Lyon’s ‘Seeing by Doing’ project: An Experiment in Art Education 
Robert Lyon’s experience with the Ashington Group, retrospectively titled ‘An 

Experiment in Art Education’ (Lambert, 1938 p.118) commenced with the planned 

WEA sessions; a brief period of traditional, institution-style educational sessions, in 

the form of lectures with accompanying slide shows, initially on Renaissance art. This 

approach was mutually deemed to be unsuccessful, and Lyon decided to change his 

teaching method. He realised that his prepared curriculum did not hold the relevance 

he had assumed it would in this new environment. As critic and Ashington Group 

biographer, William Feaver explains: 

Normal practice at evening classes was to sit in rows listening to the tutor. 
“When Lyon arrived,” Oliver Kilbourn said, “he started by giving us lectures 
illustrated by black and white slides on an old-fashioned lantern. These were 
mainly of Renaissance paintings and either religious or mythological subjects. 
As we didn’t then know the Greek myths we were rather baffled and didn’t 
really get anywhere with this.” Robert Lyon ARCA was equally baffled. The 
Masaccios and Michaelangelos he has marvelled at in Florence with Eric 
Ravilious and Henry (‘Harry’) Moore during his term as a Rome Scholar, were 
more or less meaningless in Ashington. Harry Youngs (mechanic), Jas. Floyd 
(miner), T. Beal (unemployed) and even Andy Foreman (teacher) showed no 
feeling for the dingy images let alone understanding. (Feaver, 1988, p.17) 

 

This quote also introduces how social hierarchy and division permeate the popular 

narrative surrounding the Group, as Feaver emphasises individual educational and 

professional standings, contrasting Lyon’s ‘ARCA’ (Associate of the Royal College of 

Art) with each member’s job title or employment status. The class divisions, and how 

these differences have been presented, will be discussed further in Chapter 3. 
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Lyon’s eventual decision was to provide an alternative route to this educational 

format, which was the standard at the time, and to which he later referred as the 

‘contemplative method’. His solution was to encourage the members of the Group to 

understand, and thus better relate to the challenges of the artist, by having them 

make artwork themselves. He referred to this approach in his MA thesis (which will 

be discussed at length in Chapter 5) as ‘The Visual and Practical Approach’ or 

informally ‘Seeing by Doing’. He notes: 

We had to consider whether it was worthwhile examining the methods by 
which a painting or a piece of sculpture was made by an artist through the 
process of experiencing what it felt like to make a work of Art oneself and 
further, whether such an experience would help toward an understanding of 
Art. (Lyon, 1942, p.7) 

 
The focus of the exercise then, was not on the visual outcome but on the act of the 

doing, and the objective was to provide a new basis for understanding and 

interpreting the work of others. 

 

As a first step in his new approach, a subject matter was required, and the briefs 

initially set by Lyon took broad and open themes. Whilst representing a new 

approach to the classes, these still referenced art historical standards such as 

religious and allegorical painting. This is significant as it not only demonstrates the 

Group’s willingness to pursue traditional themes in their painting, but also suggests 

that Lyon may have introduced briefs referring to the very same Renaissance or 

classical examples planned for the original, more passive format. 

 

Responses to these early assignments involved very local and everyday subjects; for 

example, Group members Harry Youngs’ and Oliver Kilbourn’s responses to ‘The 

Hermit’ brief were based on a real person from the nearby village of Lynemouth, and 

Kilbourn’s ‘Deluge’ showed a domestic flood in a nearby Ashington street. Oliver 

Kilbourn later recalled: 

‘Lyon said “I think we’d better start you painting so you can get some inkling of 
what an artist has to do to create a picture. You might learn something from 
your struggles.” He gave us some subjects like “Dawn”, “The Hermit”, 
“Deluge”. He had the religious angle in mind for that one but I did a deluge in 
an ordinary working street: waves coming down the street and thunder clouds 
sort of faffing, but no biblical idea about it at all. So Lyon then said “I tell you 
what, you can have your own titles and paint your own experiences.” 
Technique was second. Idea was the foremost thing that mattered’  
(Oliver Kilbourn, quoted in Feaver, 1988, p.22) 
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Whilst Lyon’s approach was not entirely groundbreaking (as will be discussed in 

Chapter 3) his sensitive and proactive approach to this learning environment was 

novel in its use in adult education. It also established the beginnings of a conceptual 

framework; the focus of the Group’s work, from the early stages of the project and 

throughout, was on documenting their lives -  their own working, social and family 

lives. Importantly, though guided by Lyon, this was a responsive, self-initiated theme, 

evidencing a significant degree of collective cognisance and self-reflexivity from the 

beginning.  

 

The men were taught formally for a relatively short amount of time in their existence, 

less than a fifth of the Group’s total lifespan.  However, the tenets, themes and 

principles devised and established by Robert Lyon in response to the Group’s self-

recognised requirements, continued to occupy the fluctuating membership of the 

Ashington Group (approximately twenty members at any one time)5 for close to fifty 

years. 

 

1.1.2 Ashington, Northumberland 
Ashington is the place where the Ashington Group met and painted, and from which 

they took their name. In the 1930s it was a large village, situated fifteen miles north of 

Newcastle upon Tyne on the northern bank of the River Wansbeck. It existed 

primarily to house workers and their families for the five local mines and collieries 

operated by the Ashington Coal Company - Ashington, Woodhorn, Linton, Ellington 

and Lynemouth.  

Today a town of around 28,000 inhabitants, Ashington grew from a small hamlet 

founded when William Bentinck, 4th Duke of Portland, of nearby Bothal Castle, 

started building housing for the workers at his mines in the 1840s. Expansion of 

industry, housing and infrastructure continued through the twentieth century when, at 

the peak of the industry in the region, Ashington came to be known as the ‘World’s 

Largest Coal-Mining Village’ (Kirkup, 1993). Though never highly prosperous, 

Ashington had perhaps, a surprisingly rich cultural and intellectual offer for its 

residents, with numerous dancehalls, five cinemas, a philosophical society, and of 

course, a WEA branch.6 Whilst its most famous residents are probably the footballers 

																																																								
5 As noted in Lawrie, 1996, p.25 
6 Of these, only the WEA remains.	
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Jackie Milburn, and Jackie and Bobby Charlton, internationally regarded opera 

singers Janice Cairns and Sheila Armstrong also hailed from Ashington. (Thompson, 

2013, p.8)  

It was served by a freight and passenger train line until the Beeching Report closed 

the passenger line in 1964, after approximately one hundred years of service.  

Geographically isolating the settlement at a time of great activity, this also seemingly 

pre-empted the beginning of the end of industry in the area. The closing of the five 

collieries began with Linton (1968), followed by Woodhorn (1981), Ashington (1986), 

Lynemouth (1994) and finally Ellington in 1994.  Ellington - the last coal mine in the 

Northumberland coalfield, reopened in 1995 but eventually closed permanently in 

2005. 

The sites of these pits, in the main, bear no witness to their history - the notable 

exception is Woodhorn Colliery, reopened as Woodhorn Colliery Museum in 1988 

where a good number of buildings have been preserved and are now Grade II listed. 

The sites of the four other Ashington Coal Company collieries are now respectively a 

scrapyard (Linton), a business park and community wood (Ashington), demolished 

and vacant (Lynemouth), and soon-to-be housing (Ellington). The site of Portland 

Park, the former football ground, is occupied by Ashington’s current largest employer, 

the Asda Superstore.7 

 

The spectre of mining is, however, evident to any visitors to the region through the 

use of mining relics as public art. Every town and village in the area has examples of 

pit-wheel monuments, rather Soviet-looking miner sculptures, re-purposed coal tubs, 

murals, lamp-post banners and so on. This is peculiarly contradictory to the carefully 

planned, sanitised and selectively reclaimed or re-wilded sites of the mines 

themselves, where there is no remaining identifiable trace of the history of their 

usage. The Wansbeck Business Park on the site of Ashington Colliery, has a 

particularly incongruous oriental garden, replete with pagoda, roughly where the 

railyard stood. This controlled, or even curated use of landscape, proved to be 

fascinating source material for my own paintings.  

 

																																																								
7 Dugan, E. ‘Residents of forgotten English mining town head Down Under to meet 
Aborigines - and share the problems of displaced people’ The Independent, Sunday 
8th March 2015 
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The slow cessation of the mining industry left Ashington and the surrounding 

settlements devoid of its original purpose and with no clear direction for future 

development or reinvention. After the Conservative party gained control of 

Northumberland County Council in 2017, plans for the Northumberland County Hall 

to be relocated to Ashington from the nearby affluent market town of Morpeth were 

dropped in favour of monies being spent on the renovation of the existing Morpeth 

site. These plans had promised major potential for the redevelopment of Ashington 

town centre, and the creation of an estimated nine hundred jobs. Clearing of the site 

in Ashington for the proposed building was well underway before the change in 

administration, and this has left a large empty demolition site in the centre of 

Ashington - at time of writing for well over two years. Informally known locally as The 

Ashington Hole, there is no clear message from the current administration for the 

site’s future. In the four years of this research project, the only tangible change has 

been the replacement of see-through wire fences with imposing solid black opaque 

panels. The termination of the redevelopment came at a cost for taxpayers of an 

estimated £5.5million.8 

 

Ashington was founded, existed to service, and was dependent upon the mining 

industry. Unemployment, crime, drug problems and associated social-ills soon 

followed the cessation of the industry, and continue visibly to the present day. 

 

1.1.3 The Permanent Collection and Woodhorn Museum 
Woodhorn Museum, on the site of the former Woodhorn Colliery, is a multiple award-

winning heritage centre, museum and gallery, first opened in 1988. It also houses the 

Northumberland County Archives. The site incorporates original buildings and 

machinery from the colliery alongside a purpose-built new building, The Cutter, 

named after and inspired by the gigantic coal cutting wheels of the latter-day 

industry. Opened in 2006, this building houses the archives, stores and several new 

exhibition spaces. 

																																																								
8 Graham, G. ‘Accounts reveal full £5.5m cost of scrapping plans for Ashington 
council HQ’ Newcastle Chronicle, Friday 1st June 2018 
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The Permanent Collection of seventy-five Ashington Group works has a dedicated 

gallery and permanent home.9 As will be discussed in greater depth later, the aim of 

the Permanent Collection was to preserve the best examples of the Group’s work, as 

determined by the members. As noted in Clause 19 of the Group’s 1946 book of 

‘Rules’10 (this will be discussed in Chapter 3.3; images can be found in Appendix E) 

any works produced under the auspices of the Ashington Group could be nominated 

by consensus to be added to the archive.  

 

However, the Permanent Collection has some key limitations in its remit, which this 

research aims to address. The Ashington Group membership was, throughout its 

existence, a changing and evolving cohort, and the work of only eighteen artists are 

represented in this self-selected collection. The represented artists are: George 

Blessed, George Brown, George Brownrigg, Leslie Brownrigg, W Chrichton (William), 

J Dobson (John), Jimmy Floyd, Andrew Foreman, J F Harrison (Jack), Oliver 

Kilbourn, Fred Laidler, George McLean, Tom McSloy, Andrew Rankin, Len Robinson, 

Arthur Whinnom, Harry Wilson and Harry Youngs.  

 

The Permanent Collection was first formally constituted in May 1946. Since this 

marked the beginning of the Group’s conscious collection of work for posterity, many 

works made prior to that (i.e. between 1934 and early 1946) were not preserved. 

Work considered exercise, preparatory or experimental, work already sold at 

exhibition and work that may not have been preserved for other subjective or 

unknown reasons, was not included. As a result, only half of the works in the 

Permanent Collection date from this key, early period. There are also significant gaps 

in representation later in the Group’s presented output, for example the latest 

exhibited work in the Permanent Collection is J F Harrison’s Jazz Band Parade, 

(Figure 4) which dates from 1968. As the Group were extant until 1983, this leaves a 

long period of artistic production potentially not properly recognised or accounted for  

 

																																																								
9 For clarification, when I refer to ‘The Permanent Collection’ in this thesis, this is 
taken to mean the works on permanent display as the Permanent Collection 
exhibition at Woodhorn Museum as originally contributed by the Ashington Group. 
There are various other works held by Woodhorn Museum and the Northumberland 
Archives which I refer to separately. 
10 ‘The Group shall from time to time desire and accept for purposes of acquiring a 
representative permanent collection of work done by any of its members. This will be 
indicated in writing and in a form to be prescribed’. 
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Figure 4. J F Harrison - Jazz Band Parade, Enamel on Hardboard, 1968 

	
– a period totalling more than half of the entire lifespan of the Group. This is a key 

limitation that my research seeks to address. 

 

1.2 Contextualising the Ashington Group 
1.2.1 The Ashington Group as outsider artists 
Whilst the Ashington Group can be fairly described as ‘outsiders’ (to much of the art 

world establishment), and certainly, I would argue, as ‘artists’ in their own right, they 

do not fit comfortably within the accepted definitions of ‘outsider artists’ due to their 

communal experience of professionally-taught informal arts education. Though their 

work originated from outside of a formal educational or traditional art school training it 

cannot be easily pigeonholed within the context of, for instance, art brut, naïve, 

primitive, folk or outsider art. It comes, I would argue, from a place of educational and 

critical awareness that is quite apart from the usual definitions of such work.  

 

John Beardsley outlines some defining characteristics of the outsider artist in his 

essay in Vernacular Visionaries: 
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‘[Outsider artists] are not part of the art world and are sometimes unaware of 
themselves as artists or of their creations as art… Unlike ordinary talents, 
these artists seem to emerge fully developed from the first: there is little sense 
that their works evolves in response to outward stimuli, especially stylistic 
trends’ (Beardsley in Carlano (ed.), 2003, p. 10) 
 

Despite being occasionally referred to ‘The Ashington Primitives’11, this cannot be 

said to be an accurate description or categorisation of the Ashington Group artists.  

 

As previously stated, the genesis of the Ashington project was not focussed on the 

making of work for exhibition. While they were generally not independently accepted 

into ‘the art world’, the Group exhibited in many galleries and in curated shows, 

Though their earliest exhibitions were more demonstrations and celebrations of the 

results of a pedagogical exercise (rather than simply exhibitions of artworks) the 

Group, as individuals and collectively, did evolve into exhibiting artists with a 

demonstrable reflexive awareness when making work. Their experiments with 

contemporaneous avant-garde trends in art (abstraction and abstract expressionism) 

will be touched upon later, but suffice to say here that their first-hand contact with 

Modern Art during their career indicates that the Group had a responsive criticality 

and awareness that would set them quite apart from Beardsley’s definition of outsider 

artists.  

 

This is not to say that their work does not share some characteristics with outsider 

art. Regarding materials employed in making of work, David Maclagan notes that 

‘Outsiders have a penchant for recycling what has been discarded’. (Maclagan, 2009, 

p.15). This is certainly true of a quantity of early works that were executed on 

cigarette box packaging, recycled boards and reused canvases. This choice 

however, was inherently tied up in the informal learning process within which the 

Group were operating. Beardsley asserts that ‘It is possible to celebrate Outsider Art 

both as an expression of individual imagination and as the record of shared cultural 

experience’ (Beardsley, in Carlano (ed.), 2003, p.17). This shared experience is 

certainly one of the unique characteristics of the Ashington Group’s work, and their 

documentation of life in and around Ashington appears to be congruent with this 

definition of the outsider artist, however it does not recognise the Group’s continued 

education and engagement with art that is outside of their own cultural experience. 

																																																								
11	Gale, J., A Hobby Brought Fame to The Pitmen Painters, News Advertiser, 
Thursday February 4th 1971	
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Whilst superficially supportive of artists, the label of ‘outsider’, when discussing 

working class artists in particular, can lead to a simplistic and dismissive approach to 

understanding work, offering detached critique under the semblance of approbation. 

Susannah Thompson identifies this academic distance in her 2013 paper, ‘But ye de 

de art, divvint ye?’ Authenticity, identity and the historicisation of the Pitmen 

Painters’, looking specifically at the representations in the play:  

Art historians, critics and curators continue to attempt [to] critically frame and 
categorise groups of artists… Likewise, regardless of the ideological issues 
involved in equating non-professional or self-taught art… with ‘authenticity’ 
there remains a troubling, lingering attachment to [this notion] in exhibitions 
and studies of ‘outsider art’. (Thompson, 2013 p.3) 

 
This complex issue, of class-based otherness, exclusivity and representation in art 

practice, will be addressed further in next section of this chapter. 

 

1.2.2 The East London Group, Bourdieu and the working class in art  
It is beyond the parameters of this thesis to expansively consider issues around 

representations of the working class in art, however I would argue that the Ashington 

Group occupy an unusual position within it.  

 

Overwhelmingly, previous and subsequent depictions of the working class are very 

much from the perspective of the observer, representing workers from an external 

perspective. From Vincent van Gogh and Jean-François Millet, through LS Lowry and 

Stanley Spencer, to the contemporary works of Richard Billingham and Grayson 

Perry, these diverse artists all share the viewpoint of the observer. Even in the case 

of Billingham and Perry (themselves from working class backgrounds), the role of 

their formal art school training and the structures that showcase their work, can 

paradoxically highlight the artist’s increasing professional or cultural distance from 

their subject. 

 

A notable contemporaneous anomaly is the East London Group, active from 1928 – 

1936. The group were comprised of mainly working class people with no experience 

of further education. They predated the Ashington Group and were extant for a much 

shorter time. They numbered around thirty-five, and their work focused on the 

buildings and architecture of East London and seldom featured people. Taught by the 
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Slade School of Art trained professional artist, John Cooper, they met twice-weekly at 

the Bethnal Green Men's Institute.12 

 

A key difference between this group and the Ashington Group is that they counted 

professional artists among their ranks; Walter Sickert, Elwin Hawthorne and Walter 

Steggles, the latter two being among the artists representing Britain at the Venice 

Biennale of 1936. The East London Group did not share a common background as 

did the Ashington Group, however they did have a similar singularity of intent, in the 

documentation of a specific quotidian locale. The East London Group also focused 

much more on learning the formal techniques of painting from an available network of 

established, Slade-educated artist and tutors. The group’s demographic make-up, 

short lifespan and their skills-based training clearly sets them apart from the 

Ashington Group. Nevertheless, the East London Group present an interesting 

counterpoint to the Ashington Group in terms of artistic output, regional specificity 

and pedagogical approach. 

 

Given the importance of the issue of social class within the study, production and 

consumption of art, the subject as a long-term concern within the arts is relatively 

under-represented in academic debate, especially the issue of professional 

employment and representation within the industry. Even now, an arguably common 

public perception of the arts is that they are for the middle-classes to enjoy 

exclusively, or a means for the middle-class arts producers to ‘save’ the working 

classes, rather than an industry that is open to working class artists independently.13 

Where examples do exist of a strong working class culture amongst 20th Century 

artists, there tends to be a wider class-based, political rhetoric wherein artists are a 

visual part of a social betterment campaign or an historic uprising (for example, the 

																																																								
12 See Buckman, 2016, for a comprehensive account. 
13 For an expansion on this, see; Create (2018), Panic! Social Class Taste and 
Inequalities in the Creative Industries, [online] Available from: 
https://createlondon.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Panic-Social-Class-Taste-and-
Inequalities-in-the-Creative-Industries1.pdf [accessed 21 August 2019],  
Attfield, S. (2016), Art for whose Sake? Working-Class Life in Visual Art [online] 
Available from: https://workingclassstudies.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/art-for-whose-
sake-working-class-life-in-visual-art/ [accessed 21 August 2019],  
Alipoor, J. (2018), The arts world see working-class people as a problem to be 
solved. The Guardian. [online] Available from: 
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2018/jun/05/arts-working-class-people-britain-
theatre [accessed 21 August 2019] 
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1930s Popular Front artists, the various American Work’s Progress Administration, 

and Soviet Social Realism), rather than a sustainable, long-term professional 

engagement, as can be seen with many middle and higher class artists throughout 

history. Whilst there is comparably little academic writing around identified working 

class visual artists, (perhaps a reflection of the problem), the study of working class 

audiences and artistic consumers has been the focus of more recent academic 

study.14 

 

A key theory around class and art appreciation is Pierre Bourdieu’s 1968 Sociological 

Theory of Art Perception, which addressed continued social inequality based on 

culture, education and language. Whilst this theory can be criticised for its 

deterministic approach to individual cultural critique, and was established long after 

the Ashington Group began, I have found many of Bourdieu’s points relevant to, 

although not entirely supported by, the Ashington Group story: particularly their 

approach to discussing and making art in and on their own terms. It is not feasible to 

discuss the theory in full here, however I will attempt to summarise the aspects I feel 

are particularly pertinent. Bourdieu writes, 

The spontaneous theory of art perception is founded on the experience of 
familiarity and immediate comprehension – an unrecognized special case. 

… Educated people are at home with scholarly culture. They are consequently 
carried towards that kind of ethnocentrism which may be called class-centrism 
and which consists in considering as natural (in other words, both as a matter 
of course and based on nature) a way of perceiving which is but one among 
other possible ways and which is acquired through education that may be 
diffuse or specific, conscious or unconscious, institutionalized or non- 
institutionalized. 

… Conversely, faced with scholarly culture, the least sophisticated are in a 
position identical with that of ethnologists who find themselves in a foreign 
society and present, for instance, at a ritual to which they do not hold the key. 
The disorientation and cultural blindness of the less-educated beholders are 

																																																								
14 One example (Newman, Goulding and Whitehead, 2013) from the International 
Centre for Cultural and Heritage Studies at Newcastle University, addressed the 
artistic consumption and engagement with art by older people, including several 
working-class participants. Whilst this study cannot be discussed in more depth 
within the scope of this thesis, it is notable for its inclusion of participants more 
socially comparable with the Ashington Group members, due to its locality and focus 
on class and age, more so than many other studies. The report drew heavily on 
Bourdieu’s work and concluded that social class and group cohesion impacted on the 
individual’s willingness, confidence and enjoyment of visual art consumption, and that 
institutional art provision should be developed with greater appreciation of 
educational and interpretative resources. 
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an objective reminder of the objective truth that art perception is a mediate 
deciphering operation. Since the information presented by the works exhibited 
exceeds the deciphering capabilities of the beholder, he perceives them as 
devoid of signification – or, to be more precise, of structuration and 
organization – because he cannot ‘decode’ them, i.e. reduce them to an 
intelligible form. (Bourdieu, P. and Johnson, R., 1993, pp. 3-4) 

Bourdieu suggests that the conditions of making and coding art by the creator are 

most naturally understood, appreciated and valued by the viewer if their own 

experiences are essentially, or fundamentally, the same. If their personal 

experiences of the world are different, then these messages can be misunderstood, 

and if there is a great difference in experience or culture these ‘codes’ are 

incomprehensible.  

 

By encouraging the men to understand the experience of making work themselves, 

Lyon repositioned the Group to be more closely aligned to the experience of the 

artist, and therefore their understanding, or ability to decode the meaning and 

intentions of the work, was enhanced. Bourdieu argues further, that there is a direct 

class basis for inequalities in comprehension, grounded in variation of formal and 

informal educational experience, that replicates over generations within society. The 

inherent assumption is that high-art is predominantly favoured in higher class 

education, and therefore is less intuitively appreciated by working or lower class 

individuals due to their more distanced cultural and educational experience.  

 

The Ashington Group offer both a supportive and contradictory example to 

Bourdieu’s theory, in that they demonstrate, initially, that they did not intuitively or 

immediately appreciate the value of the art presented to them as the language and 

‘codes’ of the work were irrelevant to their lives. However, as they became more 

familiar with the processes and decisions involved in making the work, they were 

better able to able to apply their own experiences to that of an artist, and the work 

became meaningful. Through education they established a common experience with 

the artist, a shared and intelligible code, and were therefore able to re-educate 

themselves despite their social placement. Without this commonality through re-

culturing, according to Bourdieu’s theory, the work presented by Lyon would have 

remained unintelligible or of no value to the Group. Further, by establishing an 

environment wherein the men felt comfortable discussing the work, the Group were 

able to use their own language and style to discuss works thoughtfully. This allowed 
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the Group to build on their understanding of a field from which they may otherwise 

have felt excluded, acquiring increasingly more confidence, knowledge and cultural 

capital, allowing them to further support themselves when discussing work outside of 

that environment, amongst figures of the higher-class art world. 

 

A second interesting aspect of Bourdieu’s theory here, relates to how the Ashington 

Group’s work was and continues to be understood and valued by the established art 

world. As the quote above demonstrates, if the worlds and codes of the artist are not 

shared and understood by the viewer, there develops an incomprehension, an 

‘otherness’ or a lack of appreciation and value. I feel there is often an assumption 

that the established, educated, higher class art world are viewed as the producers of 

codes (artists) and also as a compatible audience - the inability to understand those 

codes is perceived as the failure or deficiency of the uneducated, lower class 

audience. In the case of the Ashington Group, the focus of incompatibility is the 

Group’s inability to understand Lyon’s early lectures, after which point they became 

better educated and were able to understand acclaimed art work. Little focus has 

been given to the subsequent reversal of this situation and the implications this has 

on attributed status - the inability of the established art world to understand the 

Ashington Group’s work and hence the perceived distance or ‘othering’ of the 

Group’s work and legacy. Despite the later emergence of Kitchen Sink Realism, 

Bourdieu asserts that artistic competence is defined as excluding representation of 

the mundane, ‘everyday objects or the universe of signs, which would amount to 

treating it as a mere monument’ (Bourdieu, P. and Johnson, R., 1993, p.8) 

strengthening the assumption that the everyday of the masses is not artistically 

credible, despite being relative unfamiliar to the majority of contemporary art critics.  

I would argue that this imbalance, the positioning of the working-class members as 

unsophisticated or uneducated, even when they are in the role of artist, but rarely the 

positioning of higher-class audiences as uneducated or lacking cultural 

sophistication, is a potential barrier to the appreciation of the Ashington Group’s work 

by an establishment art world, Modern or contemporary. Should this be the case, I 

hope that my research, by revisiting and expanding the Ashington Group story, is a 

helpful contribution to the education of a contemporary art audience.  
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1.2.3 Other Prominent ‘Pitmen Painters’ 
Norman Cornish and Tom McGuiness are very often spoken of along with the 

Ashington Group as fellow North East ‘Pitmen/Pitman Painters’ however neither were 

members of the Ashington Group, and became established later in the 20th Century. 

Both worked as miners in the Durham Coalfield before learning art techniques at the 

nearby Pitman’s Academy at the Spennymoor Settlement,15 and developed their 

painting practice alongside their working lives. McGuiness and Cornish both 

eventually became successful professional artists after leaving the pits.  

 

A dedicated venue The Mining Art Gallery, was opened in 2017 in Bishop Auckland, 

County Durham, as part of The Auckland Project, a multi-million pound 

redevelopment of Auckland Castle into an arts, heritage and faith centre. The gallery 

hosts a permanent display of the ‘Gemini Collection’ - a private collection of work by 

Cornish, McGuiness, and other later North East miner artists Ted Holloway, Robert 

Olley, Tom Lamb and David Wilders. The Ashington Group were occasionally shown 

alongside some of these artists and other miner artists throughout their tenure. Whilst 

often confused with the Ashington Group, there is no direct link between these artists 

and the Ashington Group, beyond their shared portrayal of a defining industry, and as 

mentioned, these artists emerged long after the Ashington Group was established.  

 
1.2.4 Workers Education and the WEA 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to give more than a brief outline of workers’ 

education movements in order to establish additional context for the Ashington 

Group. There is, however, a rich history of informal education in the North East, from 

Debating, and Literary & Philosophical Societies, Mechanics’ Institutes, to trade 

union skills and literacy classes, community education and Co-operative Guilds. The 

Workers’ Education Association (WEA) is particularly worthy of note, not only as the 

catalyst for the Ashington Group story, but also as the organisation’s emergence, 

development and continued survival (albeit arguably more recently serving a different 

purpose), is the most sustained example of organised workers’ education in the UK. 

																																																								
15 Spennymoor Settlement is an informal education centre set up in 1930 with 
funding from Pilgrim Trust to provide a supportive, training environment in the town 
during the economic depression. It is still active today, and has provided important 
creative and scholarship opportunities for many working, unemployed and retired 
members of the South Durham community. Further information can be found at their 
website http://www.spennymoorsettlement.co.uk/history.html [accessed 30 August 
2019] 
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Workers’ education, and the expansion of adult education provision beyond for a 

relative elite fraction of society, was strongly advocated in the North East of England, 

and the area holds a particularly important place in the history of social education. 

From the 1870s Joseph Cowen Jr. (Liberal and radical MP for Newcastle and 

supporter of the Northern Reform Union), campaigned strongly for the investment in, 

and the support of, working-class education provision. This also included resources 

for children - both to educate and provide childcare, thus allowing women to pursue 

employment and learning.  Nicknamed ‘The Blaydon Brick’, due to both his physique 

and family business manufacturing firebrick and clay retorts in Gateshead, Cowen’s 

campaigning took a distinctly conspicuous approach, both in Westminster and in the 

North East. In the political sphere, Cowen canvassed for support and social reform in 

the House of Commons by arguing fiercely but in clear, plain language, and was 

known to regularly attend debates dressed in miner’s clothes. In public, his advocacy 

was particularly visible and encouraged social awareness through media and cultural 

routes including public events and theatre tours, newspaper advertisements and 

articles.16  By rallying support from workers directly as well as those in authority, 

Cowen commanded a prominent and meaningful campaign which drew support from 

a broad base. An example of the importance placed on education by workers in the 

area, and of the public circulation of those values, can be found in quotes by mine-

workers in contemporary media, such as this quote from an unnamed striker in 

Seaton Delaval; “Wisdom is better than strength, nevertheless the wisdom of the 

poor man is despised and his words are not heard” (quoted in Newcastle Chronical 

September 5th 1868, cited in Welbourne,1923, p.132). 

 

Cowen’s call for a university to be established in Newcastle was not initially 

successful, but the region’s engrained focus on workers’ education encouraged the 

establishment of a new Durham University Newcastle ‘branch’ in 1883 - the Durham 

College of Physical Science. This was later renamed and incorporated in to 

Armstrong College in 1904, subsequently known as King’s College Durham from 

																																																								
16 After working as a writer and journalist for the Newcastle Chronicle from an early 
age, Cowen later assumed greater editorial influence through financial backing of the 
publication, and later bought the newspaper in 1859, offering a significant, public 
platform for his political campaigns until his death in 1900. See Joseph Cowen, 
Writer and Printer [online] https://www.parliament.uk/about/living-
heritage/transformingsociety/electionsvoting/case-study-radical-politicians-in-the-
north-east/introduction11/about-the-case-study1/ [accessed 23 July 2019] 
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1934 (the year that Robert Lyon started working with the Ashington Group), and then 

ultimately became Newcastle University in 1963. Whilst there was already an 

advanced educational establishment based in Newcastle for medical and surgical 

training, the new College of Physical Science became particularly associated with the 

local mining industry. By extension there was a significant relationship formed 

between the college and local miners, with both financial and cultural support offered 

by colliery owners, workers and Miners’ Associations. As Welbourne explains, 

…over a thousand men attended the lectures given that [1883] winter, losing 
wages and paying fines for shifts missed to learn elementary science, history 
and political economy. The local secretary of the movement paid a high tribute 
to the intelligence of his new pupils, to their straight-forwardness of speech, 
and their appreciative attention. … The local newspapers devoted whole 
pages to articles on mining science, law and history, even to subjects more 
abstract such as economics and philosophy. The fierce battles which raged in 
their columns shewed that much of this new information was eagerly received, 
much thoroughly digested. (Welbourne, 1923, p.205) 
 

Despite, or perhaps paradoxically due to, the strength of the movement’s relationship 

with local industry, this period of growth in established workers’ education was 

threatened by social and economic insecurity.  As industrial disputes between miners 

and colliery owners increased throughout the 1880s, resulting in inevitable 

resentment and financial costs to owners, workers and supporting unions, the 

opportunities for learning in the region were reduced. In short, as employment in the 

area was so heavily dependent on one industry, any risks to the industry had a direct 

and acute impact on support for the workers’ education movement.  

 

Whilst the resources and prospects for education were diminished over the following 

years, the movement and political motivation for it remained and eventually reformed, 

this time without the reliance on specific, local and essentially private industries for 

support, but instead as an independently co-ordinated general workers’ organisation; 

the Workers’ Educational Association. The WEA was formed in 1903, at that point 

known as the ‘Association to Promote the Higher Education of Working Men’, and 

formally changed its name to the ‘Workers’ Education Association’ in 1905. They first 

received Government funding in 1907 and the North-Eastern District was established 

in 1910. (Roberts, 2003, pp. x-xi) 

 

The Ashington Group are perhaps the most publically celebrated example of a WEA 

group, despite the fact that the organisation initially struggled to establish a branch in 
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the village. This was perhaps due in part due to the existence of the Ashington 

Debating and Literary Improvement Society established in 1898. When the Ashington 

Group’s WEA class was established, they (via Robert Lyon) also took a slightly 

rebellious approach to WEA procedure by manoeuvring the teaching away from the 

formal lecture format and focussing on practical art methods. I would argue that this 

variation, from theory to practice, is what ultimately defined the class’ success and 

differentiated them from other WEA groups. This variation is also significant in other 

ways. A WEA rule of programming for courses was that classes should not be 

profitable to the student and should not exclusively equip them with a new career.17 

This concern was presented differently depending on an individual’s position but 

always as a firm policy; for example, WEA treasurer (and later chair) Dr F B Jevons 

asserts in the WEA’s publication The Highway (February 1914 edition);  

It is from the WEA that the students … have come; but the classes must not 
provide a means of exit from the WEA or a temptation to desert it. The WEA 
wants the students back again after their three years’ course is over.  (quoted 
by Todd, N. in ‘A Working Class Hero is Something to Be’, in Brown, 2012, 
p.12)  
 

Speaking to the BBC years later in 1972, Ashington Group member Harry Wilson 

recalled the restrictions in that period,  

“At that time… the WEA was all theory: nothing which could possibly be 
interpreted as being any use for making a living could be taught. Only those 
things which were cultural which meant words. Therefore, one thing that 
Robert Lyon had to get over when he conceived what he wanted to do was to 
get permission. I don’t know how he got round it, but he did” (Wilson, quoted in 
Feaver, 1988, p.18).  
 

Whilst Robert Lyon and The Ashington Group are a relatively well-known group, they 

are only one of many examples of the WEA’s success - of dedicated tutors and of 

motivated learners, over the past century. The WEA was established with both 

practical and ideological aims and tutors worked for low or no pay when necessary, 

to ensure that teaching was provided where it was needed or lacking. During difficult 

financial climates and at a time when social and economic conflicts were frequently 

ignited, the WEA worked closely with communities to build trust and raise funds. 

They supported classes when finances were weak and, in turn, strengthened local 

communities through education. Across the country, tutors like Robert Lyon taught 

																																																								
17 This WEA rule is noted in Hall’s play as ‘Article 13 Section 4 of the WEA 
constitution’ (Hall, 2008, p.17) however, I have been unable to verify this clause 
independently. 
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with the WEA because they felt an ethical commitment to the WEA’s aims and to the 

people they were working with. I would argue that his makes the divisive rhetoric 

around the relationship between the Ashington Group and Robert Lyon, often 

characterised as an oppositional elitism towards the members and their incompatible 

communication styles, particularly unfair (examples of this will be discussed further in 

Chapter 2).  

 

WEA groups organised a high calibre of teaching, an important point to remember 

when assessing the Ashington Group’s criticality. A condition of University 

cooperation, negotiated by WEA founder and General Secretary Albert Mansbridge, 

was that tutors taught classes to a provable standard and that students studying with 

the WEA began the course with ‘a good general education’ (University of Oxford & 

Workers' Educational Association, 1908, p.68) This level was first established with 

the WEA’s discussions at the Oxford University Conference in August 1907 

(published as a report in 1908). Then following the foundation of a Central Joint 

Advisory Committee for Tutorial Classes in 1909, WEA classes were inspected and 

found to ‘conform to the best standards of University work’ (Jennings, B. ‘The WEA – 

The Foundation and the Founder’, in Roberts, 2003, p.22) Whilst this standard 

demonstrates something of the attitude and respectability of the members and Lyon 

as a tutor, it is also true that many workers studying with the WEA struggled to 

complete numerous written theoretical essays, especially after a full day’s intensive 

labour. This difficulty was not considered a sign of inferior intellect, nor was sensitivity 

to workers considered ‘turning [one’s] pulpits towards the view of a class’ (University 

of Oxford & Workers' Educational Association, 1908, p.57); a degree of flexibility was 

understood by the WEA to be a fair adjustment for students balancing the mental 

challenges of education alongside the exhausting demands of employment. I would 

argue that the Ashington Group’s increased focus on pictorial, practical work, may 

have been a way of facilitating the expression of ideas in a predominantly non-essay, 

non-text format that better suited the members whilst retaining a high standard of 

teaching.  

 

In Lyon’s MA thesis, he refers to the Group’s practical work as ‘technical essays’, 

(Lyon, 1942, p.50) which might suggest an attempt to formally rationalise or frame 

the painting as equivalent to written text. Much earlier in the process though, the 

Group would have nevertheless needed to validate their learning methods as 
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reaching a suitably high standard for the WEA. In addition to this, members of the 

Group would often contribute highly accomplished and thoughtful essays on art to 

The Ashington Collieries Magazine,18 demonstrating that they were capable of 

expressing ideas in writing and that the practical approach was not merely a strategy 

to meet the WEA’s ‘Gold Standard’ of learning.  

 

Whilst the Ashington Group’s story is of a predominantly male experience, workers’ 

education at that time was a significant opportunity for both sexes to advance their 

knowledge and skills. This was both in relation to the jobs market - taking classes 

that might improve employability or aid domestic partnerships (e.g. ‘home nursing’) 

for working women, as well as taking classes simply as an opportunity to develop 

broader understanding or cultural knowledge. The presence of women in the WEA 

(as students, tutors and supporters) became more pronounced in wartime, as military 

and industrial developments drew men away from education, however it was also the 

result of the WEA’s existing policy and awareness of the importance of welcoming, 

enabling and encouraging women to learn for the benefit of society and individuals.  

An example of this can be found in a 1912 WEA pamphlet ‘Women in the WEA’ 

written by Ida Hony, secretary of the Women’s Department of the National WEA:  

Careful consideration, too, needs to be given to the question of expenses, so 
that poverty should bar no one from attending…. We are convinced that 
among working women today there is a real hunger for knowledge, for a fuller, 
fairer life, and a wider hoping than has been theirs in the past; and we make 
this appeal in sure confidence that all share in satisfying that hunger will bring 
its own reward. (Hony quoted by Aird, in Brown, 2010, p.77)  

 

There is only limited reference to the presence of women in the original Ashington 

Group’s early meetings, however, as Harry Wilson noted in 1971;  

“…they didn’t last long. They came to about six lectures and since then we 
haven’t encouraged women to come. There’s a sort of strict understanding of 
where women fit in and where men fit in, though that’s now breaking down, 
with women now admitted to the social clubs, which they never were.” (Wilson, 
quoted in Feaver, 1988, p.17)  

 
As this comment suggests, the lack of women in the Ashington Group’s established 

story is a consequence of the particular social norms in the area at that time - based 

around an industrial and social environment where men and women were still largely 

																																																								
18 Members of the Group and Lyon contributed thirteen articles between December 
1936 and January 1938, as noted in Feaver, 1988, p.53. Copies of the magazines 
containing these essays are held in the Northumberland Archives 
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segregated in their roles. Though not a reflection of the capacity or appetite for 

learning amongst the women of Ashington at the time, this segregation is perhaps an 

additional factor that cemented the Group’s distinct or cohesive character beyond 

community or locale identity, and which differentiated the Group from many other 

WEA groups. Whilst this attitude towards potential female members is certainly 

sexist, regressive or offensive to contemporary minds, the exclusively male 

environment enabled by the WEA classes may well have encouraged the members 

to feel more comfortable discussing their work openly and extensively, especially 

within the temporal context of a society that rarely offered working-class men a 

regular platform for a mutual discussion of the arts on a critical and intimate level.  

 

In recent decades, the role of adult and workers’ education has shifted, and changes 

in employment and technology have affected the perceived importance of non-skills-

based training and provision. The WEA continues to run a broad range of classes 

and courses throughout the country, including practical art series. It has since been 

joined in the marketplace by the Open University, formed in 1965 by the Labour 

Party, following a long research and advocacy campaign by Education Minister, 

Jennie Lee, and later the various Centre for Lifelong Learning branches run through 

universities throughout the country.19   

 

This additional context is important for understanding the Ashington Group’s history 

and approach, for stepping back from familiar narratives to reconfigure an 

appreciation of both Lyon’s and the members’ motivations. The Group’s priority of 

continued learning for self-improvement, not only in the initial stages of requesting 

the class, but as the foremost concern throughout their career, defines the members 

approach above aesthetic productivity. This commitment to improvement is also 

demonstrated in their progress as artists over time. 

 

																																																								
19 Interestingly, when the North-East branches of the CLL operated by Newcastle and 
Sunderland Universities closed after funding was withdrawn, the students and tutors 
established their own independent organisation in 2013. The appropriately named 
Joseph Cowen Lifelong Learning Centre presents the Explore lecture programme 
and, in a coincidental link with the Ashington Group, counts Lee Hall among its 
patrons. See Explore Lifelong Learning website: https://www.weareexplore.org.uk/-
about-explore [accessed 20 August 2019] for further details on the founding of the 
organisation.  
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Having given some foreground to the ideas and movements surrounding the 

Ashington Group, I will now examine how Robert Lyon and the Group developed 

their learning style, how this led to the production of artwork and to the narratives 

around their methods in existing texts. I will outline the various research methods 

used to reassess the Group’s history and consider how an expanded range of 

sources can be used to better understand their legacy. 
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Chapter 2. Methodologies and Sources 
 
2.1 Research Methodologies 
As a research subject, this project required a multidisciplinary approach and three 

distinct methodologies: archival research, curatorial process and creative practice. As 

will be discussed further in the thesis, I identified existing texts about the Group, 

primary sources and archival material as well as personally sourcing unpublished, 

private accounts by key figures.  

 

I became aware very early in the research process, of a popular and partial narrative 

– ‘the story of the Pitmen Painters’, as cemented worldwide by Lee Hall’s The Pitmen 

Painters play, which focused heavily on the early parts of the Ashington Group’s 

timeline. Subsequently, this same story and limited body of knowledge was repeated 

in many of the other sources that I consulted, often offering familiar, dramatic rhetoric 

in place of independent sources of fact. This included, among other things, 

assumptions about the nature of the paintings and their production. By looking 

beyond the immediate or popular sources of information, I aimed to construct a more 

thorough understanding of the Group’s history.  

 

Whilst the Permanent Collection offers many clues toward the Ashington Group’s 

approach, it quickly became apparent that the collection is not absolutely reflective of 

the entire nature of the Group’s career, both in timescale and subject matter. In direct 

response to these limitations, the curation of a new exhibition of works outside of the 

Permanent Collection was proposed, aiming to expand this base of existing 

knowledge of the Group’s work and to provide a more holistic understanding of their 

oeuvre. 

 

The archival and textual analysis was combined with a physical and artistic 

assessment of the paintings themselves, and a psychogeographical study of the 

Group’s locale and geography. The production of my own new work in the studio, 

involved a process of development and reflective making for myself as an artist. This 

was in response to my study of, and immersion in the work of the Ashington Group 

and its defining geography.  
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In this chapter I will highlight and examine key resources and research methods used 

in my research. 

 

2.2 The Northumberland Archives 
The Northumberland Archives is an autonomous entity located within The Cutter 

building at Woodhorn Museum, with a second location in Berwick-upon-Tweed. It 

holds an expansive collection of texts, photos, films and objects, historical, social and 

administrative documents, relating to the historic county of Northumberland, and was 

an invaluable resource in my research20. In addition to offering information about the 

local area and culture spanning the last century and beyond, the Archive contains 

numerous documents and artefacts relating specifically to The Ashington Group. 

Through this resource I was able to view contemporaneous media such as 

newspaper clippings, articles and transcripts, giving stronger first-hand insight into 

the Group’s reception locally, nationally and internationally. It contains important 

administrative documents which evidenced more about the Group’s workings, 

including membership information and handbooks, minutes and personal 

correspondence. Finally, the archive offered original documentation about the 

Group’s artistic output, including exhibition catalogues, individual works not visible in 

the collection itself (including linocut prints made in some of the very first sessions 

with Lyon) and objects used by the Group such as member John Dobson’s paint box 

(detailed in Appendix G).  I will refer to various items and findings throughout the 

thesis, however the availability and preservation of many primary sources relating to 

the Ashington Group is thanks to the continued accessibility of the Northumberland 

Archive at Woodhorn Museum.  

 

2.3 Existing Sources – An Overview 
I sourced and referred to a broad range of texts and archival material in this 

research, such as contemporaneous catalogues, exhibition texts and other 

introductory articles, as well as an important unpublished academic thesis from 1942 

(touched upon later in Chapter 3, and assessed in-depth in Chapter 5). When 

																																																								
20	The position, and influence of the diverse materials held in the archive in relation to 
my artistic practice was rich and complex. Whilst my practice did not respond to 
individual artefacts directly, the deeper knowledge offered through the study of the 
materials provided a rich, expanded base for my artistic response. See Chapter 6, 
The Ordering of Knowledge: Museums and Archives, in Gibbons, 2007, p.118, for an 
extended consideration of these issues in relation to artistic practice and research.	
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contemplating many items, however, I quickly found that the sources, texts and 

opinions that made up the narratives around the Ashington Group were based on a 

very limited pool of details. 
 
Dedicated texts about the Ashington Group are remarkably scarce and are often 

themselves drawn from the same limited sources. After one definitive book, first 

published in 1988,21 there came a fictionalised play in 2007,22 which, for many 

people, defined the Ashington Group’s story and cemented a certain account, 

particularly in relation to the various personalities of members of the Group and 

interpersonal relationships between the Group, their tutor and their patron. 

 

Despite articles in local, national and international press, more detailed or considered 

accounts surrounding half a century of creative output have seldom been 

forthcoming. Most have simply covered familiar ground and chiefly looked to existing 

publications and media representations for reference material. Although interesting, 

and perhaps entertaining, texts and other portrayals associated with the Ashington 

Group largely share an anecdotal, class-based reading of their history. Additionally, 

most of these texts focus either on the first ten or so years of the Group’s existence, 

or upon their rediscovery in the 1970s. There exists a real dearth of material which 

considers the artistic output of the Group in any critical way – most material focussing 

instead on the simple circumstances of the project (North East miners learning to 

paint) and a familiar social and historical reading. Though some of those existing 

sources contain useful or interesting details, most do not warrant substantial 

assessment as individual texts. Those that do are addressed next. 

 

2.4 Dominant Texts and Narratives regarding The Ashington Group 
2.4.1 Pitmen Painters, The Ashington Group 1934 – 1984 by William Feaver 
Part of my interest in studying the Ashington Group is that their story has effectively 

been told in chief by a single voice - that of the writer, critic, artist and curator William 

Feaver. He is the author of the one published, non-fictional book about them, Pitmen 

Painters, The Ashington Group 1934 – 1984.23 He is also the curator of numerous 

																																																								
21 Feaver, W. (1988) Pitmen Painters, The Ashington Group 1934-1984.  
22 Hall, L. (2008) The Pitmen Painters. 
23 The title of the book is itself interesting, as the dates given are debatable; whilst it 
is recorded that the Group began their sessions in October 1934, there is no exact 
recorded end date for the Ashington Group.  
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exhibitions including the current hang of the Permanent Collection, and has 

continued as the writer of many articles about the Group over a forty-year period.  

 

As the Group’s biographer, Feaver’s is the definitive account of the Ashington Group. 

It follows the Group’s timeline from its inception to the end of the project and the 

immediate years following. He was a close friend of member Oliver Kilbourn and, 

through his book and exhibitions arranged in the 1970s, Feaver is personally 

responsible for the level of interest that we see in the Ashington Group today. He is 

also the original co-trustee and Chair of the Ashington Group Trustees and was an 

honorary member of the Ashington Group. (Feaver’s role in the Group’s history, as 

opposed his publication, will be discussed separately in Chapter 3.6.) 

 

As definitive as it is, Feaver’s account evidences such a personal connection with the 

subject matter, that it arguably contains a certain bias; a natural weighting toward the 

account of Kilbourn in particular. It also contains slight irregularities or contradictions 

when compared with lesser known alternative accounts or opinions. This is not 

necessarily error on Feaver’s part however, as I would argue that some 

inconsistency could be attributed to the nature and specific circumstances of writing 

the text; much of the information in the book was gathered from interviews that took 

place in the early 1970s - close to forty years after the recounted events took place. 

Therefore, some degree of divergence could be expected in the recollection and the 

repeated retelling. 

  

The impact of any bias or variations is significant however - as Feaver’s text 

represents the definitive reference book, any inaccurate detailing is then repeated in 

subsequent texts relying on it as source material, thus further amplifying them. This 

issue not only affects characterisations of the individuals in the group, but also the 

material descriptions of the works (as can be seen in Appendix H). Feaver’s book is 

however indisputably valuable as a resource and a reference, and is a fascinating 

account of the Ashington Group from a uniquely intimate perspective. 

 
2.4.2 The Pitmen Painters by Lee Hall  
Perhaps the most ‘popular’ voice in the Ashington Group story comes via the hugely 

successful 2007 stage play The Pitmen Painters, by Lee Hall. Hall is also the 

playwright of Spoonface Steinberg (1997), and Our Ladies of Perpetual Succour, 
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(2015), and screenwriter of mainstream film and television hits Billy Elliot (2000), 

Toast (2010), War Horse (2011) and Rocketman (2019).  

 

Arguably the most influential and certainly the most famous representation of the 

Group’s history, The Pitmen Painters enforces Hall’s interpretation of Feaver’s 

account, worldwide, as the essential ‘true’ story,24 based largely as it is on his 1988 

book. Hall’s initial interest in the subject was down to a chance discovery of the title 

in a London bookshop following the release of Billy Elliot. He says; 

“Pitmen Painters sounded like an oxymoron… The story fed into so many of the 
themes that I am interested in…including class, art and exclusion. I was very 
interested in that they had, like Billy Elliot, escaped from their working class to go 
and be artists. Though they decided to stay working in the mines, they became 
celebrities and got to know people like Henry Moore and Ben Nicholson” (Hall 
quoted in Gray, 2013) 
 

Again, the personal accounts of the original author defined what came to be the 

popular impression of the Group; 

“Bill [Feaver]… had known all of the group when he was a young man.25 He was 
generous in allowing me access to personal diaries and the like that gave the 
human dimension to the play” (Hall quoted in Gray, 2013)  

 
The Pitmen Painters play suggests, institutes and reinforces the existence of an 

oppositional relationship between the Ashington Group and the establishment art 

world. Set up in the very first scene of the play and throughout, a characterised 

hierarchy between tutor and pupil emerges, based upon social class and educational 

level. The interpersonal relationships between the characters of Lyon and the Group 

were simplified and exaggerated to create a more dramatic narrative around the idea 

of class contrasts.26  The officer-class connotations of Lyon’s character are 

conceived for oppositional dramatic impact (which will be considered further in 

																																																								
24 Though Hall notes that the play is ‘inspired’ by Feaver’s book (Hall, 2007, p. iii) 
numerous reviews and reports have referred to the play as a true story.	
25 In fact, William Feaver knew only six of the Ashington Group; Jimmy Floyd, Len 
Robinson, Fred Laidler, Jack Harrison, Harry Wilson and Oliver Kilbourn, as noted in 
the Author’s Acknowledgments in Feaver, 1988 p.172. 
26 My personal correspondence with Lyon’s family reveals that Hall had had no 
contact with anyone who had actually known Lyon until after the play was staged. 
Hall’s treatment of Lyon as a character has also been criticised by others, for 
example in the 2008 Guardian review, ‘…the play is sometimes harsh on the few non 
working-class characters: Lyon himself… is seen as a careerist using the Ashington 
achievement to advance his academic status’. (Billington, 2008) 
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Chapter 3.4) and the converse implication of the members’ relative status, as socially 

and educationally unsophisticated, is also accentuated. 

 

An example of this division, is the language barrier presented throughout Hall’s play, 

exaggerated for comedy or dramatic effect, clearly suggesting Lyon and the men 

were unable to communicate even basic ideas due to their dialect, effectively 

demarcating an immediate class and cultural hierarchy. The inability to communicate 

is mutual, characterising the tutor and students not only as different, but alien to each 

other. For example, Lyon’s polite but repeated inability to understand members; ‘I 

beg your pardon?’ … ‘I, em, terribly sorry I didn’t quite catch that.’ (Hall, 2008, p.7) 

and the members’ blunt and repeated inability to understand Lyon; ‘I beg yer pardon’ 

(ibid., p.6) ‘The what?’ (ibid., p.15) and ‘Has anybody got any idea what he’s talking 

about?’ (ibid., p.15). Indeed, many of the comedic moments in the play are based 

upon misunderstandings around the Northumberland ‘Pitmatic’ dialect, juxtaposed 

against Lyon’s ‘Received Pronunciation’.27  This portrayed inability to speak freely 

and intelligently as a group, is not only belittling to the members, it betrays Lyon’s 

experience working and exchanging ideas with working men throughout his life.  

There are only five members of the Group portrayed in the play: Harry Wilson, 

George Brown, Jimmy Floyd, Oliver Kilbourn and the somewhat desultory ‘Young 

Lad’ character.  Although they share names and perhaps certain characteristics of 

their namesakes, they are compound characters and rather caricatured.28 (I will 

outline more accurate biographies of Lyon and other individual members 

characterised in the play in more depth in Chapter 3.) 

																																																								
27 See Thompson, S. (2013) ‘But ye de de art, divvint ye?’ Authenticity, identity and 
the historicisation of the Pitmen Painters, for an extended analysis of this. 
28 My meetings and correspondence with the families of Robert Lyon and Jimmy 
Floyd revealed that both found the play’s characterisations of their respective 
relatives to be inaccurate and offensive to them. 
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Figure 5. William Scott - The Bedlington Terrier, oil on board, 1937 

Some elements of the play’s characterisations are, perhaps unintentionally, arguably 

quite cruel. An example is, Jimmy Floyd’s comic relief role, often the butt of the 

Group’s jokes and frequently offering comedic, daft or ignorant comments29 – in truth, 

Floyd was a thoughtful but quiet contributor, rarely speaking publically due to his 

pronounced stammer. Fellow miner artist Norman Cornish, took quite reasonable 

umbrage with Hall’s characterisations in a 2011 BBC interview;   

	
 “I know that the Ashington Group were quite intelligent men and they wanted 
to be educated… But I'm afraid [Lee Hall] took the mickey a bit… and had us 
laughing at what the different people in the group would say. There were some 
bits that made me feel it was a bit of an insult to these lads - because they 
were bright lads… There was nothing silly about them. And I don't think he did 
them much favours turning them into... entertaining clowns. Well, they 
weren't”. (Norman Cornish, quoted in Youngs, 2011) 
 

																																																								
29 Floyd is set up as the fool early in Act One when the George Brown character says 
‘We’re not thick, you know – well apart from Jimmy’ (Hall, 2008, p.12) Some 
examples of Floyd’s line that cement this throughout the play are ‘...feeling a picture 
– it’s just ganna be flat, man’ (ibid., p.15), ‘I don’t follow’ (ibid., p. 23), ‘A what?’ (ibid., 
p.24 and p.43), ‘Is art supposed to make you think?’ (ibid., p. 25), ‘What ye on aboot? 
I’ve never done one of his exercises yet’ (ibid., p.49), ‘I haven’t learnt nowt of any of 
yis. I can barely understand what yers are on aboot’ (ibid., p.50), ‘What’s it supposed 
to be?’ (ibid., p.55), ‘I know I’m a bit stupid…’ (ibid., p.55), ‘Eh?’ (ibid., p. 55), ‘You’ve 
lost me’ (ibid., p.57). The second act of the play sees the Floyd character become 
more erudite, yet he remains a frequent figure of ridicule throughout.	
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The play incorrectly attributes William Scott’s The Bedlington Terrier (Figure 5) to 

Jimmy Floyd (Hall, 2007, p.28). This can be reasonably read as a simple, practical 

means to include the rather emblematic image without the need for additional 

characters, however it again demonstrates the low level of importance placed on the 

relationship between the artist and the work. 

 

Also devised for the play, is a close personal relationship between Robert Lyon and 

Oliver Kilbourn. Whilst Lyon made several drawings of Kilbourn (Figure 26) as 

featured in a scene there is no other evidence to suggest that he was closer to 

Kilbourn than any other member of the Group; this event took place in Newcastle in 

1938, but is moved later to 1944, and to Edinburgh, in the play. In reality, most of the 

correspondence between Lyon and the Group comes through Arthur Whinnom and 

Jimmy Floyd, and several letters from Floyd to Lyon dated from the early 1970s 

remain preserved in the sleeve of Lyon’s thesis. This anomaly of focus could perhaps 

reflect the personal relationship between Feaver (as the author of Hall’s source 

material), and Kilbourn.  

	
Helen Sutherland features in the play and is portrayed as the epitome of moneyed, 

art-world elite and her character is rather scathing of Lyon as a ‘middlebrow 

provincial realist’ (Hall, 2008, p.54). Her character signals the virtuous role of 

privileged saviour; her offer of a stipend to Kilbourn, in order to enable him to quit 

mining to pursue a career as an artist, adds a dramatic arc to the second act of the 

play. Whilst it would not be out of character for Sutherland to offer such patronage,30 I 

have found no evidence of this offer to Kilbourn in reality, and I suspect was added 

as a dramatic device, suggesting the idea of redemption through art.  

 

An interesting take on Bildungsroman31 literary tradition, The Pitmen Painters ends 

shortly after the Lyon years - on the eve of the nationalisation of the coal-mining 

industry in 1947, and winds up the remainder of the Group’s history with a few lines 

																																																								
30	Sutherland had a similar patronal relationship after her relocation to Cumbria with 
working-class artist Percy Kelly, funding him to attend Cumbria College of Art to 
study lithography in 1961.	
31	The Group, whilst in fact made up of numerous adults, some into their 70s, taking 
centre stage in a coming of age-style story arc.		
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of postscript that reaffirm the political slant of the play.32 The final scene concludes 

with a rousing and emotive musical score of Gresford - The Miner’s Hymn.  

 

It is important to note that Hall’s play is of relevance here as the dominant 

representation of the Ashington Group and their established narrative, as perceived, 

publically and generally - the play is not intended, nor referred to here, as offering 

precise factual or historical accuracy. However, correct or not, the events and 

characters presented in the play have become for many, the accepted account of the 

Group’s history.  

 

Regarding another representation of an event in mining history, artist Jeremy Deller’s 

powerful 2001 video work The Battle of Orgreave, Mark Godfrey writes ‘…English 

history tends to be addressed only when romanticized and no longer deemed to be of 

political impact’. (Godfrey, 2007 p.145), an assertion that Deller’s piece and The 

Pitmen Painters provide counterpoints to. Hall’s play is a fiction, sentimentalised and 

distorted for comedic, dramatic and political effect, and in this light the Group’s story 

has become romanticised. Hall uses the Ashington Group story as a vehicle for a 

broader political agenda in support of improved access to art education, and social 

reform, and in his introduction to the 2008 publication of the script, he perceptively 

identifies some of the issues around working class participation in the arts; ‘Despite 

an occasional Damien Hirst or Tracey Emin, the art world remains disproportionately 

cluttered with the sons and daughters of the middle classes’ (Hall, 2008, p.vii).  

Whilst I find the fictionalised portrayal of real individuals to be a cause for concern, 

the play has nonetheless also been a powerful and incredibly successful, method of 

introducing the Ashington Group to a new, global audience.  

2.4.3 Other Articles and Sources 
The various other sources used in my research are not individually substantive 

enough to warrant isolated consideration here. They are either not solely focussed on 

the Ashington Group itself, they are short articles, or are based primarily on the 

																																																								
32 ‘NO UNIVERSITY OF ASHINGTON WAS FOUNDED. WOODHORN COLLIERY 
WAS CLOSED IN 1981. IN 1995, THE CALL FOR ‘COMMON OWNERSHIP OF 
THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND EXCHANGE’ WAS 
EXCISED FROM THE LABOUR PARTY CONSTITUTION’ (Hall, 2008, p.124, 
capitals original) 
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Feaver or Hall texts. Some do however, contain interesting and relevant details and 

will be referred to individually in later sections where appropriate. 

 

2.5 Recent Artistic Responses to the Ashington Group 
There have been various references to and reflections on some of the themes 

covered in this thesis in academic and artistic circles over recent years, as well as 

numerous outreach projects working with local communities to support continued arts 

education in the area. I would like to highlight here two recent responses to the work 

of the Ashington Group, which took place in 2015 and 2016. 

 

2.5.1 The Ashington District Star – Julian Germain 
The Ashington District Star was a community outreach project by photographer 

Julian Germain, in conjunction with the Northumberland arts commissioning agency 

bait, and Northumberland College. The project involved Germain working with 

Ashington residents to make contemporary photographic versions of some of the 

scenes and situations depicted in selected Ashington Group works from the 

Permanent Collection. The photographs were distributed in a series of free 

newspapers called ‘The Ashington District Star’ and the project culminated in an 

exhibition alongside the Permanent Collection at Woodhorn Museum in October 

2015.33  

 

This project worked directly with the community (including the granddaughter of 

Ashington Group member Fred Laidler) who exercised agency over how they chose 

to be depicted. The show was very positively received locally, and brought renewed 

attention to the Group, also demonstrating that their work of could have a 

contemporary relevance and inform new practice. The work, however, demonstrates 

a tendency within documentary photography to place subjects in the position of other 

– the community as subjects to be observed rather than understood as producers, an 

issue that will be discussed in Chapter 3.6.2 in relation to the ‘Mass Observation’ 

project.  

 

 

 

																																																								
33 Simpson, C. Work by the Pitmen Painters is arranged alongside modern 
recreations in a new exhibition, Newcastle Chronicle, Friday October 23rd, 2015 
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2.5.2 PITMAN – Eliot Smith Dance Company 
First performed in 2016, PITMAN by the Newcastle-based dance company Eliot 

Smith Dance, is the first response to the work of the Ashington Group through 

contemporary dance. A rather surreal spectacle for one who has spent so much time 

viewing the original wall-based pieces, the work is comprised of nine interpretations 

of specific paintings from the Permanent Collection by nine different artists.34 

Although it presents an element of pastiche, it is significant as a new response from a 

North-East artist, responding directly to the paintings as opposed to mediations. It 

places the Group’s work (or their balletic representations thereof) in the place of the 

observed, figures performing for an audience. The choreographer’s illustrative 

literality reflects an interpretation of the paintings, and through dance, also presents 

the Group in a new medium, perhaps breaking with the clichéd representations of 

working men as inexpressive or unemotional. It also helps further extend the reach of 

the story of The Ashington Group to a wider audience base. 

 

2.6 Robert Lyon’s MA Thesis - rediscovery 
Whilst not newly published, having been written in 1942 and never publically 

available, I was able to source a previously inaccessible text which provided a 

unique, first-hand account of the Ashington Group, written by their tutor Robert Lyon; 

his MA thesis The Appreciation of Art Through the Visual and Practical Approach 

(Figure 6). This rediscovered text, and the process of finding it, gave me an 

unexpected insight into the Ashington Group project and a very personal experience 

of Robert Lyon’s life and legacy. The content of the thesis is summarised in Chapter 

3, and analysed in detail in Chapter 5; however, I will outline more about the 

rediscovery, the story behind the thesis and my research process here. 

 

																																																								
34 In order, Coal Tubs off the Way (George Brown) (Figure 9), The Bar Playing 
Dominoes (Andrew Foreman), Fish and Chips (Fred Laidler), Dawn - Ashington 
Colliery (Harry Wilson), Jazz Band Parade (JF Harrison) (Figure 4), The Bowler (Len 
Robinson), Progging the Mat (Oliver Kilbourn), The Miner (Leslie Brownrigg), The 
Xmas Tree (Harry Wilson). Images can be found in Figures noted or Appendix J. 
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Figure 6. Robert Lyon - The Appreciation of Art Through the Visual and Practical Approach, 1942. 

Front cover. 

The summer of 1942 saw the Ashington Group’s tutor and mentor Robert Lyon, 

depart the North East and King’s College Durham, to take a job as the fourth 

Principal of Edinburgh College of Art and Director of the Scottish National Galleries. 

Before he left he wrote his MA thesis about the Ashington Group project for Durham 

University, under whose auspices King’s College was at the time. Lyon died in 1978 

and only one copy of the work exists. 

 

His thesis was referenced and quoted from, albeit rather selectively, in Feaver’s book 

and the volume was returned to Lyon’s widow Mabel in the early 1980s. On Mabel’s 

death, it passed to their son, the sculptor Peter Lyon and following Peter’s death, the 

thesis became lost. There are no duplicate copies in the institutional archives of 

Durham, Newcastle or Edinburgh Universities and there was no subsequent version 

published by Lyon, his family or any other institutions. My research located the single 

extant copy of the work which had, unbeknownst, remained in the family. It is now in 

the possession of Robert Lyon’s grandson, Jasper Lyon, a sculptor, based near Le 

Mans, France. 
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The process of tracing the thesis, researching and making contact with the family 

involved several methods and routes, and various institutions including the WEA and 

National Portrait Gallery.35 By establishing a direct relationship with Lyon’s grandson 

I was then able to make arrangements to work directly with the manuscript. 

The book is now a family heirloom and rather fragile, so it was not practical to safely 

transport it for study. In March 2017, I travelled to Le Mans to meet Jasper and view 

the document in person. During my time in Le Mans I was able to carry out a close 

textual analysis and documentation of the text. I was also able to have many 

conversations about Robert Lyon, his legacy and his life. I was given permission to 

photograph and document the thesis in full for my research.  

 

Now fully digitised for the first time, the thesis provides a unique and importantly first-

hand viewpoint of the initiation of the project told by the man who instigated it. It was 

written during the project’s lifetime, and was based on Lyon’s very recent 

experiences with the Group. It contains immediate reflections on his time with the 

Group, and was printed only a few years after the project started. Whilst susceptible 

to bias as with any personal account, the thesis was not a recollection constructed 

decades later, as is the potentially problematic nature of other sources, particularly in 

terms of consistency and accuracy. The contents and ideas therein are not relayed, 

filtered and interpreted by secondary parties, and it is reasonable to assume that the 

text offers insight with a high level of authenticity and credibility. Importantly, Lyon’s 

MA thesis complements Feaver’s book as a second direct link with the Group. 

 

2.7 Curation and Exhibition as a Research Methodology 
Having studied various available and rediscovered texts pertaining to the Ashington 

Group, it was clear that in the main, the extant narratives were weighted heavily 

toward the Group’s formation, the uniqueness of the andragogical setting and the 

Group’s early art world success. There was little emphasis on the works themselves, 

how they were made and how they have survived. The texts are mainly from an 

anecdotal view, and focus largely on the first fifteen or so years of the project, with 

little more than a cursory account of the Group’s work in the remaining 35 years of 

their existence. The output seen publically also excluded many artworks, and it was 

clear to me that addressing this presented an intriguing angle as I believed much 

																																																								
35 The National Portrait Gallery hold a portrait of sculptor Henry Moore by Robert 
Lyon, made during their time together as Rome Scholars in the 1920s. 
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could be learned about the Ashington Group by a considered expansion of their 

publically visible work.  

 

A sensitive curatorial assessment of the Permanent Collection was complemented by 

sourcing alternative examples of original work by the Group from around the UK; this 

became the Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibition. This exhibition expanded and 

reframed the familiar narratives by presenting works from a wider time-period, and 

highlighting works employing particular techniques, thus enabling a fuller reading of 

the Group’s output over a more complete tenure.  

 

From the point of view of an artist, even a cursory inspection of the Permanent 

Collection presents interesting questions. Techniques such as the visible retention of 

the colour of the support, use of marouflage, recurrent compositional quirks and so 

on, suggest a deeper and more sophisticated engagement with painting than is 

suggested in many texts. Various practical issues around the use of house paint (the 

brand name Walpamur is listed as a medium in much of the gallery interpretation), 

and how this has affected the survival of the works, in terms of fading, yellowing and 

so on, also presented themselves. By viewing the original members’ work as a 

practicing artist rather than a casual viewer, I began to ask how an informed 

reassessment of the works could engage a contemporary painter’s practice.  

 

Following the expanded range of works provided by the Pitmen Painters Unseen 

curation, it was clear that an artistic response and re-habitation of the Ashington 

Group’s study of a locale and an industry, could provide an informative new position 

on the shifting function of the landscape, revisited through painting.  

 

Practice-led research by artists is a diverse and rich seam of emergent activity, 

logically reflecting the varied nature of artistic practice.36 My approach to a practice-

led methodology informed my own take on Lyon’s ‘Seeing by Doing’. The resulting 

new works, which form The Ashington Paintings exhibition, take practical influence 

from my detailed study of the Group’s materials and techniques, as well as 

conceptual cues from the visual historiography of the Permanent Collection. 

Considering the changes in the landscape, processed through walking, and engaging 

																																																								
36	See Barrett & Bolt (2007), Biggs, (2006), McNamara, (2012), and Skains, (2018) 
for an extensive overview of divergent approaches to practice-led artistic research.	
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with deep-mapping practices, the new work sees landscape as a conduit for memory; 

a reliquary for its own history. 

 

The new exhibition builds upon emerging trends in my own work, and seeks to 

expand contemporary painting practice by establishing a simultaneous dialogue with 

a redacted post-industrial landscape and a historical collection.  

 

Placing these two diverse types of painting in juxtaposition with each other (historical 

works by the original Ashington Group members and my own contemporary paintings 

as an artist and researcher), provides a new discursive platform for mutual 

(re)contextualisation of the other. In this respect, the curation and exhibition process 

provide both a unique research method and a considerable impactful outcome.  

 

In this chapter I have given context to the various sources of value in this 

multidisciplinary research, from archival and original documentation, to secondary 

and popular narratives. By highlighting the limitations of existing sources, I have 

explained the importance of expanding our knowledge and understanding of the 

Ashington Group’s story, whilst isolating areas of importance for further focus, 

including establishing more accurate representations of key figures and of the work 

itself. I have also suggested that, providing balanced and factual accounts are 

accessible as a centre-point, artistic interpretations can be of value despite factual 

inaccuracy and limitations, for developing a greater public awareness and informing 

other cultural purposes. Finally, by presenting curatorial practice and exhibition as 

not only valid, but necessary research methods, I have also introduced the 

importance of reassessing the Ashington Group’s work on a wider scale and its 

potential for influencing current artistic practice on both a material and conceptual 

level. 

 

In the next chapter I will look in more detail at the individuals, events and approaches 

that shaped the Ashington Group’s history, before considering how their artistic and 

curatorial approach, as well as their public reception, has affected their continued 

legacy. 
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Chapter 3. The Ashington Group: Key Figures and Events 
 
A key issue in the popular impression of the Ashington Group, encouraged by both 

media portrayals and the Group itself, is that they were a homogenous entity rather 

than a reflexive network of individuals with varying styles, motivations and levels of 

ability37. Whilst this unified approach to working, exhibiting and the collection is a 

fundamental factor of the Group’s identity, it is important to understand the nuances 

of the membership and the central characters that made up the Ashington Group and 

their circle.  

 
3.1 Prominent Members of the Ashington Group 
As noted previously, the Group’s membership changed throughout their history, 

however I will highlight a number of central members and works for isolated note.  

 

3.1.1 Oliver Kilbourn (1904-1993) 
Oliver Kilbourn was a founding member of the Ashington Group and the single 

member who was active throughout its entire lifespan. He was also the last surviving 

original member. A prolific producer, he has the most works in the Permanent 

Collection exhibition, with some twenty-three pieces on display, almost a third of the 

total. Later in his life he became a close friend of William Feaver, who had a volume 

of Kilbourn’s own collection of Ashington Group work bequeathed to him following the 

death of Oliver’s widow, Peggy Kilbourn, in 2006. Some of these works were 

exhibited for the first time in the new Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibition.  

 

Kilbourn himself had been, anecdotally, a polarising force among certain members of 

the cohort.38 Much of the media attention, especially in the later years of the Group’s 

existence, was focussed on him and he was the only member of the Group to have a 

high profile solo exhibition whilst the Group was active, with his 1977 exhibition My 

																																																								
37 Oliver Kilbourn, is rather the exception, as I will discuss later in this chapter.	
38 A dispute with Jack Harrison is detailed in Chapter 3.1.7, and my work with 
communities in Ashington during this research (including with today’s WEA 
Ashington Art Group), revealed several anecdotal recollections of Kilbourn vetoing 
individual memberships of the Group. 
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Life As a Pitman39.  One of the few members of the Group who actually worked 

underground as a miner, that exhibition was a body of thirty-eight paintings depicting 

all of the various jobs he had had during the progression of his working life in the 

mines, from a young boy and through adulthood.  

 

A fictionalised version of Oliver Kilbourn was singled out as the major protagonist in 

Lee Hall’s play. After cessation of the Ashington Group in late 1983, Kilbourn 

continued to make weekly visits to the homes of Len Robinson and Jack Harrison. 

Elderly and growing increasingly deaf, the men would quietly paint together for a few 

hours, until old age and ill health prevented them from doing so. 

 

	
Figure 7. Oliver Kilbourn - Half-time at the Rec (Welfare), Watercolour on Paper, mounted on 

Fibreboard, 1937 

3.1.2 Jimmy Floyd (1898-1974) 
James (Jimmy) Floyd was a founding member of the Group and, along with Kilbourn, 

was one of the very few members to have worked underground as an onsetter and 

conveyor shifter. He commented in 1971,  

Me and Oliver Kilbourn were the only two miners in the club when it started. 
There was a lot of lads like blacksmiths, fitters and clerks belonging to the 
colliery that joined. But with Ashington being so well known as a mining town 
they labelled us all as miners. (Gale, 1971) 

																																																								
39 Initially exhibited at the Midland Group Gallery in Nottingham, this was later shown 
at the Artist’s Market in Covent Garden in London, and several times subsequently at 
Woodhorn Museum. 
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His work is characterised by rather basic drawing and a highly saturated colour 

palette. Later works by Floyd expanded his geographical remit with many paintings of 

nearby Newcastle’s annual travelling fair, The Hoppings. Floyd was one of the Group 

who maintained a dialogue with Robert Lyon, inheriting the role of chief 

correspondent following Arthur Whinnom’s death in 1962. There were several letters 

from Floyd preserved by Lyon in the cover of his thesis. Floyd also made several 

sculptural woodcarvings depicting miners, two of which feature in Pitmen Painters 

Unseen (Figure 8). As mentioned previously, in Hall’s play many of the comedic set 

ups involve the Floyd character, however his portrayal appears to reflect him in name 

only.  

 

	
Figure 8. Jimmy Floyd – Miner, Wood, date unknown. 

	
3.1.3 George Brown (1906–1963)  
George (Geordie) Brown was a founding member of the Ashington Group. He was 

named as the first President of the Group in the 1946 rule book and features as a 

character in The Pitmen Painters play. He is represented in two early works in the 

Permanent Collection, The Poacher at Dawn, and Coal Tubs off the Way 

(Underground) (Figure 9), both of which have suffered significant fading due to the 

materials used. 
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Figure 9. George Brown - Coal Tubs off the Way (Underground), Oil on Fibreboard, 1940 

 
3.1.4 Arthur Whinnom (1899–1962) 
AF (Arthur) Whinnom was named as ‘Hon. Secretary’ in the 1946 book of rules, and 

was a founding member of the Group. A former Colliery joiner, he is represented by 

three works in the Permanent Collection, Pit Incident (Figure 10), Sea Coal and Pay 

Day. He was one of the chief correspondents with Robert Lyon following his 

relocation to Edinburgh in 1942. 

 

	
Figure 10.  Arthur Whinnom - Pit Incident, Oil or Walpamur on Marouflaged Board, 1936 
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3.1.5 Harry Wilson (1898-1972) 
HP (Harry) Wilson was a founding member and is named in the Rule Book as Vice-

President. The last verifiable use of the house paint Walpamur as a medium in 

Permanent Collection is Wilson’s 1943 work War At Sea (Figure 11). Much of 

Wilson’s work appears to be influenced by that of Eric Ravilious, who was 

represented in the Helen Sutherland Collection and was a friend of Robert Lyon 

(having been at Royal College of Art and travelling to Italy together). Wilson shares a 

sweeping fluid approach to landscape composition, and it is very likely that he had 

seen first-hand examples of Ravilious’ work on visits to Sutherland’s nearby home at 

Rock Hall. Two rarely exhibited lead and wood sculptures by Wilson are shown in 

Pitmen Painters Unseen. He worked in insurance and appears as a character in the 

play. 

 

	
Figure 11. Harry Wilson - War at Sea, Walpamur on Fibreboard, 1943 

 

3.1.6 Len Robinson (1896-1987) 
Len Robinson joined the Ashington Group in the mid-1940s, with his earliest featured 

works in Permanent Collection dating to 1946. He was not a member of the Group 

during the Lyon years and so had no first-hand contact with his teaching. Robinson 

was one of the last three members of the Group at its very end along with Oliver 

Kilbourn and Jack Harrison. He demonstrated an active interest in documenting the 

area’s continuing development and that of the mining industry beyond his own 

working life as a joiner at Woodhorn Colliery. Two paintings from the 1970s shown 
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together in Pitmen Painters Unseen, Open Cast (Figure 12), and Wansbeck Bridge, 

(Figure 32) respectively show the evolution of mining technology and infrastructure in 

south-east Northumberland. These will be discussed further in the chapter on Pitmen 

Painters Unseen. He remained prolific after the end of the Ashington Group, and 

produced many works with an expanded range of subject matter. 

 

 

	
Figure 12. Len Robinson - Open Cast, Oil on Hardboard, 1973 

 

 

3.1.7 John F. Harrison (1904-2004) 
Also known as Jack, the earliest works by Harrison in the Permanent Collection date 

to 1950. He was not a member of the Ashington Group during the Lyon period, but 

was one of the last three members along with Oliver Kilbourn and Len Robinson. He 

therefore had at least a thirty-three year long association with the Group. Along with 

Kilbourn, Harrison was among the more gifted draughtsmen and painters in the 

membership. In common with Robinson, he continued to paint well into very old age, 

with his focus on mining being replaced by a diverse range of subjects and painting 

styles in the years after the recognised cessation of the Group.  
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Figure 13. Jack Harrison - Picking Coal in the 1926 General Strike, Medium and Date Unknown 

 

The only reported incidence of conflict between members of the Group, came before 

the Group’s work toured China when Oliver Kilbourn vetoed the inclusion of a 

Harrison work Picking Coal in the 1926 General Strike (Figure 13). Sadly lost (though 

photographic documentation exists), this work depicts miners and their families 

picking through spoil heaps for coal that they could then burn for fuel. Speaking to 

The Journal in 2014, Harrison’s daughter Jacqui Henderson, recalled, “One of the 

paintings my father wanted to put in the exhibition to go to China Oliver [Kilbourn] 

didn’t think was appropriate. It was of people picking up coal from the pit heaps in the 

1920s. Oliver said it was political and shouldn’t go”.40 No further recorded accounts of 

this incident exist, so it remains unclear why Kilbourn deemed overt political content 

to be problematic - indeed many of the other works could invite an equally politicised 

reading. By 1980, Kilbourn was the senior remaining Group member, having been 

part of the Group since its inception and it is a safe presumption that if indeed a 

																																																								

40 Whetstone, D. ‘The Pitman Painter Jack Harrison has a [sic] exhibition dedicated to him 
at Woodhorn near Ashington’ The Journal, Monday 1st December, 2014. 
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similar constitution to that outlined in the Rule Book was still in operation, Kilbourn 

would have had a casting vote or power of veto. The latest work in the Permanent 

Collection exhibition is Harrison’s 1968 work The Jazz Band Parade (Figure 4). 

	
3.1.8 Fred Laidler (1918-1988) 
Fred Laidler was not a member of the Ashington Group during the Lyon period. His 

earliest works in the Permanent Collection date to 1948. Along with Kilbourn, 

Robinson and Harrison, he was one of the more skilled draughtsmen, producing 

works that focused very specifically on his own job as a colliery joiner. For example, 

Open Drawer (Figure 14), Still Life, The Saw Sharpener, The Cartwrights. His range 

also included depictions of life in the streets, for example, Fish and Chips (See 

Appendix J for images). Laidler’s considerable skills as a woodworker are evident in 

his experiments in abstract sculpture, one of which is exhibited in Pitmen Painters 

Unseen. This is a complex square form made from geometric modular repeats of an 

arch in hardwood, fitted together in a deceptively simple fashion. The piece is 

congruent with contemporaneous trends in Modernist sculpture, in material and form 

(Figure 25). 

 

	
Figure 14. Fred Laidler - Open Drawer, Oil on Fibreboard, 1950 
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3.2 Group Identity  
Together with the length of time that they were active, the collective autonomy of the 

Ashington Group, their ability to determine their own unique position whilst working 

as a self-controlled and changing group of individuals, is a key factor that absolutely 

sets them apart from other informal education projects. It also differentiates them 

from subsequent miner artists such as Norman Cornish, Tom Lamb and Tom 

McGuiness, and from untrained or naïve painters from this period in the UK and 

beyond.  

 

The Ashington Group had a strong group identity, a single-minded thematic focus 

and an auto-didactic propensity from the start and throughout. Having been known to 

each other through the various other WEA classes they had attended previously, 

there was a cohesive group spirit extant from before the beginning of the Ashington 

Group project, and this remained as individual members joined and left.  

 

In his thesis, Lyon notes that the Group were ‘men, who, if they did not know 

precisely what they wanted, at least knew what they did not want.’ (Lyon, 1942, p.7). 

This clearly evidences the existence of a collective singularity of intent, a cerebral 

awareness and a unified outlook from the very earliest stages - all elements that set 

the group apart as unique among other amateur art groups of the time.  

 

This reflexive attitude carried further into their responses to Lyon’s early teaching.  

These men were by no means strangers to each other, for they were all 
associated with the pits and had direct connection with the life of Ashington. It 
will be realised that this atmosphere of intimacy was a distinct advantage at a 
time when they were proposing to tackle a subject well outside their normal 
experience; for, as they knew one another more or less intimately, the 
activities and interests of each individual member were known to all the 
others. (Lyon, 1942, p.3) 

 

Whilst Lyon was well placed to understand the Group’s dynamic, the impact of their 

relationships was also clear to others first meeting the group. Patron Helen 

Sutherland also acknowledges the unique group identity: 

Founded as it is on friendship and the compelling force of common interests, it 
possesses a naturalness which is lacking in externally organized groups, and 
a virtue which derives partly from the vital freedom which the solidarity of the 
Group induces in its members and partly from the rich diversity of 
accumulated experience commonly shared. (Catalogue of the Exhibition of 
Paintings by Members of The University Tutorial Class Ashington, 1938)  
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This perception, of the unified group identity, was retained throughout their career 

and continued to be a contributing cause of their unique, continued existence. In this 

vein, Feaver quotes from the 1946 Dartington Hall Trustees report survey, ‘The 

Visual Arts’.  

‘The teacher chiefly responsible for the great success of the Ashington Group was 
unable to start similar classes in neighbouring towns and villages. In part this 
Group’s success was due to the fact that it has met for many years previously in 
the study of other subjects, and was therefore a homogeneous group with long 
experience of working together.’ (quoted in Feaver, 1988 Pg. 125-6)  

 

Whilst I cannot support the Dartington Hall Trustees’ assertion that Lyon was ‘unable’ 

to start up repeat classes (since I have found no recorded evidence that he 

attempted to set up the same style of sessions anywhere else), I do agree that the 

members’ particularly unified relationship was apparent enough that Lyon recognised 

it as a defining factor in the Group’s success. Further, the fact that Lyon continued to 

associate with the Group after they had settled into their practice independently 

(rather than establishing practical art classes in other locations) suggests that he was 

sufficiently engaged with and interested in, this group of individuals, to maintain a 

genuine and nurturing relationship rather than pursuing similar professional roles. 

 

3.3 The Ashington Art Group Book of Rules 
A few years after Robert Lyon left for Edinburgh, the Ashington Group formally 

agreed a ‘value system’ by which they should operate; this was not a casual 

understanding of what they were about, but a formal constitution or ‘Rule Book’ which 

outlined the key purposes or intentions of the Group set out in seven simple clauses, 

and established on 5th May 1946. (Images of the Rule Book can be found in 

Appendix E) 

 

A small but thorough document, it covers annually elected roles: President, Vice-

President, Secretary, Treasurer, Librarian and Committee. It also sets out business 

and financial agreements, for example, how any sales income should be divided 

between the artist and the Group, as well as membership and subscription terms. It is 

beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss all aspects of the Ashington Group Rule 

Book but I will address items specifically relating to the selection of work for the 

Permanent Collection and other exhibitions later where relevant. The document also 

gives some broader key insights in to the Group which provides an expanded context 

for my research. 
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Although the Rule Book was not in place during the Lyon years, it is a clear indicator 

that the members intended the Group to continue after the initial course as an 

autonomous entity longterm. It demonstrates a conscious decision to continue 

working and learning, without the regular instruction of a lead professional tutor.41  It 

is arguably clear therefore, that they felt confident of their worth as a genuine artist 

collective. This value system – a set of rules for their group, may have been an 

extension of the men’s professional principles, ratified in a style reminiscent of union 

or employment policies, but which they controlled; it enabled the Group to establish a 

system that was independent of their working lives. The Rule Book was self-

determined by the Group and its existence demonstrates how seriously the men 

viewed their membership, and the importance they ascribed to The Ashington Group 

as a distinct and purposeful unit. It demonstrates a level of determined, mutual 

control over the Group’s activity and output, regarding both membership and 

production. For example, new members were required to attend a minimum of six 

consecutive meetings as part of probationary period, before a vote was taken as to 

whether the candidate could join the Group. Membership required a unanimous 

decision.  

 

Whilst the Group’s work from this time continues to show a clear commitment to 

documenting their own lives as a primary aim (at the exclusion of other subject 

matter) the aims stated in the book specify the import place on the continuation of an 

academic education. This included studying both classical and contemporary fine art 

through lectures, visiting artists talks, maintaining/expanding their own library of 

books and reproductions, alongside continued exercises and critique. 

The manifesto, even if they were not always successful in fulfilling all stated aims, 

shows a sincere and staunch dedication to an artistic practice, as well as a continued 

concern for the cultivation of knowledge. 

 

3.4 Robert Lyon (1894-1978)  
Robert Lyon’s name is synonymous with the Ashington Group, and his fame as an 

educator far outweighs that of his career as a skilled artist, portrait painter and 

muralist. Born in Liverpool to a working-class family in 1894, Lyon served in the 

																																																								
41 They continued contact with professional tuition demonstrably until the 1960s by 
employing WEA tutors (as recorded in correspondence with the WEA), however only 
in occasional visiting artist, or workshop capacities. 
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King’s Liverpool Regiment during the First World War from 1914 – 1919, spending 

four years in the trenches, and consequently came to art school late. He studied first 

at the Liverpool School of Art, and then gained a scholarship to study at the Royal 

College of Art. There, in 1924, he won the prestigious Prix de Rome at the age of 

thirty. A committed socialist, he was in Italy at a time of great political unrest, 

witnessing the rise of fascism and the marches of Benito Mussolini’s Blackshirts at 

Santa Trinita bridge in Florence.42 In Italy, he made lifelong friends with the artists 

Henry Moore and Eric Ravilious.  

 

His first teaching post on his return from Italy was at Hornsey College of Art, and he 

joined Armstrong College in Newcastle upon Tyne, as Master of Painting in 1932, 

working under Professor Allan D. Mainds. Described as a ‘galvanic teacher’,43 Lyon’s 

involvement with the Ashington Group began in 1934.  

 

The public characterisation of Robert Lyon comes in the main through Hall’s play, 

where he is depicted as a rather pompous careerist and is juxtaposed against the 

down to earth, working-class Ashington Group members. My correspondence with 

the Lyon family has revealed that he was remembered as a very different character 

than the one portrayed in Hall’s script. Often cast as a much older man than the 

Group members, Lyon was only forty years old when the project was started - his 

experiences in the trenches had turned his hair prematurely white, which perhaps led 

to his portrayal as an older man,44 though this does not explain his elitist portrayal. 

Contrary to Hall’s nervous, bourgeois characterisation, Lyon had seen active military 

service, voluntarily risked his life for his socialist ideology and continued to work in 

situations which risked potential confrontation or challenge.  

 

Hall’s depiction of Robert Lyon is very likely built upon the accounts in Feaver’s book; 

speaking of the fact that early Ashington Group exhibitions were presented within the 

framework of Lyon’s educational experiment, he asserts that ‘[Lyon] couldn’t help but 

be uneasy at the thought of such unprofessionals – artists from nowhere – getting 

ideas above and beyond their class status’. (Feaver, 1988, p.22) I feel that this is 

very much personal conjecture on Feaver’s part - from my own research, I feel Lyon 

																																																								
42 Binyon, 1983, p.32 
43 Mr Robert Lyon, Obituary in The Times, 14th June 1978	
44 From my email correspondence with Lyon’s granddaughter, Charlotte Lyon. 
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could not only ‘help but be uneasy’, but consciously and determinedly encouraged 

the men to get ‘ideas above and beyond their class status’, as he spent a lifetime 

doing.  

 

Lyon’s approach to The Ashington Group, of material and subjective flexibility from 

the established art canon, was not in itself a new artistic pedagogy. The technique 

had previously been introduced by educator Marion Richardson, whose methods of 

teaching art to children disavowed a syllabus model and involved little formal 

instruction. It allowed the child significant agency to follow their own paths of 

curiosity. Lyon’s andragogical approach for the Group to paint their own experiences, 

followed a similar ethos to Richardson’s, applying the methods to experienced adults 

learning a new skill.  

 

This approach was deceptively complex and broad, with links to pedagogical theories 

of psychoanalysis, ‘inner-vision’ and the ‘Bauhaus approach’ to progressive arts 

education (also reflected decades later at Newcastle University, in the ‘Basic Design’ 

work of Victor Passmore and Richard Hamilton). Lyon’s work with the Ashington 

Group provides an interesting example of these emerging pedagogical approaches 

applied to untrained but experienced men, as well as the subsequent additional focus 

on materiality for artistic development. In her essay in the ‘North East History: Journal 

of the North East Labour History Society’, Marie Therese-Mayne notes that; 

…within the realms of art education the Ashington group painters were seen 
as an exciting revelation, a practical example of the pioneering new teaching 
methods of Marion Richardson extended to adults… The artistic impulse was 
natural, inborn, and here were adults, apparently uneducated labourers, yet 
still able to tap into this latent force. (Mayne, 2006, pp.24-25) 
 

It is important to stress the importance of Lyon’s own experience and sensitivity when 

applying existing techniques to the Ashington Group. Despite their lack of formal art 

education, there is no reason to believe that the Group would have accepted 

instruction that they felt was patronising, belittling or overly laissez-faire, any more 

than they welcomed Lyon’s initial approach to the stolid lecture format. Whilst the 

teaching technique may have originated with child psychology, it was swiftly and 

sensitively adapted to work with experienced working men, intent on learning.  

 

After eight years working with the Group, Lyon left the North East to take a job as 

Principal of Edinburgh College of Art in 1942, where he founded the Honours Degree 
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Course and the Joint Master of Arts (MA) Course in Fine Art, with Edinburgh 

University.45 He also organised a 1942 Ashington Group exhibition at the Scottish 

National Gallery. His granddaughter the artist Charlotte Lyon, says of his Edinburgh 

career,  

He hated pomp and snobbery. When principle (sic) of Edinburgh he 
made himself unpopular by changing its incestuous nature. He was seen as 
too liberal by introducing outsiders as teachers instead of using former pupils. 
When he was asked to occasions that required the wearing of medals he wore 
an Ovaltiney badge.46  

 
His dedication to complex and non-typical pedagogies continued after the Second 

World War, when he took a career break to help retrain radicalised ex-members of 

the Hitler Youth in Germany. He maintained a friendship and correspondence with 

the Ashington Group for the rest of his life, making numerous family visits to 

Northumberland. Robert Lyon retired from Edinburgh College of Art in 1960, and died 

in 1978 at his home in Suffolk at the age of 83, survived by Mabel, his wife of more 

than fifty years. 

 

3.4.1 The Appreciation of Art Through the Visual and Practical Approach - 
Robert Lyon’s MA Thesis, 1942 
Although Lyon and the Ashington Group kept in touch until his death, the culmination 

of Robert Lyon’s formal involvement was his 1942 MA thesis, The Appreciation of Art 

Through the Visual and Practical Approach (Figure 6). This details the reasons and 

reactions around the beginnings of the project and talks in some detail about the 

decisions made about materials and methods of the Group. It also addresses a major 

contradictory shift in how the Ashington Group operated – namely that they relatively 

quickly became exhibiting, though not professional, artists. An in-depth analysis of 

the thesis is undertaken in Chapter 5. 

 

Lyon undertook the Ashington Group project at a time of great interest in non-

traditional art education models. As well as the aforementioned Richardson, Lyon 

was also a contemporary of the art historian, critic, poet and philosopher, Herbert 

Read, who wrote several influential volumes on the subject. Although I have found no 

provable record of it, it is highly likely that Lyon and Read were each aware of the 

																																																								
45 See Lawrie, J.S. (1996) The Edinburgh College of Art (1904 - 1969): A Study in 
Institutional History, p.25 
46 From my email correspondence with Lyon’s granddaughter, Charlotte Lyon. 
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other’s work, and their writings featured together in the same chapter on ‘Art and 

Education’ in the 1938 The Listener compendium, Art In England (Lambert, (ed.), 

1938.) Read advocated strongly for Richardson’s methods in his contribution, 

Teaching Art To Children (ibid., p.110) and much of Read’s other writing similarly 

focussed on the non-traditional art education of children; his first major work on the 

subject Education Through Art, was first published in 1943, the year after Lyon’s 

thesis was completed. Read’s writing is rather polemical and hyperbolic in tone, a call 

to arms, endorsing the need for a ‘Necessary Revolution’ (Read, 1947, p.296) in art 

education. Framing the making of art in line with Richardson’s terms as innate and 

inborn, he closes the volume with the assertion that, ‘Every man is a special kind of 

artist, and in his originating activity, his play or work… he is doing more than express 

himself: he is manifesting the form which our common life should take…’ (ibid., 

p.302). Lyon’s methods with the Ashington Group could be seen interpreted as akin 

to the work of Richardson and Read, and it is important to note the atmosphere of 

wider comparable research prevalent in academia at the time. 

 

Before addressing issues around the thesis, it is important to note the purpose and 

style of Lyon’s writing, as I believe this is relevant when understanding his 

relationship with the Group. It employs a frequently scientific manner which fairly be 

attributed to its function as an academic case study for a Master’s degree 

qualification and ultimately pre-empting an important new employment role. Lyon 

frequently refers to the Group as ‘these Ashington men’ (Lyon, 1942 p.8) throughout 

the thesis, again reinforcing the geographical specificity and establishing an 

analytical, observational manner in places. I believe this tone may also have been 

the cause of Feaver’s judgement of Lyon and his subsequent portrayal in Hall’s play 

– Feaver did read Lyon’s thesis and, without any other personal context, the tone 

may appear snobbish.  

 

The tone of the thesis also suggests that Lyon, despite travelling only fifteen miles to 

Ashington, recognised a specific local culture that helped define the Group. It could 

be a combination of the particular geography - a large but isolated village, or the 

industrial ‘community’ in which members were known to each other previously that 

differentiates them in his perception. Criticisms and characterisations of Lyon often 

suggest a careerist agenda, but given the fondness and ongoing relationship 

between Lyon and members of the Group, it is a fair assumption that his thesis 
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suggests an observational distance that, in reality, was significantly less pronounced. 

(The issue of language and tone will be discussed in more depth later in Chapter 

Five, but is an important point to consider when using academic publications as 

evidence of an individual’s personality.) 

 

I believe the relationship with Lyon is also what helped define the Ashington Group – 

they were a remote group but had a long-lasting, authentic connection with their tutor 

and they continued to thrive; Lyon’s stance, despite the tone of his thesis, was not a 

cold experimental or observational one and he did not see the Group as a fleeting 

curiosity. They were indeed self-motivated as a unit and did eventually go in various 

directions, but as a core group they maintained a mutually respectful relationship with 

the tutor who inspired and instilled in them a genuine, meaningful and lifelong 

appreciation of art. For Lyon’s part, the pioneering outcomes of the Ashington Group 

project became synonymous with his name and reputation as an educator for the rest 

of his life and beyond. 

 

The MA thesis text is wide ranging in its claims (and will be discussed in Chapter 5) 

but a key point that Lyon suggests is of pivotal importance is that the Group felt 

comfortable enough in each other’s company and his to make mistakes. These 

inevitable mistakes fostered a sensitive, first-hand understanding of the use of art 

materials, which coupled with conventional teaching, developed their understanding 

of the decisions and challenges of established artists, as per Lyon’s intention. This 

starting point developed into the collective and personal threads of investigation 

which sustained their long and storied career. As Feaver points out, after this early 

contact with formal tuition, ‘The truth was that the Group became self-sufficient’. 

(Feaver, 1991, p.9). This foundation, as well as the formal continuation of the 

principles established on Lyon’s departure (the Rulebook) demonstrates the 

significance and long-term impact of his teaching methods beyond his limited time as 

the Group’s tutor.  

 

3.5 Helen Sutherland (1881–1965): Expanding the Group’s Scope 
Soon after the project began, Lyon introduced the class to his friend Helen 

Sutherland, a wealthy socialite, patron of the arts, collector and heiress to the 

Peninsular & Orient Shipping Line fortune - now more commonly known as P&O 

Ferries.  
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Sutherland invited members of the Group to visit her several times at her home at 

Rock Hall, near Alnwick in Northumberland, thirty miles north of Ashington. Here they 

saw original works by Gustave Courbet as well as works by many leading figures in 

British and international modernism, of which Sutherland was a keen collector. She 

was widely considered to have one of the finest private collections of modern art in 

the country and works by Ben and Winifred Nicholson, Henry Moore, David Jones, 

Christopher Wood, Barbara Hepworth and Piet Mondrian were all on display at the 

Hall. Members met with a visiting Ben Nicholson and had correspondence with 

Graham Sutherland and Henry Moore in order to arrange visits to their hut, sadly 

neither of which transpired due to scheduling conflicts.  

 

After visiting the Group several times, Sutherland became their first patron,47 

purchasing several works and funding a 1936 trip to London for them to see 

exhibitions at the Tate Gallery and Royal Academy. Feaver notes that ‘It was for all of 

them apart from George Brown, who had worked down there years before as a 

joiner, their first visit to London. Indeed, for several it was their first time south of the 

Tyne.’ (Feaver, 1988 p.31) This suggests that Sutherland was concerned with 

expanding the cultural and personal experience of the Group as well as their artistic 

understanding, and that she recognised the potential alienation of the Group if they 

could not demonstrate personal experience of the capital’s art institutions. Following 

the Group’s trips to Rock Hall, this trip gave them further first-hand experience of 

‘high art’. This helps discredit the idea that the Group were purely naïve uneducated 

painters; from very early on they were experiencing and educating themselves about 

high-quality, established art. In that respect (though not all) I would argue the 

members would have been able to respond and learn from the London trip in much 

the same way any 20th century working-class art student from outside of the capital 

would – that is, by reference to predominantly reproduced texts and images, with 

occasional and brief first-hand experience of established works. 

 

The patronage of Sutherland was therefore important, not only in terms of financial 

support, but also in the experiential education and first-hand exposure of the 

members to avant-garde fine art objects, the kind of which can have no equivalent 

																																																								
47 Other early local patrons include Lord and Lady Ridley of Blagdon Hall, near 
Cramlington, Northumberland, who purchased several works, the whereabouts of 
which are sadly unknown. 
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through a purely theoretical basis. However, save for a number of later forays into 

experimental abstraction,48 the type of work the Group saw at Rock Hall seems to 

have had little influence on the mode of the work they made, (or rather chose to 

preserve and exhibit) which remained resolutely representational, in the main, a form 

of personal documentarian reportage. 

 

There was a distinct part of Sutherland’s collection that was made up of a slightly 

awkward miscellaneous grouping of naïve, outsider and non-western art. This is of 

course in the context of Modernist art practices, some of which favoured the 

‘primitive’ or ‘outsider’ art, as informative to the avant-garde. In the catalogue for the 

posthumous 1971 Arts Council exhibition The Helen Sutherland Collection of Modern 

Art, alongside those of the Ashington Group, works by Alfred Wallis and the rather 

more generically classified ‘Indian, Mughal school’ and ‘Persian’ were listed 

separately in their own section.  At the very least, this places all these works in the 

position of other; in contrast to that from a more conventional or professional Western 

art training. It is estimated that Sutherland bought around twenty Ashington Group 

works in total, although as there is not a catalogue raisonné of her many 

investments, this total is not definitive. 

 

Whilst working with the original copies of the 1971 exhibition catalogue, I found that 

two of the Ashington Group works are missing an artist credit. Whilst the reason for 

these omissions are unknown, it is noteworthy as this could be considered further 

evidence that the group identity was so congruent that the actual name of the 

individual artist making the work was of secondary concern to that of the work 

belonging to the oeuvre of The Ashington Group. Whilst some might argue this is in 

line with Modernist ideological challenges around art and individualism, this is not 

supported by the listing of the other individual artists exhibited. It is more suggestive 

of a relative lack of import placed on the creators of these particular works in the 

collection. This criticism is not levelled at Sutherland herself, who as noted by 

Nicolete Gray ‘kept in touch with [The Ashington Group] after she moved to a 

different county [and] counted Arthur Whinnom, a founder member, as one of her 

dear friends…’ (Gray, 1970-71, p.23) Founding member Harry Wilson, was filmed at 

																																																								
48 See Fred Laidler’s impressive sculpture, shown in Pitmen Painters Unseen (Figure 
25) or reference to Oliver Kilbourn’s 1964 abstract pieces noted in Chapter 6.1.2. 	
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Rock Hall for the BBC television documentary in 1971, less than a year before his 

death in 1972, and he reflected on his time there fondly,  

I think this is important, this is important to me. The days that I spent here and 
places like this, that seemed to me to be worthwhile in the life that I’ve had. 
There’s a lot of experiences I’ve had, but the ones that come back to me are, 
are the memories of places such as this. Experiences such as meeting the 
people that we did meet here.49  

 

Named in the 1946 Ashington Group book of rules alongside Robert Lyon as a 

lifelong honorary member of the Group50, it is interesting that Helen Sutherland’s 

patronage continued even after her death in April 1965, as she is indirectly 

responsible for the next phase of interest in the Group, which in turn, led to their 

current level of fame; their introduction to William Feaver. Had Sutherland via Lyon, 

not met, supported and collected works by the Group, close to forty years earlier, 

there very well might not have been the current level of interest in the Ashington 

Group close to fifty years since the exhibition at the Laing Art Gallery. 

 

3.6 William Feaver (b. 1942) 
William Feaver is an art critic, curator, artist and lecturer, and the biographer of the 

Ashington Group. In addition to numerous texts and articles about the Group, he 

authored the definitive and most expansive text on the subject to date; Pitmen 

Painters: The Ashington Group 1934-1984 (1988).51  

 

Feaver first met members of the Group in his role as art critic for The Journal at the 

private view of The Helen Sutherland Collection of Modern Art, the exhibition noted in 

the previous section, on Friday 22nd January 1971, at the Laing Art Gallery in 

Newcastle upon Tyne. Soon after, he visited the Group at their hut in Ashington and 

was sufficiently interested to write articles, organise exhibitions, and advocate for the 

Group to the BBC, thus spearheading a major resurgence in public awareness.  

																																																								
49	The film was made for the BBC by Tristram Powell, and shot in summer 1971. An 
edited, restored version of it plays outside of the Ashington Group Gallery at 
Woodhorn Museum.	
50 In recognition of ‘appreciation of the encouragement and valuable support given to 
the Group.’ (Ashington Art Group, Founded 1934: Rules, 1946) 
51 Feaver’s writing of the book was encouraged by George Stephenson of the Mid 
Northumberland Arts Group (MidNAG), rather an unsung hero in the Ashington 
Group, but someone widely respected for his committed involvement and support of 
the arts in the Wansbeck district. Stephenson’s son the archaeologist Roy 
Stephenson, is now an Ashington Group Trustee.	
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A graduate of Keble College, Oxford and a member of the academic board of the 

Royal Drawing School, Feaver’s books include The Art of John Martin (1975), When 

We Were Young (1976), Masters of Caricature (1981), Frank Auerbach (2009), and 

The Lives of Lucian Freud: Youth (2019). Having taught at the Royal Grammar 

School in Newcastle upon Tyne from the mid-1960s, he became the resident art critic 

of the Newcastle Journal in the early 1970s and was soon appointed to The 

Listener (1971-75) and the Financial Times (1974-75), before joining The Observer, 

where he was the main art critic from 1975–1998. Feaver’s support of the Ashington 

Group, given his experience and expertise within art and academia, also supports my 

argument that the Group can and should be critically evaluated based on their 

approach to making work, and not merely through a simplistic, cultural narrative.   

 
The Group’s chief advocate in the final decade or so of their existence, Feaver led a 

popular re-emergence of interest on the Group, and curated many of their exhibitions 

since the 1970s. These exhibitions reinstated the Group’s unique position in 20th 

Century art history for a new audience around Europe, including shows in East Berlin 

and a tour of the Netherlands, at the Hayward Gallery, London 1979 (part of ‘The 

Thirties: British art and design before the war), and the British Council tour of mining 

towns in China in 1980 (a complete exhibition history of the Ashington Group to date, 

can be found in Appendix F). At Feaver’s behest, there was also the aforementioned 

1971 short BBC film made about the surviving founder members Kilbourn, Floyd and 

Wilson, an important and engaging recording of the members’ accounts. He also 

finalised the hang of the Permanent Collection. 

 

Whilst Feaver’s text about the Ashington Group can be questioned as an exhaustive 

resource due its scope and limitations, his commitment and contribution to the 

Group’s continued legacy cannot. He is directly responsible for the existence of 

personal accounts by the members recorded during their lifetime, and for the current 

level of fame that the Ashington Group enjoys. Having struck up a firm friendship, he 

was eventually elected an honorary member of the Ashington Group and now, having 

advocated for the Group’s legacy for some 48 years at time of writing, Feaver chairs 

the Ashington Group Trustees. 
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3.7 Key events - Exhibitions and Public Output  
The Ashington Group exhibited remarkably infrequently during their active tenure. 

Their work over nearly five decades featured in only around twenty recorded 

exhibitions (although some exhibitions toured to multiple venues). One complexity 

surrounding the Ashington Group is that, despite their previously noted aim of 

creating work as exercise and not for display, they very quickly started to exhibit work 

in well-known art institutions, initially framed consistently within the context of Lyon’s 

Experiment in Art Education. As he observed at that early stage, ‘…to consider them 

apart from [these] conditions… is to look at them in the wrong way entirely.’52  (Lyon, 

1942, p. 46) 

  
The Group exhibited from early on in their career, however they tended to show a 

large amount of the same selection of works repeatedly, whether in their own shows 

or as part of larger group shows. Some possible explanations for the selection of this 

limited numbers of works for public display will be discussed later in this chapter; 

however, the overall importance of exhibiting and public opinion is also of note when 

considering how the Ashington Group has been critiqued historically. Public displays 

were an important aspect of the Group’s history, both in crystallising their character 

as a group, and in establishing and presenting their ongoing legacy - though some 

events had a more acute impact on their career than others. I will outline some key 

points in, and the overall arc of, their exhibition history.  

 

3.7.1 Early Exhibitions 
At the end of the first programmed WEA course in 1936, Lyon arranged an exhibition 

at the Hatton Gallery (then part of Armstrong College, Newcastle) for the Ashington 

Group to show their work. This show is important as it was the Group’s first public 

exhibition - a daunting and memorable moment in any artist’s career; however, the 

event was primarily organised as a means to document outcomes of the educational 

programme rather than purely a showcase for the Group’s work. Lyon notes that,  

The members of the group… enjoyed the experience of seeing their work out 
in the open, and appreciated the fact that outsiders had shown an interest in 
what they were doing: but these paintings would never have been ‘on show’ at 

																																																								
52 This fascinating, even ironic, disparagement by Lyon of my own approach might 
raise a smile here, however I sincerely believe that, with the opportunity of hindsight 
and discussion, Lyon could have sympathised with my approach to viewing works 
from the broader and later Ashington Group’s career as respectable paintings in their 
own right. 
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all if they had not been considered as part of an educational experiment ... 
(Lyon, 1942, p.45) 
 

Nevertheless, the exhibition was deemed a success and the members gained 

enough confidence from the public reception of their work that they committed to 

continuing the relationship with Lyon, outside of the auspices of the WEA, and 

continued producing work. 

 

The Group’s second show was two years later, this time at the Laing Art Gallery in 

Newcastle upon Tyne. This is a venue that would have been considered a 

prestigious symbol of the Group’s accomplishments and a matter of pride for the 

members, exhibiting in the largest public art gallery in the region. In addition to giving 

the Group further reassurance of their achievements, the exhibition also solicited an 

expanding network and audience for their work, attracting various collectors, old and 

new, including the writer Janet Adam-Smith (via her husband Michael Roberts), Lord 

and Lady Ridley, and Helen Sutherland.  

 

3.7.2 Mass Observation and Unprofessional Painting 
An important development in the Ashington Group’s status and wider fame came 

from the Mass Observation (MO) project and their 1938 curated exhibition 

Unprofessional Painting. North East Fine Art historian, J. Dawson states that; 

founded in 1937, Mass Observation promoted a kind of intellectual 
anthropology where the key objective was to observe and record the lives of 
“ordinary” people, and where every facet and aspect was important and 
relevant. The group were to prove an ideal subject and provided a timely case 
study that had at its centre the concept of “authenticity”. (Dawson, 2009 p.8).  
 

In keeping with other writings of the time on the working class,53 and the North of 

England in particular, Mass Observation was a project that firmly placed the working 

class in the position of other, as primitive subjects to be viewed and studied by non-

working-class observers. Indeed, MO founder Tom Harrisson had experience of 

carrying out anthropological observations of the Malekula people of Vanuatu in the 

Pacific Ocean region of Melanesia, a group rumoured to practice cannibalism. The 

differences in region and class within England were seemingly deemed equally alien 

																																																								
53 Famous and notable examples are JB Priestley’s English Journey (1934), and 
George Orwell’s The Road to Wigan Pier (1937).  
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to his academic and Whitehall audience at the time. In his study of the Mass 

Observation Worktown project,54 David Hall notes that,  

Harrisson decided to try out his cannibal-watching techniques on different 
savages who were no better known to the British educated public: the working 
class of the industrial North of England. (Hall, 2015, p.16)  
 

Although certainly wryly polemic, Hall’s assertion above illustrates the divisions 

between educational and social classes present in 1930s Britain, something that 

could be considered objectionable to a contemporary audience, albeit in a Britain that 

seems as economically and socially divided as ever. It also identifies a kind of 

exoticism of the industrial heartlands, akin to orientalism, around attitudes to the 

North of England from certain sectors of the intelligentsia at that time.  

 

After visiting with the Ashington Group, and staying with member George Brown and 

his family for a week in 1938, the Mass Observation project’s Harrisson and Julian 

Trevelyan arranged an exhibition of their work alongside the prominent Cornish naïve 

artist Alfred Wallis, at Bensham Grove Settlement in Gateshead.55 Bankes and Scott 

(2018, p.72) note that the exhibition also featured borrowed works by other ‘untutored 

artists they admired such as ‘[Louis Vivin] (a retired French postman), Henry Stockley 

(a Green Line bus driver) and David Burton (a pavement artist)’. The exhibition was 

entitled Unprofessional Painting, a title that could hardly have been more pointedly or 

knowingly conceived to establish an air of intellectual distance and paternalism from 

the organisers, be it intentionally dismissive or not. Ben Highmore writes of the show 

in his 2011 essay, Out of Place, 

The exhibition ‘Unprofessional Painting’ could be seen to establish a 
disagreement or a dissensus at its core. This dissensus revolves around… the 
delegation of professionalism. The people that gathered in Gateshead were 
professionals but their professions were clearly distinct: a mix of those whose 
professions were first and foremost proletarian and those who had the luxury 
to be writers, painters, journalists. (Highmore, 2011, p.105) 

																																																								
54 Worktown was a three-year longitudinal study of the people of Bolton, Lancashire 
(now Greater Manchester) which involved Harrisson as part of a team of ninety 
observers, working in a cotton mill. Numerous key aspects of life were observed, 
recorded and noted; work, home, leisure and so on. 
55 The venue was itself a product of the Educational Settlement Movement and after 
more than a century of service remains in use as an important venue in the ongoing 
promotion of adult and informal education in the North East.	
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Figure 15. The Ashington Group photographed by Julian Trevelyan, 1938. Courtesy of the Mass 

Observation Archive, Bolton Museum Services 

	
The importance of the geographical specificity of the Ashington Group was at the 

time disputed. Mass Observation artist Julian Trevelyan commented, “It is my belief 

that there is no town or community where it would not be possible to form a group 

somewhat on the same lines and achieve very much the same results.” (Trevelyan 

quoted in Feaver, 1988 Pg. 83). This however did not happen. In his MA thesis, Lyon 

directly counters Trevelyan’s assertion, mentioning the factors he sees as definitive 

and inherent, in the geographical remoteness of Ashington and the shared common 

focus of the Group members: 

It must be remembered too that the Ashington class has little in common with, 
say, a class in Art Appreciation in Golders Green or Basingstoke, Hull or 
Eastbourne, where students attending such classes might be drawn from all 
types of people over a wide area, perhaps having little in common other than 
an interest in Art and possibly at different levels of understanding. (Lyon, 1942 
p.7)  

 

Unprofessional Painting marked a complex point in the Ashington Group’s career; it 

was very visible, toured nationally and consequently dramatically raised public 

awareness of the Ashington Group and their work.56 It also had the effect of framing 

																																																								
56 See James R. Spencer, The Northern Pageant, The Sunday Sun, September 25th 
1938. The show was also covered by The Northern Echo, The News Chronicle, The 
Morpeth Herald and The Daily Express.	
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the Group very squarely as manual workers who also did paintings, rather than 

developing artists who might one-day, potentially, be appreciated without reference 

to their social standing and occupation.  

 

The exhibition toured to three venues in London and one in Glasgow in 1938,57 

another significant step in their career. It is unclear however, how these showings 

outside of the region and in the perceived heart of the art ‘establishment’, affected 

the Group’s output or approach. By that point, and the significant elevation of their 

profile, reporting followed the now familiar socially-delineated, proletarian narrative. 

The Group nevertheless continued to enjoy media interest and participated in a BBC 

radio broadcast on January 16th 1939; ‘The Northern Programme’ took the format of 

a scripted version of a typical class in the hut with Lyon leading a discussion with 

Kilbourn, Brownrigg, Wilson, Rankin, Rowe, Foreman, and Blessed.  

 

The Unprofessional Painting exhibition, and subsequent media coverage, 

simultaneously fixed and amplified the Ashington Group’s place in the art world and 

established a message that was difficult for members to ever successfully stray from 

– no longer an art group from Ashington, they were permanently and indelibly 

culturally labelled as the pitmen that painted. 

 

3.7.3 Later Years 
From the end of the 1930s, through Lyon’s departure and the outbreak of war (mining 

was a protected occupation) the Group settled into their role as prominent respected, 

but resolutely and wilfully amateur, art group. This might be in part due to a simple 

resting of priorities within the Group as the Second World War and its impact directed 

attention away from more complex future ambitions.   

 

Their work continued to be reviewed positively and whilst exhibiting as amateurs or 

non-establishment artists, they did so with esteem and credibility. Perhaps due to 

their assured reputation, as well as an increased focus on art as a means of social 

cohesion and wellbeing following the trauma of war, the Group’s membership 

																																																								
57 It ‘travelled to the Wertheim Gallery (London), to the [Pioneer] Peckham Health 
Centre and Fulham Town Hall (both in London), and on to the Mansfield Art Gallery 
(Glasgow)’ as noted in Highmore, 2011, p.101. 
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expanded through the mid to late 1940s, and several of the prominent artists now 

represented in the Permanent Collection joined.  

 

It is clear from the records that a substantial amount of new work was made during 

this period, yet the Group had only two more exhibitions before a ten-year exhibition 

hiatus. It is unclear why the Group stopped showing work during this period; whether 

this was due to waning public interest, a nervousness amongst new or existing 

members, or some other set of circumstances, is not clear. Whilst there is no 

recorded opinion from the Group on how the members felt about their representation, 

it is possible that some may have felt limited by the terms in which they were being 

situated. For example, in their 1948-9 exhibition Art By the Miner, a touring group 

show organised by the National Coal Board where they exhibited with other artists 

and groups, only two of the fourteen represented Ashington Group painters were 

actually miners (Kilbourn and Floyd). The members were undoubtedly united by their 

industrial community, and one which they were proud of, however, the narrowing of 

their ‘pitch’ may have contributed to difficulties pursuing or expanding creative 

opportunities in a changing society. Alternatively, the Group may simply have 

decided to focus back on their original intention, to create work as practice not for 

exhibition, and to focus on education and self-betterment over continuing to exhibit 

publically to the now familiar, establishment art world. Of course, the fact that their 

main advocate and champion, (and link to the art world) in Robert Lyon, had now left, 

very likely had much to do with this. The Group were all still, it must be remembered, 

part-time artists; ‘pitmen’ first, ‘painters’ second. 

 

The next stage in the Ashington Group’s exhibition history, after a ten-year break, 

starts to cement the legacy through which they have been known by ever since – the 

formation, expansion and concentration on the Permanent Collection. The content of 

the Collection will be discussed later in this chapter, more specifically in relation to its 

representation of the Group’s work. However, the fact that no new work was added to 

the Collection after 1968, and the fact that the Group’s exhibitions from the 1940s 

toured much of the same work from then on, shows that the perceived value of the 

Group’s work became centred around their easily packaged ‘story’ rather than any 

ongoing progress or critical appraisal of the Group’s artistic maturation, even perhaps 

by themselves. This of course, is common to many artists, even famous ones, who 
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become pigeonholed according to what work first received widespread exposure. 

Exhibition curation is a critical factor that can exacerbate such an historicising effect. 

 

This is not to say that the continued exhibition of Ashington Group work was not 

important. Through their relationship with Feaver, and in addition to touring around 

the country, showing in celebrated arts venues, including the Haywood and 

Whitechapel Galleries as well as municipal and independent sites, the Group’s work 

was also shown internationally. After shows in Europe during the 1970s (including in 

East Berlin, at that point still part of the Soviet state), the Ashington Group work was 

exhibited throughout China, toured by the British Council, and was the first exhibition 

of Western Art following the Cultural Revolution and thawing of international 

relations. The work toured to Chinese mining communities,58 and it was the industrial 

nature of the men’s story that made their work appropriate for the tour, seen as a 

symbol of the common faith in labour and in the nobility of the working man.  

 

As the surviving members dwindled, the exhibitions became less frequent and, 

perhaps tellingly, after the ending of the Group meetings, and closure of their 

namesake colliery Ashington in 1986 (following Woodhorn Colliery in 1981) the few 

remaining Group members slowly wound down their public presentation. Ashington 

Group work was not again exhibited outside of the North East in their lifetimes. 

Twenty-four years later, some of the work bequeathed to Feaver by Kilbourn was 

shown at the National Theatre London in 2007 in preparation for the soon-to-be-

released play The Pitmen Painters. Since then, the Ashington Group’s paintings have 

only been shown outside of Woodhorn Museum three times, and always in theatre 

venues supporting the play. Were it not for Woodhorn Museum’s continued display of 

the Ashington Group’s work, many of the original paintings could have become little 

more than elaborate set-dressings for the dramatization of their experience.  

 
3.7.4 The Permanent Collection  
As noted previously, many of the works exhibited between 1936 and 1980 now 

feature in the Permanent Collection. However, their security as an archive was not 

always assured and the stability of its location was at times, uncertain. By the late 

1970s, Feaver notes that ‘for safety, the collection had been transferred to a National 

																																																								
58 See Feaver, 1988, p.165 for an extended account of this tour. 
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Coal Board training centre in Newcastle.’ (Feaver, 2008). This was subsequently 

passed on to Woodhorn Museum, where a smaller selection of the Permanent 

Collection works was displayed when it first opened in 1989. There was not room 

enough however, to present the collection in its entirety.  

 

A permanent dedicated gallery space for the Permanent Collection in the new Cutter 

building was a key part of a £16 million redevelopment of the museum carried out 

between 2002 and 2006.59 The dedicated Ashington Group gallery in its present 

format at Woodhorn was opened by Princess Anne in 2006, and for the first time the 

Permanent Collection was shown as a complete body of work. Seventy-five works 

are hung mainly chronologically, charting the development of the project clockwise 

around the space, from close to the beginning until 1968, with a modest supporting 

display of newspaper clippings, catalogues and archive materials.  

 

The conditions and formalities around the original establishment and building of this 

Permanent Collection are interesting in themselves. As previously outlined, the 

Ashington Group’s formal constitution, the Rule Book, detailed how the Group should 

be organised, including the preservation of their work. The Permanent Collection is 

referred to twice, firstly in its ‘Aims and Objects’, section 3. (g) ‘Building up a 

representative and permanent collection of members’ works of art (subject to the 

approval of the artist).’ and secondly in section 19. ‘Permanent Collection. The Group 

shall from time to time desire and accept for purposes of acquiring a representative 

and permanent collection of work done by any of its members. This will be indicated 

in writing and in a form to be prescribed.’    

 

This indicates that the Group recognised their own uniqueness and had a working 

formal interest in building and preserving their own legacy, and in presenting a legacy 

exhibition from an early point. From soon after Lyon’s departure, they were actively 

engaged in self-selecting and curating a body of work that best illustrated their 

oeuvre. This demonstrates the limitations of how comprehensive the Permanent 

Collection could be, given the difficulties of collecting a ‘representative and 

																																																								
59 Funded mainly through the Heritage Lottery Fund, with contributions from 
Northumberland Strategic Partnership, One NorthEast Single Regeneration Budget, 
the Coalfields Regeneration Trust and the Northern Rock Foundation. 
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permanent’ body of work retrospectively and on behalf of numerous artists, as per its 

original intention. This concern also highlights the complex challenges, difficulties 

and limitations of curatorial interventions, whether faced by a collective attempting to 

present a legacy of their own relatively recent work, or historically as in the case of 

Feaver’s curation of the Permanent Collection, or indeed, my own experience as an 

artist-researcher curating Pitmen Painters Unseen. 

 

The Group had been exhibiting for at least ten years before the introduction of the 

Rulebook so any works sold during this time, from the initiation of the project until the 

introduction of the Rulebook, could not have been included regardless of whether it 

was deemed by the Group to be a good example of their work. William Scott’s latterly 

famous, The Bedlington Terrier (Figure 5) is a notable example of this; being sold at 

exhibition in 1938 and remaining in a private collection ever since. 

 

Regarding the Group’s early work that is missing from the Permanent Collection, 

Lyon notes in his thesis ‘…EXERCISES IN TECHNIQUE WERE NOT TO BE 

CONSIDERED AS PICTURE MAKING IN THE PERMANENT OR EXHIBITION 

SENSE OF THE WORDS.  (Lyon, 1942, p,12, emphasis original, this will be 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5). Thus, many early works were not preserved 

and were most likely destroyed, discarded, painted over, given away and so on. 

Additionally, since the attribution of value to these works was largely retrospective, 

this accounts for their comparative rarity. 

 

Robert Lyon’s ‘experiment in art education’ coupled with the attendant art world 

legitimation and showcasing in national exhibitions, had established within the 

Ashington Group a certain opinion of what standards, styles and subjects drew the 

most audience response. This, by extension, determined what they considered to be 

‘good’ work. The Permanent Collection reflected the public-facing output of the 

Ashington Group for the remainder of their fifty-year tenure. However, my research 

found that in private, they also produced much work that would be a common sight in 

any other ‘sketch club’ (Lyon’s term): idyllic rural landscapes, seascapes, harbour 

scenes, still-life paintings, portraits and so on. A key thing that sets the Ashington 

Group apart from other amateur art groups, however, was their own reflexive 

curatorial or critical awareness, and a sense of themselves as a group, protecting 

what they knew to be their own unique selling point or defining characteristic. This is 
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demonstrated in the fact that they did not exhibit these other ‘sketch club’ type works 

or elect to admit them to their Permanent Collection. 

 

This critical awareness of the Group is also arguably itself, a problematic issue, as 

the line between self-curation and self-censorship is blurred. The conditions that 

established the Group’s awareness of what their continued artistic approach should 

be were inevitably linked to classist and paternalistic conditions. Their perception of 

what they should preserve was based around what was deemed to be the most 

interesting aspects of the Ashington Group’s output, crystallised at the very beginning 

of the project by members of the art world establishment. There is an undeniable 

novelty factor in much of the writing around them. Bill Bryson notes this in Notes from 

a Small Island, 

The fame of the Ashington Group, it must be said, rested on a large measure 
of well-meaning but faintly objectionable paternalism. …it is hard to escape 
the conclusion that the Ashington artists were regarded by critics and other 
aesthetes rather like Dr Johnson’s performing dog: the wonder was not that 
they did it well but that they did it at all. (Bryson, 1995, p. 297) 

 

There are also suggestions of political self-censorship, balancing the need to 

represent their social experiences but not to the extent that it might be divisive for 

their audience. As noted previously regarding the exclusion of Jack Harrison’s 

painting from the China exhibition tour on the grounds that it was too political, there is 

evidence of some conflict within the Group about what artwork was suitable for 

representation on ideological grounds, and yet the Group’s work has come to 

represent a distinctly socially-defined position. Kilbourn says as much in the 1972 

BBC television documentary, “I think that there’s just a touch of propaganda in what 

we’ve painted, I think that’s been true all through the ages of art”. 

 

Whilst the complexities of judgements made about their political representation is 

unknown, this could suggest that the Group differentiated between their own use of 

art to raise awareness of the social issues faced in their community, and the use of 

their work by others to proselytise for a more distant political stance – the Group 

could be political, but within boundaries, and those both boundaries were defined 

both by their own values and the values they perceived in the audience.   
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This awareness of their communicative role as artists, also demonstrates that the 

Group viewed their contribution as holding a valid place in a recognised history of art. 

They were aware of their unique position and the platform this offered. 

 
Regarding the pieces included in the Permanent Collection, it is interesting to note 

that of the eighteen represented artists only twelve could have had verifiable first-

hand contact with Lyon and his teaching.60 Even so, it appears his inspiration was 

such that the themes he established remained constant and were passed to new 

members of the Group for the rest of their careers, enabling a recognisable influence 

to exist in later Permanent Collection pieces.  

 

	
Figure 16. Len Robinson - The Dunting Stone, Oil on Fibreboard, Date Unknown 

	
Whilst the majority of works in the Permanent Collection are in keeping with the 

thematic concerns of the Group, (i.e. the documentation of everyday life in and 

around Ashington), there are two distinctly incongruous works in the collection.  They 

are both by Len Robinson. The Dunting Stone (Figure 16), depicts an arcane 

Northumberland May Day tradition, whereby an incoming Freeholder of the nearby 

town of Newbiggin-by-the-Sea is hoisted and lowered (or dunted) onto a ceremonial 

																																																								
60 William Chrichton, J F Harrison, Fred Laidler, Tom McSloy, and Len Robinson all 
joined the Group after Lyon’s departure in 1942. Work by George McLean is undated 
and it is therefore unknown if he had direct contact with Robert Lyon. 
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stone by senior Freeholders in an initiation ritual.61 Rendez-vous Café, Newcastle 

(Figure 17), is outside of the usual remit of the Group both in its geography and 

subject matter, and depicts an afternoon tea service in the upmarket café, famous as 

the regular meeting venue of the Soroptimist Club of Newcastle. Whilst not far from 

Ashington, the setting appears distinctly out of place amongst the other works and 

perhaps alludes towards the artist’s intellectual and cultural aspirations beyond his 

daily experience as a joiner at Woodhorn Colliery. The reasons behind the inclusion 

of these two thematically inconsistent works is undocumented; however, they hint at 

a broader base of concerns within the Group than the work in much of the Permanent 

Collection otherwise suggests.  

 

	
Figure 17. Len Robinson - The Rendez-vous Cafe, Newcastle, Oil on Fibreboard, 1946 

 
When William Feaver led the resurgence in popular interest in the early 1970s, the 

now elderly Ashington Group, which by that point numbered only ten, started to 

exhibit again. After around a decade without doing so, production of new work had 

slowed and a conscious decision appears to have been made to show older work. 

The latest verifiably dated work in the Permanent Collection is JF Harrison’s Jazz 

Band Parade (Figure 4) from 1968. The latest held in the Museums Northumberland 

																																																								
61	Although	still	a	tradition,	this	event	is	a	curious	rarity	and	I	would	argue	does	not	reflect	
day-to-day	life	in	Ashington	at	the	time.	
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archive but not on display as part of the Permanent Collection exhibition, is also by 

Harrison, 1970’s Redundant Engine House – North Seaton (Figure 18), showing the 

beginnings of the decline of the mining industry in the area. 

 

This framed the work on show as a legacy exhibition as opposed to showcasing 

continued output. It is unknown why more recent work was not included in the 

Permanent Collection, as the Group were still active, albeit in a reduced capacity, 

and members were still producing work. Indeed, the last three members of the 

Group, Oliver Kilbourn, Jack Harrison and Len Robinson, continued to paint long 

after the end of the Ashington Art Group in 1983, and well into their old age.  

 

	
Figure 18. J F Harrison - Redundant Engine House - North Seaton, Pastel on Paper mounted on Card, 

1970 

	
One possibility could relate to the constitution of the Group which states in the Rule 

book under Article 16, that ‘Seven full members of the Group shall comprise a 

quorum’. If this was never achieved under the reduced membership of the later years 
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and the Group were never quorate, it is feasible that this would have precluded the 

collective decision making of extending the Permanent Collection. Whilst possible, 

this seems unlikely, especially as the remaining members would have been entitled 

to change the rules formally if they were unhappy simple bending them. More 

plausible perhaps is that the now reduced Group did not deem later work to be of 

sufficient quality for inclusion. Whether their later work would have been viewed or 

valued differently by new audiences within their lifetime is of course, sadly unknown. 

 

When considered together with the late introduction of the Rule Book, this 

demonstrates that the Permanent Collection was inherently limited in its remit. Works 

produced in the years 1934–1946, and 1968–1983 were either compromised (i.e. 

split up or sold) or uncollected. A total of twenty-seven years of potential production 

is therefore incompletely accounted for: more than half of the lifetime of the 

Ashington Group. Despite this, of the seventy-five works represented in the 

Permanent Collection exhibition, thirty-two were made between 1935 and 1942 when 

Robert Lyon was actively involved with Group. This weighting suggests that value 

was perhaps ensured in the minds of the Ashington Group when Lyon was around to 

confirm it. It also hints at the sheer volume of work potentially produced by the 

Group. It presents significant and intriguing conditions that the new exhibition Pitmen 

Painters Unseen, seeks to address.  

 

3.8 End of the Ashington Group and Continuing Legacy  
Shortly before the death of the final Group members and after a period of uncertainty, 

the Permanent Collection found a lasting home at Woodhorn Museum, just outside of 

Ashington in 1989, with a dedicated gallery housing the work as a complete body 

from 2006. The collection is held in trust by the Ashington Group Trustees in 

perpetuity; the Group’s work continues to be respected as a unique document of 

social history, made by the people living it, and is considered a memento of life in a 

mining community in the 1930s to mid-twentieth century. The Group’s work remains 

a source of immense pride in Ashington, Northumberland and the wider North East, 

and their story, via Feaver’s book, and Hall’s play, continues to capture the interest of 

thousands of people worldwide, and year upon year.  

In this chapter I have provided a more expansive outline of the individuals involved in 

the Ashington Group Story, and the impact these people had on both the Group and 

its success. By looking at the members as individuals, I have attempted to give a 
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better understanding of their practice from a position of artistic integrity and personal 

concern rather than that of a generic or collective activity. Alongside this, I also 

considered how the individuals successfully worked in solidarity as a group, 

highlighting how their group identity was defined by more than superficial 

employment roles, but instead was founded within a broader cultural environment, 

consciously agreed and formalised by establishing a constitutional set of values; ‘The 

Ashington Art Group Book of Rules’. By balancing personal and artistic roles with a 

wider group identity, I have established a more complex, nuanced understanding of 

the Ashington Group’s unique position within art history, and their motivations for 

presenting their story in that way. Similarly, I have attempted to address what I 

consider to be the mischaracterisation of Robert Lyon, giving a more sympathetic 

interpretation of his history whilst noting the benefits and limitations of using 

academic documentation to assess personal character. Finally, by outlining a 

timeline of the Group’s exhibitions, highlighting the relevance of 

networks/relationships and the impact of public and establishment awareness, I have 

demonstrated how the ‘Pitmen Painters’ legacy was created, moulded, fixed and 

carried forward with increasing limitation. 

 

In the next chapter I will focus on the practical aspects of how the Ashington Group 

made work, assessing what types of materials they used and why, and how this 

affected their perception of their own artistry. I will look at some of the issues raised 

by closer scrutiny of the work in the collection and how the educational and material 

choices made by Lyon and the members can be contextualised and assessed for the 

contemporary artist. 
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Chapter 4. Materials, Methods and Motivations 
 
4.1 Teaching Methods & Motivation 
The beginnings of the Ashington Group project were mutually uncertain from both the 

Group’s perspective and from that of Robert Lyon. The Group had little expectation 

and no experience of the form that an Art Appreciation class might take, and Lyon 

was in unknown territory when addressing a remote adult education class with little 

experience of art.  There is no documentation of the specific conversations that took 

place in Ashington between Lyon and the soon-to-be Ashington Group in the mid-

1930s - the teaching in each session was not formally recorded and there is no 

evidence that the genesis of Lyon’s ideas was documented in a structured way at the 

time. Therefore, the exact details of those early encounters remain unknown.  

 

Whilst I am certain Lyon was conscientious in his approach to teaching, I feel it is 

unlikely that, at that very early stage in the Group’s relationship, he would have 

predicted a complete strategy for his theoretical volte-face and may therefore not 

have chronicled his methods whilst the relationship (and the success of his new 

method) was still emerging. More likely it was reflected on and recalled later in the 

process, then formalised when writing his thesis. This is not to suggest any distrust 

on my part of Lyon’s account; it is however a fair assumption that the relative, 

eventual significance of the sessions was not recognised immediately and it was only 

with the later legitimation, at least after the first year with the Group, that the unique 

quality and impact of the project became apparent.  

 

His initial approach to teaching the Group in a lecture format (to which he later 

referred as the Contemplative Method) drew upon his own history as a Rome Scholar 

and was congruent with dominant modes in contemporaneous Fine Art schooling. 

This approach, which valued the classical and an atelier style of passive learning, 

could be viewed as old fashioned in hindsight, but would have been considered 

entirely appropriate at the time.   

 

It also a fair assumption that Lyon’s new andragogical approach known later as 

Seeing by Doing, and understood in the framework of educational theory, was initially 

a spontaneous development, responding to the lack of success in more traditionally 

academic, lecture and slideshow teaching. In addition to the issue of collection or 
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retention of work, this retrospective theorising of his own approach could also 

account for the lack of surviving early works.  

 

As mentioned earlier, Lyon directly states in his thesis that works were not to be 

considered permanent or for exhibition at the beginning of the project. Instead, these 

works were seen as mere exercises and as such unworthy of retaining artistically, nor 

as document of the outcomes of his teaching method. This might also suggest that 

he did not immediately recognise the potential benefits of his change. As another 

example, Lyon had originally focused on Renaissance work in the early slideshow 

presentations that he gave to the Group, using examples of some of the most highly 

developed artistic techniques from the entirety of art history. It could be asked how 

Lyon, an experienced painter, could expect the Group to come to successfully 

understand the artistic problems of Michelangelo et al when attempting to make work 

using house paint on found wooden boards, as opposed to pure pigments on fresh 

lime plaster? Whilst the change in teaching method may have been entirely 

appropriate for the Group, the lesson may have been more complicated for having 

had a starting point of Renaissance art (instead of arguably more accessible or 

comparable examples such as Expressionism or Social Realism). These questions 

remind us that Lyon started the work without the goal of the class becoming a group 

of practicing artists – his approach to teaching this unknown working men’s group in 

remote Northumberland began by drawing on his traditional teaching experience, and 

the perhaps naïve assumption that it would be applicable across educational and 

social divides. It succeeded however, it seems, due his to sensitivity and flexibility as 

an educator. 

 

Whilst I have asserted the importance of the Group’s self-determination, they 

undoubtedly benefited over time from a carefully balanced combination of 

independence and referential, if not reverential learning. Once established, the Group 

focused on subjects and styles that were their own, and Lyon complimented the 

practice with a more formal education, continuing to teach the men about classical art 

theory, high art concepts, and practical technique. In balancing the practical Seeing 

by Doing approach with formal art history background, Lyon instilled a respect for 

high Art whilst simultaneously bringing it to an accessible level. I believe this balance 

also gave the members confidence in their approach as they increasingly developed 

their demonstrable knowledge as well as their skills.  
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Lyon also gave guidance and encouragement to the Group regarding contemporary 

art education. It was highly beneficial for the Group to be exposed to Helen 

Sutherland’s collection of contemporary avant-garde works, particularly in terms of 

broadening a critical awareness of other possibilities and solutions to artistic 

problems. As noted however, despite the Group being exposed to cutting edge 

modern art, for the most part, their own work remained overall figurative, narrative 

and documentarian. Whilst this may have been due to many reasons, and is 

addressed only in passing in existing research, I believe the persistence with this 

type of work by the Group suggests a perceived need to represent their community 

with a directness that was not apparent to them in the history of art. I would argue 

further that the Ashington Group may have felt inclined to make work that not only 

represented their lives, but that could also be easily accessed and understood by 

their peers, recognising the importance of engaging other working class audiences as 

a means of social and personal improvement. Having established a unique 

environment where they could learn and express their concerns artistically, it seems 

natural that the Group would feel inclined to continue making work that would be 

proactively inclusive to others who might have felt similarly excluded or intimidated by 

the area.   

 

4.2 Materials & Analysis 
Initially the Ashington Group used cheap, low quality and found materials to make 

their work, both in terms of paint and surfaces, using house paint, cardboard and 

recycled wooden boards etc. My research and personal response to the materials 

used will be discussed in more depth later, however, key to my initial thinking about 

the Ashington Group was that their methods and materials had the potential to hinder 

their development as painters at that early stage. Furthermore, I felt that the crux of 

Lyon’s idea - to have the Group learn of and meaningfully understand the challenges 

of the artist by making artwork themselves, pivoted on a fundamental contradiction. I 

would suggest that the use of low and improvised materials to approximate the 

methods of ‘High’ Art with a capital ‘A’ was a flawed endeavour. These kinds of 

materials would make it difficult for even an experienced artist to make accomplished 

work and the challenge for a novice would be greatly amplified. Any value in this, or 

understanding gained, would be somewhat unreliable as the medium itself would 

have dictated so much of the experience.  
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From my initial enquiry, and given that so little had been documented about the 

material content and condition of the Ashington Group’s work, my decision was to 

look closely at how materials were considered by the members and how it appeared 

in the collections. As a painter, the medium is literally the message (to misquote 

Marshall McLuhan62) so this practical issue, of what and how materials were 

implemented and utilised, was fundamental to my reading and meaningful 

understanding of the Group’s work and practice. This was further explored practically 

through making paintings of my own in response, and reference to theirs. 

 
4.2.1 Handling of work 

As noted previously, errors and misrememberings within personal accounts manifest 

themselves in the established history of the Group. Likewise, there are various 

inconsistencies surrounding details about the Ashington Group’s working methods. 

Importantly, interesting contradictions with potential implications for the long-term 

conservation of the paintings present themselves when looking in detail at the media 

and materials used by the Group. Specifically, there are places where the media 

attributions and dates printed in various catalogues and in Feaver’s texts over the 

years, differ to those inscribed on the backs of the works themselves. (Details of 

these can be found within the Condition Reports in Appendix H). 

Other contradictions and uncertainties about the Group’s practices and use of 

materials relate most importantly to the long-term physical survival of the works 

themselves, as the following accounts demonstrate:    

With age dirt accumulated and their owners would add another layer of varnish 
– trying to protect the paint but succeeding in building a multi-layered liquorice-
all-sort of grime. Too poor to paint on canvasses, the men used hardboard, 
fibreboard or strawboard. Like old newsprint, the board breaks down quickly 
because of the high acidity in the pulp. Many of the paintings have had to be 
rescued from crumbling backing. But despite the materials most of the 
paintings are in surprisingly good condition, a fact that [picture conservator 
Lynne] Brown thinks is due to [the] group’s early fame: “In a very short space 
of time they were being exhibited and framed and they’ve been handled quite 
well.” (Trotter, 1996, p.13)  
 

																																																								
62 The phrase ‘the medium is the message’ was initially used in McLuhan’s 1964 
book Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man and was later subverted, initially 
accidentally, for the title of his 1967 publication The Medium is the Massage: An 
Inventory of Effects. (Republished in: McLuhan, M., Fiore, Q. & Agel, J. (2008) The 
medium is the massage. London: Penguin). 
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This contrasts with Feaver’s first-hand account of his initial visit to the Group’s hut in 

1971, wherein he recalls that ‘Paintings emerged from under tables and behind 

seats…’ for his inspection. (Feaver, 1988, p.158). He goes further in a 2006 

Guardian interview, 

They invited me up to their hut in Ashington and I was amazed… There were 
all these paintings, cobwebby and in stacks against the wall, which they called 
their permanent collection. They spat on their fingers - there was a lot of spit 
involved with the Ashington Group - and rubbed the paint so that I could see 
what they looked like when they were clean.63 (Feaver quoted in Wainwright, 
2006) 

 

How the Group’s early work was stored and handled is likely a combination of the two 

scenarios depending on the pieces in question. This could also suggest that the 

Group produced sufficient amounts of presentable work that many paintings could be 

handled, framed and sold after early success, whilst others were kept safely 

accessible in the Ashington hut for years without significant deterioration, despite the 

dust and cobwebs.  

 

4.2.2 Conservation 
Due to the limited resources available generally to local authorities and museums, 

there has been very little serious conservational consideration given to the seventy-

five works now known as The Permanent Collection. The only thorough condition 

reports were written in 1983 by Bacon & Bacon,64 on the collection’s reframing for 

exhibition. As admitted by Bacon & Feaver in The Ashington Group: Framing a 

question? due to financial constraints, the conservation was rather cursory, ‘limited to 

written documentation, surface cleaning and some [re]varnishing’ in particularly bad 

cases (Bacon & Feaver in Brown, 2007, p.52). There has thus far, been no chemical 

analysis of the paint film or of what the make-up of the ground layers might actually 

be. A summary of these condition reports can be viewed in Appendix H. 

 

4.2.3 A Material Culture – How materials defined the Group 
There are various issues that make clear analysis and simple reporting of the 

Ashington Group’s materials difficult - the Group used a wide range of materials, 

																																																								
63 From the perspective of a picture conservator, this is not as alarming as it might 
sound; saliva contains the enzyme amylase, which has a long history of use in the 
cleaning of paintings. 
64 Anne Bacon is an Ashington Group Trustee and the former Head of Conservation 
at Northumbria University. 
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spanning many years and with individual preferences amongst the many members. 

There are however, certain commonalities across the Group’s work, such as an 

overall preponderance of oil paint on board. 

 

A popular representation of the Group, mentioned in a Laing Art Gallery catalogue 

text of 1938 and prevalent in much of the subsequent writing, sees them using the 

readily available low materials of the home or colliery pit yard - building materials, 

house paint, even soot etc. (Feaver, 1988, p.107). Lyon notes that some of the 

Group ‘elected to use pieces of cardboard, packing or brown paper, prepared with 

decorators’ water-paint tinters, poster-paint, water-colour and ink. (Lyon in Brown, 

2010, p.68) Feaver goes further in his 1980 article for the Observer magazine, stating 

that at the early stages of the project, the Group were, ‘…painting on whatever 

materials they could scrounge…’ (Feaver, 1980, p.88) This has even been 

misinterpreted further to suggest that the Group stole materials (this was corrected by 

my personal interaction with a BBC production team, regarding a voice-over script for 

The Antiques Road Trip feature on the Ashington Group in 2018) 

 

This perception, of waste materials begged, borrowed and stolen, contrasts with the 

accepted view of the materials of Fine Art - oil paint, canvas etc. and reinforces the 

popular view of the Group as uneducated naïfs. It could be argued that this 

positioning ‘puts them in their place’ within a cultural hierarchy, as the materials used 

early in the project conceptually binds the artists to their social background. 

 

Their use of cheap materials was noted in a very early text on the Group by the 

journalist Janet Adam Smith65 in a 1937 article in ‘The Listener’ magazine. ‘They 

paint on three-ply [thin plywood] or on the cardboard of Gold Flake [cigarette] packing 

cases, with Walpamur; which is easily handled and can be used as a watercolour.’ 

(quoted in Feaver, 1988 p. 67) Whilst this account is not incorrect, and there is 

certainly clear direct evidence of the use of such materials in the earliest stages of 

the project, it by no means represents the entirety of the media used in the output of 

the Group or even in much of the Permanent Collection works, which use 

predominantly more conventional and shop-bought art materials. The family of 

founding Ashington Group member William John Dobson donated his painting box to 

																																																								
65 Also, a subsequent Ashington Group collector, her husband purchasing William 
Scott’s The Bedlington Terrier (Figure 5) from a 1938 Laing Art Gallery exhibition. 
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the Northumberland Archives after his death, and this contains mostly high quality 

student and artist quality paint, mediums and brushes from popular art materials 

manufacturers such as Winsor & Newton, Daler Rowney, and Lefranc & Bourgeois. 

Far from improvised or low-quality equipment, Dobson’s materials are exactly as one 

would expect to find among any professional painter’s equipment. (A complete 

inventory of the contents can be found in Appendix G.) 

 

Accounts such as Smith’s quote suggest an oppositional value system or mechanism 

linked to, implied by, or otherwise represented, through the medium the work is 

executed in. Again, the Ashington Group are placed in the position of the other. This 

is despite the fact that such ‘low’ materials were in use by avant-garde artists – for 

example Picasso’s newspaper collages, and his famous use of the Ripolin brand of 

enamel house paint, a preference also shared by Jackson Pollock in his use of the 

comparable Duco brand.66 

 

This contradiction demonstrates that the Ashington Group were judged by many in 

the art world, differently to trained artists who chose to use the same materials. 

Whilst there was certainly a shift away from the basic categorisation of high and low 

materials, I would argue that the artistic appraisal of this material ambiguity was not 

credited to all artists equally; well-known artists use of low materials was lauded by 

the establishment - untrained artists using low materials were simply unprofessional. 

The materials used were part of the defining narrative, led by the artists’ perceived 

place in the art world.  

 

Though the more famous artists noted above were making very different types of 

work than the Group’s representational pieces, the point addresses an important 

paradox within the history of art, between how the same feature (in this case 

materials) can be considered differently; within an established history of art, ‘low’ 

materials may appear to have been accepted and conceptually progressive, but 

within a parallel, lesser known history of art those same materials signify naivety and 

critical rejection.  

 

																																																								
66 See Standeven, 2011, pp.4-5, and p.8.	
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4.2.4 What was available to the Ashington Group at the time? 
A name that occurs numerous times in the media labelling and cataloguing of the 

collection until the early 1940s, is that of Walpamur. This was the brand name of an 

early form of household oil emulsion paint commonly classified as a Water Paint. This 

is a misleading term, as the binder was, in fact, a modified linseed oil. It is also often 

erroneously referred to in contemporaneous literature as distemper 67 or tempera, a 

generic term for any paint with a watersoluble glue binder. Walpamur seems to have 

been used by the Group, particularly early on until the early 1940s, because it was 

possible to easily, conveniently and cheaply facilitate oil paint-like effects with this 

paint. As a significant part of the Group’s early inventory, as recorded by themselves, 

I will now expand further on the nature of the paints used. 
 

4.2.5 Walpamur and Paint Chemistry – Background 
The name is a compound word of the manufacturer’s original name The Wallpaper 

Manufacturers (Wal-Pa-Mur) before the company evolved into Crown Paints. It still 

has a factory on the original site in Darwen, Lancashire where it also holds a modest 

archive and research library which was uniquely helpful in identifying which pigments 

were used at that time and ruling out the existence of any pre-mixed proprietary 

colours potentially used by the Group.  Before discussing the significance of the use 

of Walpamur in more depth, some consideration of the make-up of paint in general is 

required.  

 

4.2.6 What is paint?  
Paint of any kind is made chiefly of two ingredients - pigment and binder. The same 

pigments are used for all types of paint. 

 
Binder or medium is the glue that is mixed with the powdered pigment to make it 

adhere to the ground and to form a stable paint film. This glue is mixed and ground 

with pigment until a uniform suspension of pigment within the binder is achieved - this 

is what can be then correctly referred to as paint. What this glue is, and what its 

specific physical properties are, denote the resultant type of paint. Binders in oil 

																																																								
67 There are some surviving works that Lyon refers to in his thesis as being executed 
in distemper or powder colours, when they have subsequently been found to be in 
Walpamur, these include Dawn by George Brownrigg, and The Miner by Leslie 
Brownrigg. 
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paints are ‘drying oils’ - generally plant-derived and most commonly from linseed, 

safflower, walnut or poppy. Gum Arabic - the sap of the acacia tree, is the binder in 

watercolour and gouache. Egg yolk is the binder or medium in egg tempera, and 

rabbit skin or other animal hide derived glue is used in distemper.  

 

4.2.7 What is Walpamur?  
Walpamur was a market leader in paint technology and new innovations in paint 

chemistry at the time, being one of the first companies in the world to manufacture a 

paint using an alkyd binder on an industrial scale commercially. Alkyd paint had the 

advantage of having a much quicker drying time than oil based household paints and 

a tougher finish than glue-bound paints. The paint came in a concentrated form and 

could be loosened with water for its intended household and industrial application. 

This is borne out in Walpamur’s own literature - ‘“Walpamur” is an oil bound, non-

poisonous flat paint supplied in paste form and made ready for use by thinning with 

“Walpamur” Petrifying Liquid or water.’ (The Walpamur Co Ltd 1938 Price List & 

Catalogue, 1938 p.3) Through familiarity with the preparation methods from domestic 

or industrial experience, members may have already been aware of the material 

flexibility of Walpamur as a paint product, and found that level of control particularly 

appealing. 

 

Chemically its make up is very similar to that of contemporary water-miscible oil paint 

- an alkyd modified oil resin, capable of emulsification with water. The pigments that 

were used for the paint at this time were also identical to those used in artist’s paint - 

albeit in various mixtures and tints and in a lesser concentration. This is evidenced in 

Walpamur’s display stand of their pigments used in sales material. (Figure 19). 

Modern and Contemporary Art conservator Harriet Standeven, elucidates on the 

physical properties of such paints in House Paints 1900 -1960 History and Use, 

To manufacture an oil emulsion paint, the varnish or oil component of the 
system was first emulsified with water. This was achieved by stirring it with 
water and an alkali, which broke the mixture into tiny oil-in-water bubbles. The 
dispersion was stabilized with a protective colloid. On application the friction of 
the brush caused the bubbles to break, and the oil component was spread 
over the surface, providing a more or less waterproof binder for the pigments. 
Drying occurred first by evaporation of the water, followed by oxidation of the 
oil or resin: these films therefore took a number of days to dry completely…  
They were initially supplied as a thick paste that could be thinned with water, 
or with a special “petrifying” liquid, which consisted of an oil-in-water emulsion. 
The petrifying liquid offered extra oil to assist in sealing the substrate and 
made the final film more water resistant. (Standeven, 2011 p. 51-2).  
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Figure 19. Walpamur Pigments Display Materials, Crown Paints Archive, Darwen, Lancashire 

 
It is currently not possible to know for sure whether the Group used the proprietary 

petrifying liquid or just plain water to dilute their paint but the rather matt appearance 

of many of the works completed in Walpamur would suggest the latter, as this 

suggest that the dilutant had no additional oil (which imparts a sheen). These dull or 

matt spots can also be exacerbated by a lack of proper support preparation - as 

evidenced in the condition reports. This is an effect referred to as ‘sinking in’, when 

binder is unevenly absorbed by a support. It is not clear from any accounts if this is 

down to the artist’s choice, available resources (water is certainly more economical 

than petrifying liquid) or whether the Group were encouraged to use certain materials 

in a particular way during sessions. 

 

To the naked eye, the dried mature paint film of a painting made with Walpamur is 

indistinguishable from that of traditional oil paint. In some cases, over time, it also 

takes on a similar craquelure pattern to oil paint – an effect also encouraged by poor 

support preparation. When used in full concentration, the paint could retain brush 

marks and low impasto was achievable; when heavily thinned, the medium could 

easily be mistaken for gouache or even watercolour. It is interesting and significant 

that many of the artists themselves regarded Walpamur as a separate and discrete 

medium – and distinct enough to label their work as being executed with it. 
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4.2.8 Other Materials and Structures  
Also of importance to the assessment of the Group’s materials is the range of 

supports and grounds that the Ashington Group used, both early on and throughout. 

It is the preparation of supports and grounds which has also had a great effect on the 

survival, preservation and appearance of the works. Again, some consideration of the 

relevant terms is necessary here. 

 

4.2.9 Supports 
The substrate is that which literally supports everything else. The Ashington Group 

used a range of supports including card, cardboard, paper, wooden boards 

(composite boards,68 hardboard, plywood panels etc.) and canvas. There are some 

notable usages of self-constructed canvas boards, wherein butter muslin has been 

stuck, or marouflaged, to a board in order to imitate the texture of canvas in a more 

economical fashion. Robert Lyon noted that, ‘Photographic plates were used as 

palettes, and several of the compositions carried out were painted on pieces of 

cardboard boxes and others on pieces of plywood.’ (Lyon in Lambert, 1938, p.123).  

 

In Bill Bryson’s account of his visit to Ashington Group display at Woodhorn in the 

mid 1990s he notes that ‘So modest were the group’s resources ... Hardly any are on 

canvas’ (Bryson, 1995, p.300). Whilst this observation of the Permanent Collection 

work is correct, and undoubtedly many material decisions were made for reasons of 

economy, Bryson’s critique demonstrates that a perceived hierarchy of material 

usage persists amongst viewers, with the intrinsic implication that Art with a capital 

‘A’ is painted on canvas, and therefore that the Ashington Group work was by its very 

nature, inferior. I would argue as an artist that the use of board is a perfectly credible 

alternative to canvas, as is borne out by my own usage and the long history of 

properly prepared panels as painting supports.  

 

 

 

																																																								
68 An interesting tangential point is that the Group frequently used a composite 
fibreboard used in building, with the brand name Beaverboard. This has its own 
lineage for use in an artistic context; the famous 1930 painting by American artist 
Grant Wood, American Gothic, is painted on a Beaverboard support. In his thesis, 
Robert Lyon also notes the use of Upson Boards, a compressed fibreboard similar to 
contemporary hardboard or Masonite. 
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4.2.10 Size and Ground  
A ground is an optional surface applied to the support, to which the paint is applied. 

Applying this to the support provides a more receptive surface for paint. It will even 

out any absorbency from the support and protect it from any potentially harmful 

effects from the paint. Depending on the primer used, the support may require a coat 

of protective size.  

 
Size is a preliminary coating applied to the support before the ground.  It is typically 

rabbit-skin or other animal-derived glue, though in recent years use of synthetic 

polymer alternatives has grown. It is most commonly used under oil-based primers, 

to act as a barrier layer and to prevent the oil from coming into direct contact with the 

canvas or board.  Such contact causes the oil to be absorbed by the support, leading 

to rotting over time and the appearance of dull spots in the finished painting (sinking 

in) and under-bound paint and flaking. There is direct evidence in Robert Lyon’s 

writings that he advocated the use of a sizing layer on variety of different supports. 

He notes that early ‘Experiments were executed in tempera, poster paint, and oil 

colours on cardboard which had been previously treated with a coating of size’. (Lyon 

in Lambert, 1938, p. 121)  
 

During my initial examination of the paintings, it was unknown what the Ashington 

Group used for the ground or priming layer on their finished pieces - as the level of 

conservational analysis available was so restricted,69 any mention of the ground in 

the Bacon & Bacon condition reports are merely descriptive, such as ‘thin white 

ground’ etc. The fact that this key component in the strata of each work remains 

unknown is a cause for concern for the ongoing stability of works in the Permanent 

Collection, since a key function of a priming or ground layer is to isolate the paint 

layer from any potentially acidic or otherwise damaging effects from the support 

(such as Surface Induced Discolouration (SID) or delamination.)   

 

Due to this potential impact, a concern of mine throughout the research process was 

to find more clues about this specific element of the painting process. The dominant 

primer used for oil painting in that period was a Lead White oil based primer, so 

whilst possible that the Ashington Group used this in the early stages it seemed 

																																																								
69	this might change if funds for more extensive conservational analysis of the 
paintings become available in the future	
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unlikely due to its expense, slow drying rate, and long preparation time70. Another 

possibility is that the grounds were household, commercial or industrial paints and 

alkyd or distemper based. The implications of these different methods on 

conservation techniques have been confused by a lack of clear detail available, 

however I was able to ascertain a number of useful facts from Lyon’s MA thesis, 

discussed further in Chapter 5, which would otherwise remain unknown. Lyon noted 

that many of the members often used a layer of paint as primer, varying with 

whichever type of paint they were using for each piece. This has implications for the 

surface of the painting, both visually and structurally, and for the long-term survival of 

the work; it produces and exacerbates uneven absorbency, underbound paint, dull 

spots and sinking in, and possible eventual damage to the support.  

 

As well as the conservational implications of understanding the paintings structures, 

the choice of priming layer will have inevitably affected the handling properties of the 

paint during the execution of the works and therefore suggests something of the 

members’ studio experiences. During application, most paints require the addition of 

medium or vehicle by the artist to facilitate ease of movement, control and brushing 

properties, especially when applied to an absorbent surface. There are many works 

in the Permanent Collection that evidence a dry, scrubby application technique, 

which can feel unpleasant to work with, along with an uneven surface sheen.71 Whilst 

some artists might play with dry applications (e.g. scumbling), close visual 

examination of these paintings suggest a studied labour in application, rather than an 

improvised experimental approach. It must also be said that the inconsistent and 

unpredictable feel of the paint’s behaviour under the brush on the surface of the 

support alone, without proper preparation, would have the potential to discourage a 

novice painter. A full list of issues with the works in the Permanent Collection likely to 

have been exacerbated by the materials used can be found in Appendix I. 

 

																																																								
70	It requires each coat (two coats is the usual minimum) to dry for around twenty-four 
hours and then the surface be left to cure for at least one week.  
71 This is evident in Ashington Colliery and Committee Meeting by Harry Wilson, The 
Pugmill by John Dobson, Coal Tubs off the Way by George Brown (Figure 9), 
Progging the Mat, Portrait of Doctor Bruce, Building Air-Raid Shelters – Wartime, and 
Dawn - Ashington Colliery by Oliver Kilbourn, Ventilator Repairs and Clocking In by 
Fred Laidler, The Dunting Stone (Figure 16) and Rendez-vous Café, Newcastle 
(Figure 17) by Len Robinson. (Images of all works not illustrated as figures can be 
found in Appendix J). 
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4.3 What does this tell us about the Ashington Group’s practice? 
Having used Walpamur often during the earlier years of the Ashington Group’s 

existence, the last verifiable instance of its use in the Permanent Collection works 

occurring in 1943 (War at Sea by Harry Wilson, Figure 11) – this is very soon after 

Robert Lyon left the North East to take up his position at Edinburgh College of Art, 

which could suggest that Lyon encouraged the Group to continue using low materials 

to the extent that they actively started to ‘rebel’ after his departure, or after Group 

were encouraged to feel independent as artists.  

 

Before then, in 1938 after the end of the first formal WEA course, Lyon noted that, 

‘…once the class had accepted the idea that no attempt was being made to produce 

any work of a permanent nature … they gained confidence’. (Lyon, 1938, p.123). 

With the dominant issue of comfort and control in mind, Lyon seems to justify his 

choice of house paint as medium in his thesis, 

The actual handling of a medium of expression by an artist is, to a great 
extent, part of his creative experience, and consequently the value of the work 
which he will produce during that period of excitement will be dependent on his 
choice of a medium, and also on the way in which that medium has been 
used. In the state of creative excitement he will naturally select a medium 
which his knowledge, based on his experience, tells him will not hold up the 
instinctive flow of his work, and according to the extent of this knowledge and 
experience the selection of his medium will be appropriate to his subject 
matter. (Lyon, 1942, p. 83) 
 

As noted earlier however, the motivations evidently changed after the exhibiting 

career of the Group began. As they progressed and gained more experience, the 

Group naturally moved onto using higher quality materials, as any artist might over 

time. The institution of the Permanent Collection in 1946 very much signposted and 

formalised that their shifting concerns in the years post-Lyon, from an educational 

exercise to a focus on permanence, preservation and legacy.  

 

In this chapter I have highlighted how the Ashington Group’s initial expectations of 

their class followed by Lyon’s change in approach, was not a perfectly planned 

example of an adult education project. Instead, I have suggested it was sensitively 

and effectively honed over time according to the ambitions of the Group and the 

sensitivity of their tutor, and was formalised, theorised and validated with the added 

benefit of hindsight. I have also suggested that the Group’s combined focus of 

practical experience, coupled with a more traditional art education, gave the men a 
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broader understanding of artists’ methodological concerns as well as a greater 

respect for conceptual interests, in both historical and contemporary art, thus 

producing a stronger sense of competence when making their own work, and 

confidence when discussing that of others. Having demonstrated that the Group were 

exposed to a range of styles and methods, but remained largely figurative and 

documentarian in their own output, I have also suggested that they consciously 

favoured a more culturally accessible style to proudly represent, and inclusively 

appeal to, their social peers as well as the art establishment. 

 

Using examples of the different materials used by the Group, I have suggested how 

the early intentions of the class, their development using Lyon’s ‘Seeing By Doing’ 

method, their later experience as exhibiting artists and ultimately their defining legacy 

within art history, was affected by, and in turn affected, the materials they used to 

create work. This ranges from how effectively or easily they created pieces using 

certain materials, to how others have judged the Ashington Group’s position by the 

equipment they used, based on a perceived hierarchy within art materials. After 

outlining the materials used by the Group and the physical nature of using such 

materials, I have given some context to the existing conservational research needed 

to better understand the Ashington Group’s work, and how a material understanding 

of an artists’ approach is an important, and often overlooked aspect of their output. I 

have also suggested that the choices of materials used by the Group, despite an 

increasing number of established artists using similar materials, also determined the 

level at which their work was considered competently made, based not only on their 

applications, but on the members’ social status. 

 

In the next chapter I will focus on Robert Lyon’s personal account of teaching the 

Ashington Group, his MA thesis, The Appreciation of Art Through the Visual and 

Practical Approach, which outlines the Group’s relationship and his changing style as 

their tutor. In addition to assessing Lyon’s andragogical approach as it was noted at 

the start of the Group’s career, I will also look the nature of his writing and the extent 

to which the Group’s artistic future was established at that very early stage in their 

story.  
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Chapter 5. Robert Lyon: The Appreciation of Art Through the Visual 
and Practical Approach. Thesis Analysis 

 
What I felt at the time was so real about these paintings was the strong 
personal element evident in the idea expressed; for… these men were not 
concerned with dealers, exhibitions, or critics of style, but were perfectly free, 
and felt free, to communicate with each other through their painting.  
(Lyon, 1942, p.78-9) 

 
The format and function of this chapter is different to the rest of the thesis as it 

outlines and examines one specific document that is key within the Ashington 

Group’s story; Robert Lyon’s MA thesis, The Appreciation of Art Through the Visual 

and Practical Approach.  

 

As the text has been referred to within separate chapters throughout this document, 

some of the points and issues discussed here may be briefly touched upon 

elsewhere. Likewise, there are other points that could otherwise be expanded further, 

but are beyond the scope of this research. The purpose of this chapter is not to give 

a comprehensive assessment of all aspects covered by Lyon’s thesis, nor to purely 

evidence support for my own arguments – it is to address some of the various points 

he makes within the context of my own research, and to give greater insight into this 

unpublished primary source. 

 

As Lyon’s thesis has never before been analysed in this way, and because I feel his 

words are important as a first-hand account of his project, I will also quote a number 

of extended passages within this chapter. I have chosen to present the text in a 

comparatively descriptive style, presenting the thesis sequentially with a focus on 

Lyon’s own words but given context by my own assessment. Whilst there is 

necessarily less extensive exploration than in other areas of my thesis, I will also 

offer a critical analysis of Lyon’s within the boundaries of my own research. More 

details surrounding how I traced, negotiated access to, and digitised the document 

for posterity are noted in Chapter 2.7. All quotes in this chapter are from the thesis, 

and after initial citation will be referred to as ‘ibid’. 

 

5.1 Background and Temporal Context 
Lyon’s thesis was submitted in 1942 to Durham University in fulfilment of his Master 

of Arts degree. It covers the period of activity of Lyon with the Ashington Group from 

their initial formation as a WEA group in 1934 until shortly before submission. There 
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is no distinct period end referred to in Lyon’s thesis however I would estimate his 

observations were made predominantly before the end of 1941. His thesis refers to 

the Group’s progress both in the original WEA class which ran until 1937 and 

ongoing as an independent group. He makes some reference to the seven and eight 

years of his involvement and refers to the members’ work as in recent context, 

however I would assume some delay to allow for the document to be written, typed 

and bound before being submitted in 1942. As no institutional copy exists, this 

personal copy, retained by Robert Lyon and passed down through his family, 

appears to be the only remaining version of the document and can fairly be assumed 

as an accurate version of the text submitted for his degree. 

  

5.1.1 Appearance and Notes 
The thesis is cloth bound with hardcovers (Figure 6). The 24,300 words of the text 

are typed and illustrations are pasted black and white photographs, with handwritten 

calligraphic inscriptions. There are several contradictory captions alongside 

illustrated works on points of medium and these are noted in the condition reports in 

Appendix H. The cover of the thesis also contained preserved correspondence from 

the Ashington Group.  

 

5.1.2 Style and Analysis 
The language of the thesis is rather dense throughout as can be expected in some 

academic writing, and there is a tendency to repeat assertions throughout the 

document. There is also at times a distant, observational tone appropriate for the 

academic reflection of an experimental project, but not I would argue, characteristic 

of Lyon’s relationship with the Group generally. The following subsections for this 

chapter reflect Lyon’s original chapter structure in his thesis, and all punctuation and 

emphasis within quotations is as seen in the original thesis.  

 

In each section, my analysis of Lyon’s thesis tries to highlight those parts that are 

particularly helpful in providing a relational position by which to assess the Ashington 

Group, as observed and noted by him at the time. It also gives foundation to Lyon’s 

approach - what he deemed appropriate for the Group, and further, his reasoning for 

that approach. It is clear from the text that he had observed but disagreed with other 

teaching methods normally employed to teach art to comparable groups, 
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demonstrating his teaching style to be self-aware and impactful at an early stage in 

Lyon and the Group’s relationship.  

He writes of his text, 

It should be read as an account of an adventure in Art in which experience 
and technique take part, and of how the individual members and the class as 
a whole moved forward to a better understanding of pictorial art (Lyon, 1942, 
p.1) 

 

5.2 Section One. The Problem 
 

	
Figure 20. Lyon's Section One Headings 

Lyon begins with some contextual information about Ashington and the facilities 

available to residents; ‘The cultural amenities of the district are very limited and, apart 

from the work done by the Miners’ Institute, the excellent County Library72 and 

various voluntary bodies, educational facilities are scarce’ (ibid., p.3). He also outlines 

the genesis of the project and in particular, highlights the Group’s existing social 

cohesion (which he notes throughout the text) and the importance of this in 

establishing an open dialogue and platform for them to experiment freely in paint and 

other media without social embarrassment.  

These men were by no means strangers to each other, for they were all 
associated with the pits and had direct connection with the life of Ashington. It 
will be realised that this atmosphere of intimacy was a distinct advantage at a 
time when they were proposing to tackle a subject well outside their normal 
experience; for, as they knew one another more or less intimately, the 

																																																								
72 This is contradicted by Group member Harry Wilson, who states, “There was no 
public library, no one here could get the loan of a book.” (quoted in Feaver, 1988, 
p.15) and further in Hall’s play with some dialogue between Lyon and Kilbourn (Hall, 
2007, p.12). 
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activities and interests of each individual member were known to all the 
others. (ibid.) 

 
Lyon acknowledges the Group’s self-awareness of their own needs, signifying their 

commitment to a more challenging level of education. He talks about the initial 

sessions of slideshow lectures and the mutually unsatisfactory results.  

They did not want to be told what was the correct thing to look for in a work of 
Art but to see for themselves why this should be correct; in other words they 
wanted a way… of seeing for themselves (ibid., p.4) 

 
He then outlines the methods of arts education and structures most prevalent at the 

time, and goes on to suggest that such methods would be unsuitable for the 

Ashington class. 

Now the commonest form of education in Art… takes the form of instruction in 
the theory and history of Art based on books and periodicals, lectures with 
lantern slides and discussion, with… occasional visits to exhibitions and Art 
galleries. This type of class has its advantages and is particularly popular in 
the larger towns where students are provided with facilities for follow-up work 
and have opportunities and leisure for reading, but such a course of study is 
not convenient for classes similar to the Ashington Group, which for various 
reasons, find it impossible to undertake any programme of study necessitating 
a considerable amount of reading and have little opportunity of seeing original 
works of Art. (ibid., p.5)  

 
 
Having identified contemporaneously prevalent but problematic approaches to the 

Ashington class, Lyon explains the suggestion of an alternative method, stating that; 

 
They did not want to become practising artists at all, but they were interested 
[in] the way in which an artist expressed himself and the way in which they 
themselves responded to that expression… (ibid., p.6) 

 
A second possible approach was the one which seemed to suggest a way in 
which the class could enjoy a creative experience, to learn by ‘doing’, and to 
develop appreciation through an inside knowledge obtained through actual 
working in the medium of the artist. In this way would it be possible to strike 
some sort of compromise between the two methods of instruction by learning 
and by DOING? (ibid., p.9) 

 
 
Lyon highlights the importance of learning from mistakes, and hence the required 

freedom to make them, stating ‘A long period of trial and error was necessary before 

even the initial difficulties were overcome.’ (ibid., p.11) He does not provide more 

specific detail on what the difficulties were or how long the period of trial and error 

was, however once established, the ‘First Principle’ of Lyon’s class was confirmed 

as; 
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…EXERCISES IN TECHNIQUE WERE NOT TO BE CONSIDERED AS PICTURE 
MAKING IN THE PERMANENT OR EXHIBITION SENSE OF THE WORDS.  This 
was the starting point from which the class has developed and at all time this 
principle of ‘the handling of tools in order to learn something of the feel of a creative 
medium’ has formed the background of the Ashington class work. (ibid., p.12, 
emphasis and quotes original)  
 
In recognition of the importance of open discussion as a diverse group, Lyon notes 

that initially the class number was limited to sixteen members. This was in order to 

avoid the formation of sub-groups who might gravitate together according to mutual 

talent levels or shared experience. (This limit was expanded later in the life of the 

Group, but the number was seldom more than twenty). 

 

As well as allowing the Group to follow their own paths of interest subjectively, Lyon’s 

teaching also included technical demonstrations, with explanations of the relevant 

techniques and methods employed. He emphasises the importance he placed on 

practical experience over passive observation, noting that; 

[For the] unexperienced such demonstration by a practising craftsman can be 
instructive, but it can never take the place of that tremendous experience 
which comes from the attempt, however badly made, of personally setting 
down an idea in some simple and convenient medium (ibid., p.12)  

 
Lyon’s thesis also shows the breadth of artistic approaches considered by the class, 

noting that the Group had demonstrations of various other media including 

printmaking and sculpture, running alongside making their own work, and in relation 

to the work of a particular artist. The benefit of this breadth was not only to expose 

the members to a greater scope of knowledge, but also to demonstrate the close 

relationship established by all artists with their chosen process. 

In this way technique and the way in which it was used could be discussed, 
and it could be explained why the choice of method was not just a casual 
matter on the part of the artist using that method, but rather was the result of 
habit-forming experience with the different techniques of his craft, and of 
instinctive knowledge of what tool to use. (ibid., p.13) 
 

An important point demonstrating the Group’s engagement beyond the development 

of superficial skill, Lyon warns of the dangers of mimicking artists without an 

understanding of why techniques are being employed.  

This temptation to store up bits of information about technique and to note the 
familiar gestures of the demonstrator, without really understanding what 
prompts these gestures, is almost irresistible for a student who, though lacking 
in originality and otherwise enthusiastic, is satisfied with the thrill of ‘using his 
hands’. (ibid., p.14) 
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Lyon speaks of the tactile pleasure of the novice’s use of art materials and asserts 

that copying is a superficial act that focusses merely on the finished surface of a 

work, as opposed to garnering an understanding of its construction. This distinction 

demonstrates the Group’s open appreciation of a deeper creative process rather than 

simply an aesthetically pleasing product, and he rather passionately states that;   

[The] unselective copier, who has an urge to use his hands, will often be 
attracted by the most alarming materials picked up at random in popular 
magazines and newspapers. It is not that the enthusiastic copier is 
unintelligent – far from it indeed; for it requires gumption and tenacity to carry 
through some of the all too familiar replicas which are the result of this 
uncontrolled appetite for using hands and tools. That the technical quality of 
the work copied is often of a high standard and fascinatingly competent, 
though in every other respect deplorable, makes the copier’s industry all the 
more pathetic. (ibid., p.19) 
 

Whilst this, on first reading, would seem to be in opposition to the accepted atelier 

style of art education then prevalent (which focused heavily on copying from the Old 

Masters and drawing from the cast and so on) Lyon makes it clear that he refers 

derisively to the copying of mechanical reproductions of art works, as opposed to the 

object themselves; he refers to the importance of using high quality art objects as 

reference and notes the disadvantage faced by the Group as the opportunity to work 

from such objects was limited in Ashington due to the geographical location and time 

constraints of the working men. Lyon also identifies this as a key difference between 

the Ashington class, and a more traditional art school structure at that time. Stressing 

his belief that there is no educational worth in copying reproductions, he ends the 

chapter with three pages of examples from working men’s clubs and a ‘well-known 

London school of art’ (ibid., p.22) which he leaves nameless, who in his opinion had 

stymied the educational progression of their students through placing unnecessary 

importance on the use of certain art materials and methods. 

 

An interesting point is that the Ashington Group did indeed copy images from 

newspapers, magazines and mechanical reproductions, and continued to do so long 

after Lyon’s departure, as became apparent with the sheer volume of work that came 

forward during the public callout for Pitmen Painters Unseen. This work however was 

not exhibited under the auspices of the Ashington Group, and it is not known whether 

copying was a necessary substitutive method used in the absence of accessible 

reference objects, or additional practice or hobby activity made privately from their 

tutor. 
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The additional detail provided in this section of Lyon’s thesis is important as it 

provides a direct impression of the Group’s cultural environment, and also 

demonstrates their willingness to make work as a means of learning, through 

unfamiliar and laborious methods instead of more passive, simple or superficial 

options. It also shows the potential for difficulty and deficiency due to the Group’s 

circumstances, and the negative impact that this may have had on their technical 

development. 

 

5.3 Section Two. The First Principle 
 

	
Figure 21. Lyon's Section Two Headings 

In this section, Lyon states very clearly that ‘… [The Ashington Group] did not want to 

become practising painters in the generally accepted amateur or professional way of 

painting’ (ibid., p.23), yet he goes on to place a great deal of emphasis on the hands-

on experience of using the tools of painting.  

…it must be confessed that there was considerable confusion at first on how 
[the First Principle] was to be applied… They were ready and eager to find out 
what they could about technical methods employed by artists and looked 
forward with a great deal of pleasure to the handling of these unusual tools. 
(ibid.) 

 
His acknowledgement of this ‘considerable confusion’ is important as it offers a rare 

clue towards the contradictory global success of this resolutely amateur art group. By 

evidencing some incompatible intention, the thesis helps explain an issue which I 

have struggled with during this research - that members planned to learn how to be 
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artists but, without query, rejected the possibility of receiving recognition or response 

through public exhibition. Whilst this in no way diminishes the Group’s primary 

commitment to learning as self-development, this acknowledgement, that members 

also felt some need for outside feedback, feels more congruent with my experience 

of artistic expression. (Lyon also addresses this issue directly later) 

 
Both emphasising the members’ willingness to try, whilst also providing justification 

for the naïve drawing style of much of the earlier Ashington group work Lyon says; 

Within the limits of the class in Ashington as it grew up and lost its shyness, 
there was no insistence on technical standards, for otherwise this would have 
discouraged the majority of the members at once. Questions of taste or style 
never arose even when the individual was all too conscious of the poor 
technical quality of his expression. I think too that, in those early stages even 
this knowledge of how technically poor these works might be was itself 
valuable… It was Dr. Johnson himself who, after a severe illness, had written 
some poor Latin verse, that said, “They were not good, but I know they were 
not good”. (ibid., p.24, emphasis original) 
 

For Lyon’s Experiment in Art Education, the importance was that the men gain 

knowledge through the act of making artwork, rather than any unnecessary focus on 

the aesthetic of the finished article. This observation can be applied to most artist’s 

development - derivative or incompetent work is at some early stage inevitable, but 

knowing that one’s work will improve is key. His stance is also interesting as an 

experienced contemporary artist, as a reminder that progression is not necessarily 

defined by recognised success or perceived perfection, arguably an obsession of the 

consumer and digital age – Lyon’s approach to teaching, and the members’ 

approach to learning, validates the significance of dedicated development before and 

beyond recognised achievement.  

 

Lyon demonstrates his awareness of potential limitations of his approach, 

acknowledging that it ‘does not necessarily develop [the student’s] power of 

appreciation or train him to discriminate when considering accepted works of Art’ 

(ibid., p.25). His use of the word ‘accepted’ here is ambiguous, but nevertheless 

interesting, as it suggests that he also endeavoured to instil the confidence to reject 

work or ideas that have been lauded by others, hinting that he would ideally establish 

a position wherein the members can assuredly dispute assumptions by the 

established art world and assertively present their own views, whether in favour of 

work or critical of it. This suggestion presents a reminder that to appreciate art does 

not necessarily mean to like or accept it.  
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The limitation of his Seeing by Doing method, of learning the judgements of the artist 

rather than the criticality of the viewer, is considered within the collective nature of 

the Group - Lyon refers to this as an anticipated risk, and one which is mitigated by 

communal debate. He argues, 

…these paintings thrive in the atmosphere of friendly discussion and criticism 
where idea, expressed in picture form, can be exchanged, and the handling of 
tools employed in the making of those pictures is considered as the essential 
means to an end where ‘the stress is laid on the inner knowledge which has 
been gained’. (ibid.)  

 

Within this social context, Lyon re-emphasises that the point of the practical 

exercises is to provide the men with a position within and through which to interpret 

and understand the work of others. He also acknowledges the Group’s role in the 

establishing of such a structure, 

The principles, discovered by the class themselves through their attempts to 
find a way, apart from providing an Art experience which could be shared by 
all members of the class in a closely intimate fashion, were also to provide 
them with a better understanding of the Art experience, both emotional and 
technical, of established artists; for, through this technical approach which 
they had chosen, the state of mind of the individual member of the group was 
one of complete freedom. They were confident of the intimacy which existed 
between them in their joint effort toward an Appreciation of Art and they were 
not a bit concerned with the making of pictures ‘to show’ outside the 
immediate circle of the group. (ibid.)  
 

The role of discussion and mutual critique is now considered of vital importance to 

the development of a critical awareness in any art student; artistic practice does not 

exist in a vacuum and it is commonly understood that discourse is a necessary part 

of an artistic education. It is important to remember however that this was not 

considered an established norm for art groups at the time. 

 

Lyon acknowledges the Group’s natural respect for artistic technique as skilled men 

in their own working lives, and in addition to fostering an atmosphere where they 

could freely experiment without fear of undue criticism from their peers, he also notes 

the different relationships that the men have with each other within and without the 

art group: 

The essential community of experience was possible in this group because … 
the members were all on intimate terms with each other, and, in a mining town 
like Ashington, the social status of each individual is common knowledge, so 
that the subjects or ideas expressed are generally of a type understood by the 
whole group. Some, of course, feel things more acutely than others, and under 
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the stress and excitement which is not seen in the ordinary everyday task of 
earning their living (ibid., pp.27-8)  

 
The importance attributed to group identity and solidarity suggests a link with the 

eventual choice of subject matter, essentially of the local community, and it is entirely 

likely that it was chosen to further facilitate a discursive environment and to foster 

discussion rather than an immediate pictorial decision; that is, it was a subject that 

everyone in the Group was equally familiar with. The confidence to wrestle with ideas 

was not purely a defensive concern, but a matter of progression and critical 

development, as Lyon speaks of the importance of intellectual stimulation and 

excitement made possible through the existing sympathy of their social relationships. 

The shyness or tentativeness… was felt not only by reason of the unfamiliar 
technique or materials, but also because of the even more personal intimacy 
which was necessary when they were talking amongst themselves of their 
paintings; for they were building up, through this creative experience, a sense 
of values and a power to discriminate when looking at accepted works of Art; 
this same experience was inevitably directed on to the class work itself. (ibid., 
p.31)  

 
He demonstrates that members made decisions about their own educational 

requirements collectively and responsively and that this experience provided an 

instrumental incentive to advance. In this section, there is also evidence that his 

discursive and practical approach to Art appreciation was recognised as showing 

signs of success. 

[The Ashington Group] found that they had not only begun to establish a real 
and personal contact with Art, but to see in it something more than a remote 
professionalism; and they… were indeed communicating ideas to each other 
in a way that they had never done before (ibid., p.31) 

 

Lyon expands on the importance of intellectual stimulation and excitement, and 

stresses the importance of the ‘mental state’ of the student as a central aspect of 

creative development, quoting an unnamed member of the Group at length; 

“I have found new pleasure in using my hands and in making things and doing 
things. When I paint as we do in our group, I have a feeling of freedom; I can 
move and act without being answerable to anybody but myself, and I have 
discovered a lot of things about art, whereas before I have only seen paint. 
The ordinary everyday demands over which we have no control are influences 
which modify our lives until they are almost unrecognisable as personal things 
but in painting, in the handling and the use of materials, they are all put to one 
side and we live in a world which we have made for ourselves. There I find an 
outlet for other things than earning my living: there is a feeling of being my 
own boss for a change, and with it comes a sense of freedom. When I have 
done a piece of painting I feel that something has happened not only to the 
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panel or canvas but to myself: for a time I have enjoyed the sense of mastery 
– of having made something real”. (ibid., pp.34-5) 
 

The purpose of the Group was then twofold, as well as enabling a new appreciation 

of art, the men’s self-betterment, personal enrichment and sense of value was also 

key. This aspect of the Group’s history is important to acknowledge here, as it 

demonstrated the members’ passionate and intelligent responses in an original, 

factual source, recorded with detail and sensitivity. 

 
Section Two ends by directly addressing the deviation in Lyon’s approach, that the 

genesis of the class was reliant on the idea that the work produced was not meant for 

exhibition, as stated in his first principle. He writes, 

It may be asked… why these carvings73 and paintings by the Ashington Group 
have been exhibited in various parts of the country. Surely… this a 
contradiction of the class policy, and such exhibitions must have affected the 
outlook of the individual student in such a way that he would be considering 
the effects of his efforts… while he was painting, in the knowledge that these 
were to be seen by people outside the intimate circle of his friends in the 
group… I do not think I can express the group’s point of view on this subject 
better than by saying that to the group itself these exhibitions… were not at 
any time considered to be of importance as far as the aims of the class were 
concerned. The members of the group… enjoyed the experience of seeing 
their work out in the open, and appreciated the fact that outsiders had shown 
an interest in what they were doing: but these paintings would never have 
been ‘on show’ at all if they had not been considered as part of an educational 
experiment… (ibid., pp.44-5) 

 
Though this does not however entirely resolve queries surround the Group’s 

approach to exhibiting (as there remain questions around how, when and why 

members’ views changed over time) the text does provide further explanation of the 

complexities of the Ashington Group’s career, including the very early 

acknowledgment of this inherent contradiction in their story. The document, 

understandably given the nature of Lyon’s position, places this contradiction firmly 

within the context of his teaching project, rather than the Group’s or public profile and 

legacy. Acknowledging that emerging, independent public profile, Lyon sums up the 

second section with a rather poetic statement, ‘Just as ‘Gooseberries grow on trees 

not to become jam but they do become jam just the same’, so did these Ashington 

paintings become exhibition paintings.’ (ibid., p.47) 

																																																								
73 It is not documented to which carvings Lyon is referring here. Whilst it is possible 
that these were woodwork such as that which survives by Wilson and Floyd, or other 
plasterwork evidenced in some photographs from the period, he may also be 
referring to linocut pieces made by the Group as part of early printmaking sessions.   
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Offering an original account of the Group’s working environment, as well as 

additional personal accounts from the members regarding their intimate and 

emotional responses to their circumstances, this section of Lyon’s thesis provides 

important and unique detail regarding the individual motivations of the Group and the 

establishment of a successful, critical educational environment. 

 
5.4 Section Three. The Second Principle. 
 

	
Figure 22. Lyon's Section Three Headings 

In this section Lyon focusses on a central aspect of the Ashington Group’s legacy – 

subject matter. He writes,  

 
…some decision about subject matter for these essays in self-expression had 
to be made. The question uppermost in their minds was ‘what sort of ideas 
have we got to express’? …it did not matter what the subject matter was, 
provided that it was understood to be part of the experience of the artist which 
could be communicated to the class as a whole and could be talked over 
together. [This] took shape as a result of their determination not to ‘look round’ 
for ideas nor to produce a mere re-hash of somebody else’s subject matter 
(Lyon, 1942, p.48) 

 

This belief led to the focus on his chapter heading: ‘ALL SUBJECT-MATTER TO BE 

WITHIN THE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL ARTIST’.  

 

It is interesting to note how open this principle is. There was at this point, no specific 

direction from Lyon for the Group to necessarily paint their working lives, and indeed 

this led to the broad reportage of Ashington life that came to define the Group. It is 

also evident that the Group placed importance, even at that early stage, on originality 
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and genuine authenticity, suggesting an already conscious criticality and interest in 

public reception.  

 

He notes that the initial nervousness to relinquish their inhibition and reveal personal 

ideas to one another was effectively overcome by the continuation and repetition of 

making, linking a practical artistic process with individual emotional confidence. This 

issue is also addressed later in the chapter. 

 
Lyon goes on to offer an interesting, somewhat romantic, but ultimately perceptive 

comment on the concept of tragedy in the Ashington Group works, writing of the 

potential for outsider audiences to misunderstand and patronise the group. This 

demonstrates that he was aware of the risk of a paternalistic interpretation of the 

Group’s work from a very early stage. It also suggests some intention by the 

members that their artistic concerns could be shared by other working men beyond 

their immediate locale. 

In one of the shabby outlying districts of London,74 where some of the 
Ashington paintings were on view to the public in the local lending library, a 
speaker at the opening of the exhibition spoke of these pictures as ‘the 
courageous work of men struggling to find escape from their grim 
surroundings through Art’. Outside the library a damp London fog, rich in 
smells and laden with dirt, had settled on a mean and sordid neighbourhood. 
From the depths of her misunderstanding the speaker had entirely missed the 
meaning of the Ashington paintings, and perhaps it would need some local 
painter to point out to her that even her own neighbourhood is not just one 
tragic blunder… There is nothing particularly dull or grim about Ashington; the 
work is hard and perhaps there is a singleness of purpose which dominates 
the district – namely to get coal; but there is also vitality, health and a feeling 
of independence in the air which denies any suggestion that these men are 
‘struggling to escape’. Sometimes of course there is a sense of tragedy in their 
paintings but it is not local tragedy in the sense that it is a characteristic of a 
coal mining district. (ibid., p.59) 
 

As well as demonstrating Lyon’s sensitivity to the possible misreading of the Group’s 

work, his thesis also evidences the temporal significance of working class, industrial 

portrayals within the art world, and the cultural climate that was faced by the Group 

when exhibiting.  

 

																																																								
74 Lyon gives no more detail of this exhibition, but he is likely to be referring to the 
1938 Mass Observation curated Unprofessional Painting, which toured to London’s 
Wertheim Gallery, Peckham Health Centre and Fulham Town Hall, as noted in 
Highmore, 2011, p.101. 
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Referring to the work made as ‘technical essays’ throughout the chapter Lyon 

reasserts the priority of learning over exhibition, perhaps a little defensively, before 

considering the potential impact of public recognition on the Group’s ability to make 

work;  

These Ashington paintings were not meant to be anything more than creative 
impulses or attempts at giving form to the ‘dim images at the back of the 
mind’, and in order to produce the unworried state in which the student is 
entirely free to give himself up to that impulse, he must feel that he is doing it 
without any other consideration than to share his confidence with other 
creative artists. It is through technique that an artist expresses his ideas, and 
just as there is a new excitement and a new situation to be met with in various 
ways of handling a medium to express those ideas, so too in every attempt 
made at self-expression by the Ashington Group, learning from their failures 
and successes with technique, they do take a step forward in the knowledge 
of an artist’s problems and in Art appreciation. (ibid., p.64) 

 
His point is interesting as, in addition to reasserting the focus on process as a means 

of education, it also asserts that the lack of audience allows for more free expression, 

and therefore suggests an awareness that the Group’s future work could be hindered 

by a conscious effort to kowtow to public expectations. 

 

This section of Lyon’s thesis provides a loose assessment of his Experiment in Art 

Education’s success, and suggests a belief that his course of study had started to 

yield the results he intended; the Group were interpreting artworks in light of their 

own experience and had established a critical and informed environment within which 

to create personally and collectively, relevant work. Whilst framing the project firmly 

as an educational experiment, Lyon also acknowledges the emergence of the public 

visibility of the Ashington Group and its potential consequences. 
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5.5 Section Four. The Third Principle 
 

	
Figure 23. Lyon's Section Four Headings 

 
In this section, Lyon discusses the choices and specifics of the mediums and 

materials used by the Group. This is of interest as it offers details that cannot be 

found elsewhere, for example he notes the Group’s use of certain media in which no 

known examples of Ashington Group work survive. This is another example of the 

importance of using primary accounts, providing insight to ideas introduced to the 

Group that we would otherwise have no evidence of.  

 

One example is the use of egg tempera by the class, which also counters more 

simplistic narratives regarding the use of materials. Here there is reference to the 

Group using (and presumably learning about making) a very particular and potentially 

complex material to use, especially given the size of the Group’s work (egg tempera 

lends itself best to small, even miniature work). This detail is of interest regarding 

Lyon’s aims when teaching about certain materials; whilst egg tempera seems a 

peculiar material to introduce to untrained painters, it may have been an excellent 

lesson about historical or artistic approaches to mark-making, of the make-up and 

chemistry of paint, or even how other everyday materials can be incorporated into 

high art practices. This paint-making approach was also temporally congruent with 

the teaching of painting at King’s College, where the craftsmanship of a painters’ 
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practice was very much part of the teaching methods of Lyon’s colleagues, such as 

Louisa Hodgson.75 

 

Aside from contextualising painting practices, the physical ease of working with 

materials is also a key consideration for Lyon. He talks about the frame of mind 

engendered by the use of certain equipment: 

As a sculptor or painter approaches a new canvas or block of stone with a 
thrill of anticipation, so does the attraction of new tools give a similar feeling to 
all who enjoy making or doing things with their hands. It is a question not only 
of the pleasure it gives to possess equipment of good quality, but also of the 
excitement which the mind experiences at the prospect of the creative 
possibilities which lie ahead, and this period of pleasureable (sic) anticipation 
is often wilfully prolonged. (Lyon, 1942, p.66) 

 
He argues that using quality materials intended for the process is key to success 

despite members consistently (though not exclusively) using low quality materials 

during that period. This may suggest either a contradiction in approach, that Lyon 

taught the importance of certain materials without members using them, or that high-

art materials were used more regularly at that early stage than is evident in the 

existing public display. 

 

Aligning the physical experience of using certain art materials with the emotional 

experience of making creative work, Lyon speaks of a decorating project carried out 

by unemployed workmen on Tyneside in the mid-1930s, and of the fascination and 

enthusiasm displayed by the workmen for the new tools and materials provided. 

It revived a feeling of confidence in themselves, and the way in which they 
touched and handled the brushes and paint, testing the spring of the bristles 
on the palm of the hand in the old familiar way and smelling the rich oily odour 
of the paint, had a great deal in common with that period of anticipation which 
is experienced by a painter as he prepares for a new venture on a canvas. 
(ibid., p.68) 
 

Lyon also provides a similar example of a reluctant stone carving class for the long-

term unemployed, who after a period of frustration, eventually found success upon 

the provision of new tools, rather than ‘being put off with old junk’ (ibid., p.71). In 

giving these examples, Lyon demonstrates that he recognises the importance of 

decent materials in the Group’s artistic practice, but also that the handling process 

																																																								
75 Louisa Hodgson taught at Kings College/Newcastle University from 1924 into the 
1960s and was a strong advocate for a high standard of technical painting methods 
in particular, egg tempera. 
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and the manipulation of materials generates excitement in experienced artists as well 

as novices. (These examples also demonstrate Lyon’s broader experience with 

working men, in contrast to his elitist characterisation). 

  

Lyon focuses on how the use of materials is relevant over time during the Group’s 

experience, evidencing progress and how the familiarity and fluency of the use of 

materials could drive the production of successful work.  

… [The Ashington Group] all improved technically through the normal use of 
materials, some revealing considerable ability; but they learn to recognise it as 
part of the expression, and that the idea so expressed does not wait on 
technical ability. The student develops a proper respect for technique through 
his own personal reaction to the medium of expression as he works, and he 
grows to discriminate in the selection of a suitable way to express a certain 
mood or idea. (ibid., p.81) 

 
For it is this correct selection, developed through experience, which in time 
permits the artist to forget materials, in the sense that he will instinctively 
reach out for materials appropriate to his creative mood. (ibid., p.85) 

 
He speaks of a conceptual link between the materials used and the subject matter of 

the work, which could be interpreted as justification for the use of everyday materials 

to depict the everyday experience of the artist, rather than the plain assumption that 

materials were merely economically determined. For example, Lyon quotes a 

passage by Oliver Kilbourn on an early work called His First Shift which uses 

materials directly linked with the industry, such as soot.  

“…I played about some time with light and dark patches, trying washes of 
different tones and massing light in one part and dark in another until I got the 
effect I wanted; … one thing just led to another until it was finished, and I think 
it was because the paint itself never worried me at any time as long as my 
idea kept going”. (Oliver Kilbourn quoted in Lyon, 1942, p.88, emphasis 
original) 

 
This is consistent with Lyon’s assertion that the use of familiar materials could allow 

Group members to more fluently execute their ideas. It also suggests an involved 

creative process, drawing material and subjective concerns together in the execution 

of an art work. Whilst undoubtedly the Group did choose certain materials due to 

availability and cost (as do many artists), there is an inherent conceptual congruence 

and a logic in the use of certain materials also. 

 

Discussion of the autonomous work of the Ashington Group artists, as opposed to art 

appreciation of non-members work, begins to dominate in Lyon’s discussion of the 
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project, demonstrating a permanent shift away from art appreciation as non-artists 

(passive) to art appreciation as artists (critical).  

 

Acknowledging the evolution of the Group and its intention, Lyon discusses the 

beginnings of the project and the logic around the choice of low quality materials 

initially;  

…originally the simplest methods of giving expression to their ideas in picture 
form, were employed, and as they were not making permanent pictures they 
used the cheapest and most handy materials, such as coloured chalks on 
brown paper. It must be remembered that there was no planned scheme for 
the class to progress beyond this stage of technical experiment, and there was 
never any organised elementary or advanced training intended… (ibid., p.96) 
 

Beyond that initial short-term strategy of the classes, Lyon explains the progression 

of the Group as their material choices become less ephemeral in line with a 

strengthened approach for ongoing learning. This is significant as it demonstrates 

both the existence and admittance of a fluid, receptive learning environment and not 

a perfectly fixed plan for the project. 

 

Writing of the evolution of the Group’s emerging practice with materials, he says, 

It was not long before they made the first discovery that cardboard from 
packing cases, primed with a coat of glue size and a coat of white distemper, 
made a good surface for painting in powder colours mixed with water. This is a 
limited technique and soon exhausted if the student wants to obtain something 
more than a primitive kind of statement. … Instead of cardboard plywood was 
used, and instead of dry powder colours poster colours were thinned down 
and used in that way. With each advance in method they were approaching 
nearer to the materials used by professional artists until their panels, instead 
of being primed with distemper, were given a coat of white oil paint and used 
as a painter uses canvas. … Many ingenious devices were brought forward 
and used to provide a technical experience which would approximate to the 
more elaborate and costly materials of the professional. (ibid., p.97) 

 

As noted in Chapter 4.2.11, there has been no extensive conservational analysis of 

the work of the Ashington Group thus far, and decisions of material attributions of 

certain works (where unrecorded), particularly of the make-up of the ground layers, 

have been educated guesses. Here he confirms his instructions for the ground layer. 

This again demonstrates the value of this original source, as the thesis can offer 

material and conservational clues that are otherwise unknown. As well as confirming 

ground layers, Lyon also confirms the use of the marouflage technique with scrim 
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and butter-muslin76 and continues on to explain the use of Walpamur in this next 

extended passage, using the contemporaneously common classification of 

‘distemper’. He highlights the relative versatility of the medium, and the handling and 

drying properties. He also confirms that the choice of medium was arrived at logically 

and responsively by the Group themselves. 

The most popular medium… is one which is easy to obtain, easy to keep, 
cheap and has many qualities similar to oil and tempera painting. It was no 
new method launched on the group, but was discovered as a near relation to 
the clumsy powder-colour painting which they had been doing. With the 
powder colours they had been using white distemper straight from the can, 
and getting their effects by mixing this with the powder colours after grinding 
them together; this led to the buying of distemper strainers, or colours ready 
made up and ground to a similar quality and texture as the white. It is a handy 
medium because it dries at a convenient speed, and the paintings can be 
stored away at the end of the evening meetings or kept in cupboards at home; 
but it does not dry too quickly like poster paint and produce that congealed fat 
look generally associated with work done in that medium for commercial 
purposes. After a time the manufacturers made up these colours for the class 
in large tubes, and this was very useful in a number of ways. Each individual 
member of the group was able to have a set of colours to himself at a 
reasonable price...  …I wish to emphasise the convenience of this medium as 
a simple method of pictorial expression. The men quickly learnt how to make 
the most of it, some using it thinly in superimposed washes, while others used 
it in the direct way which is more characteristic of oil painting. (ibid., pp.99-
100) 
 

This savvy rationality of finding affordable creative results is familiar for many 

professional artists, as it shows the initial requirement of balancing artistic intentions 

with the need to develop a sustainable, pragmatic material practice – the slightly 

unromantic necessity of finding appropriate materials demonstrates a commitment to 

an ongoing practice rather than simply a brief foray or superficial hobby activity.  

 

Lyon’s detail about the working processes of the Group is also a unique source for 

understanding their methods as artists more fully. Understanding historical studio 

methods is interesting from a painter’s perspective, as well as that of a conservator. 

Lyon describes two different and sophisticated usages of the same medium by two 

members of the Group, George Brown’s Portrait of My Uncle and The Convalescent 

by Harry Wilson (see Appendix J for images), identifying a significant level of 

autodidacticism, albeit within the confines of an educational structure. The quality of 

																																																								
76 As the name suggests, a particularly fine gauge muslin intended for use in butter 
making. 
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the drawing is plainly that of the novice particularly in Brown’s painting, however the 

responsive and reactive use of paint is complex, varied and fluent. 

The panels in both cases have been prepared in the same way by covering a 
stout piece of cardboard with white distemper, and both men have used the 
distemper colours already referred to; but their technique of handling this 
medium has been very different. Brown has hardly used any white paint at all, 
but has delicately tinted his panel with washes of colour, and glazed the 
finished design with varnish to bring out the transparency of the painting. 
Wilson has painted in a solid impasto without mixing the paint too much and 
so allowing for a brilliancy of colour not possible if the colours had not been 
used in this way. These men were not taught to do this; they were not told that 
this or that method of using the medium was right or wrong but they 
discovered it for themselves in a personal way of expressing themselves, and 
this personal treatment of a medium is the essence of an artist’s technical 
knowledge; he has through his own experience found out which way of using 
a medium best suits his creative mood, and he will not, unless he is careless 
and unthinking, select from that knowledge a method which is unwieldy or 
stubborn. (ibid., pp.101-2)  

 
Another important aspect of Lyon’s thesis is his focus on the personal traits and 

capabilities of individual members. Throughout the document Lyon gives facts and 

personal context for individual works in a way that provides both details of the 

conceptual sophistication of paintings but also an important counterpoint to the 

popular characterisation in Hall’s play. In the following example, Lyon provides a long 

and focused analysis of a Jimmy Floyd’s piece, Portrait of My Grandfather [Appendix 

J], an interesting account of a portrait sans human presence and a reflection of the 

environment and personal sensitivity established within the Group. 

Floyd …[uses]… distemper painting as a ‘handy way’ of adding colour to this 
pictorial description of his grandfather. …the medium is strictly disciplined and 
is preferable to oil paints or water colours only because it provides him with 
the result he wants in the simplest possible way. He keeps it constantly under 
control as he builds up the colour-pattern of his prepared design. In this he is 
his true precise self, and there is a kind concentrated emphasis on the 
essentials of his very informative portrait. It shows a personal outlook and 
correspondingly personal use of technique. (ibid, p.116) 

 
Lyon explains that a more conventional portrait would be impractical (due to technical 

ability and failing memory of the subject’s features) however as Floyd had extensive 

recollections of his grandfather’s habits, hobbies and behaviour, enough to 

successfully depict something indicative of his character a more conceptual piece 

was created. Lyon continues, 

This painting is no slight sketch, but a penetrating portrait drawn with a wealth 
of detail which could only be collected by someone who saw… the setting and 
atmosphere without which… his grandfather could not have existed. He is 
described through the pictorial expression of his hobby, and though there is no 
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hint of him apart from that side of his life, the information is there to enable us 
to take an imaginary peep at this canary breeder with his prize certificates 
nailed to the wall, his chair temporarily vacated, the arrangement of the bird 
medicines and disinfectant, breeding cages and food boxes; but above all the 
wealth of information there is that feeling and atmosphere of the man himself 
which Floyd describes in his portrait… 
Floyd says that this pictorial inventory… grew as he worked on the idea, first 
the chairs and benches, then the cages, cards and boxes, until the shed 
seemed full of his grandfather. Here again is an instance of an idea growing… 
without the medium disturbing the flow of that excitement. Indeed the medium 
seems to flow steadily throughout the growth of the picture, never seeming to 
be delayed whilst the wealth of information in Floyd’s mind lasts. In this 
picture, too, there is no feeling of restraint, and the tints of brigh (sic) clean 
colour are added, not as deliberate pattern-making, but to give the whole 
scene texture. (ibid. p.117-9) 

 
Lyon also makes comparison between Jimmy Floyd’s methods in his making of this 

piece and his personality and role in his job as an onsetter in the pit, demonstrating 

the personal connection Lyon had with the members, including an interest in their 

lives, characteristics and artistic traits. 

This work demands a high standard of intelligence and observation; he must 
control the regular flow of empty and full trucks which are fed in and out of the 
cages travelling to and from the surface, slam the gates, signal the hoist and 
quickly separate the trucks containing the coal from those loaded with dirt, 
spare parts for the machinery or other working equipment. He is the controller 
of traffic below ground and his work makes full use of his sharp eye for details 
and his sense of precision in timing. His painting has something of this same 
quality about it. (ibid., pp.119-120) 
 

Lyon’s account of Floyd and his work, alongside other passages in the thesis, 

suggests some of the personal affection and professional pride, borne out by the 

continued lifelong relationship between himself and the Group. His writing shows a 

deep compassion and appreciation of the individual artists’ lives, work and concerns 

beyond basic characterisation or jobsworth attention, and supports my assertion that 

the Ashington Group should be warranted more dedicated, individual consideration 

than previously offered. By identifying characteristics inherent in Floyd’s thoughtful 

painting as true to his personality and livelihood, Lyon offers an important insight into 

him as a person. This not only demonstrates an appreciation of Floyd’s approach as 

a painter, but shows a high level of respect to him as an individual, as a 

conscientious and attentive worker and one whose personal traits are integral. 

Floyd’s painting methods bear this out however it is Lyon’s words that provide the 

focus and evidence of his integrity and emotional intelligence, without which Floyd’s 

public legacy would remain that of Hall’s simplistic characterisation.  
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Lyon ends the chapter with some focus on the differing styles of picture making and 

compositional tics of members of the Group. 

Some of the Ashington men have passed on… to a richer unity of conception 
through the simplification of details. Others… continue to find the intimacy of 
descriptive detail or symbol the most appropriate way for them to tell a story. 
The former have become more discriminating in their use of detail, and 
through experience have become more selective. They tend to discard the 
unessentials, where the other men remain close to the detailed make-up of 
their visual experience. (ibid., p.122) 
 

This is noteworthy as it sensitively demonstrates individual progression, capability 

and style within the Group, which is otherwise scarcely acknowledged in favour of the 

group unity of identity and output. Interestingly, Lyon’s observation implies the 

Group’s working environment allowed for variation and flexibility of style from an early 

stage, and that members were already demonstrating more advanced cerebral 

methods than merely a manual skill. This validates Lyon’s assertion that the Group 

should value genuine artistic integrity above simple reproduction. 

 

5.6 Section Five. The Fourth Principle. 
 

	
Figure 24. Lyon's Section Five Headings 

In his final chapter, Lyon sums up and restates the initial aims of the class in Art 

Appreciation. He emphases the importance of the existing familiarity of the Group, 

and how the developing expertise with art materials aided their confidence in making 

work. He writes,  

The Ashington class, it must be remembered, were not only interested in 
picture-making or in expressing their own ideas; they were also interested in 
other people’s ideas and they wanted to establish contact with various aspects 
of historic and contemporary Art, to talk about it to read about it, to exchange 
view on Art, and to examine whatever qualities they found in the various 
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periods of Art history, and in artists who interested them, in light of their own 
experience. The activities of the class were balanced; self-expression, 
technique and the theory of Art contributed special problems for consideration. 
(ibid, p.124).  

 

Lyon highlights that the difficulty of discussing works seen only in reproduction is not 

felt when discussing each other’s work, and that this direct proximity to the process of 

making work has supported a greater understanding of art history. Further, he 

asserts, the Group’s enhanced understanding of the work of others, inevitably 

informed the production of their own work. 

Here is expression which is related to life… and when the student observer 
realises… that an artist has something to ‘say’ and that his work may consist 
of something more than the weaving of a pattern of colour, shape and rhythm 
of form, he is developing the power to discriminate for himself. (Lyon, 1942, 
p.132). 
 

This confirmation, that the ‘Seeing by Doing’ approach had real impact on the 

Group’s understanding of art and art history provides a clear assertion from Lyon, 

and one that I support, that art education must include an active, physical and tactile 

involvement with the process in order to lay the conceptual foundations required to 

appreciate the work of others and to create work of progressive, creative value. By 

understanding art practice and art theory as inherently or essentially connected, the 

role of practice-led advancements in art education can be persuasively argued as a 

counterpoint to passive, historical learning. 

 
5.7 In Summary 
By returning to this early, first hand perspective of the project, made possible by such 

a specific document as Lyon’s thesis, it is possible to find a uniquely balanced view 

of the Ashington Group – it is neither warped by filtration of popular narrative, nor 

distanced by the passing of time. It is enthusiastic and invested in the project, and 

compassionate and personal to the individuals involved, but it is not overly 

sentimental, nostalgic or sycophantic. Whilst I have noted stylistic elements that I feel 

exist primarily for academic purposes, the document nevertheless gives a seemingly 

honest and sympathetic account of the Ashington Group from that early point in their 

history. 

 

Whilst Lyon’s thesis does not benefit from hindsight of how the Ashington Group’s 

career proceeded in the following years, it does highlight many of the key issues that 

continued to define the Group and their legacy. I have highlighted Lyon’s arguments 
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regarding what made the experiment successful; group cohesion and a willingness to 

speak openly within it, the ‘First Principle’ of making work as exercise and learning 

before aesthetic or exhibition, as well as the subject matter of painting ones’ lives 

were all acknowledged as key to the Group’s organisation.  

 

This chapter has demonstrated the core purpose of active education for the 

Ashington Group, from eschewing the value of copying, to learning about the material 

habits of craftsmen via a range of physical demonstrations. In indicating the 

importance of practical understanding I have also addressed some of complexities of 

the relationship established within the Group towards the use of certain materials, 

including the contradiction between attempting to make work as artists whilst using 

materials that might hinder their development, or the contradiction of showing work 

publically when making work not intended for exhibition.  

 

Key to the Group’s development, was the discursive environment and atmosphere of 

mutual, respectful discussion of their motivations and techniques. By understanding 

the Group’s priority for exercise over aesthetics in that period, as well as appreciating 

that the individual members did not feel constrained by the materials but chose to 

use them as a stylistic decision, I have acknowledged Lyon’s assertion that 

judgements made purely about the standard of work exhibited is perhaps missing the 

point – the standard to be judged, according to Lyon, is primarily in the learning 

process, not necessarily in the exhibition stage; the process demonstrably enriched 

the lives of the participants from both a personal and educational perspective. Lyon’s 

explanation of the Group’s motivations at that point show that the public’s reception 

was considered an encouraging by-product of the educational process, and a 

potentially area of risk for the Group’s creative development in the longer term. 

 

This chapter has also highlighted the importance of the member’s professional 

standing. By assessing the members as individuals, Lyon perceptively equated their 

artistic temperaments with their personal and professional roles, offering a 

significantly more sensitive reading of the Ashington Group story than more recent, 

popular interpretations. Far from a simplistic cliché of ‘the pitmen who paint’, Lyon 

demonstrated that the men should be respected for their industrial experience and 

appreciated for what that brings to their work as artists. Rather than a Group of 

workers to be pitied and who turned to art as a desperate means of escape, Lyon 
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demonstrates that the men have pride and personal attachment to their various 

professional roles, and this informs their individual work for the better. This also 

identifies Lyon’s awareness of the risk of paternalism in the work’s reception, even 

early on. 

 

Finally, this chapter expanded on Lyon’s own assessment of his approach and 

whether his experiment with the Group was successful. I have identified Lyon’s 

assertion that the ‘Seeing by Doing’ method was not only beneficial, but that the 

benefits were deep-rooted in the members’ understanding and abilities. Again, the 

importance placed on understanding, interpretation and discussing concepts, 

including the ideas of others, demonstrates the primary focus of education through 

practice, rather than simply production of work for the consumption of others. 

 
In the next chapter I will focus on Pitmen Painters Unseen, the exhibition that I 

curated as part of this research to showcase Ashington Group work not publically 

available to view in the Permanent Collection. I will expand on the curatorial process 

and explain its relevance as a research method, before providing an assessment of 

the work exhibited and focus on specific artists and works. I will also explain the 

importance of these works in broadening the understanding of the Ashington Group’s 

history. 
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Chapter 6. The Exhibitions: Pitmen Painters Unseen  
 

The Permanent Collection has been discussed in previous chapters as an existing 

resource, and established as a useful but limited demonstration of the Group’s artistic 

concerns. Having been restricted by the members own agreed ‘party line’ in 

accordance with their Rule Book, the Permanent Collection features only certain 

pieces deemed suitable for public display. This reduced scope defined their ongoing 

legacy and determined how viewers have perceived and valued their output ever 

since. As noted, works produced between 1934-1946 and the 1968-1983 were not 

comprehensively collected, leaving twenty-seven years of production, more than half 

of the Ashington Group’s lifetime, underrepresented. In addition to this, the Group 

prioritised work that presented a limited remit for public display, due their perceived 

role within the broader art world during their formative years (as discussed in Chapter 

3). I now wish to draw out some points about how the work can now be viewed from 

a new perspective, and how existing work can be reviewed in conjunction with 

recently found, alternative examples of the Group’s output. Although the pieces 

uncovered/rediscovered for the Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibition brought forward a 

new understanding of the Group’s methods, other striking techniques or stylistic 

decisions can also be seen in the Permanent Collection, if we look.  

 

Pitmen Painters Unseen puts together the first new show of Ashington Group work in 

a generation, showcasing works from outside of the Permanent Collection, from 

Museums Northumberland archives, complemented with pieces from private 

collections. When seen together with the Permanent Collection, it is the largest and 

most complete exhibition of work by the Ashington Group that has ever been staged. 

It shows works that have never been exhibited publically and provides an expanded 

context within which the more familiar works can be viewed. The exhibition 

highlighted a broader depth of engagement with a changing landscape, and an active 

response to the signs of the end of an industry, which mirrored the Group’s own 

ageing. By looking in more depth at the combined exhibitions, with a critical and 

sympathetic view of the men as credible artists, a more valuable insight can be 

gained from their original works. 
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6.1 Pitmen Painters Unseen 
Even whilst the Group was extant, the Permanent Collection was a legacy exhibition. 

As mentioned previously, an overwhelming majority of the same works were shown 

consistently through the exhibition history of the Ashington Group, whilst others were 

never shown. This exhibition addresses key omissions and limitations of the 

Permanent Collection.  

 

A considered and distinct choice was made to use the more commonly recognised 

‘Pitmen Painters’ term for referring to the Ashington Group for this exhibition – the 

same as used by Feaver’s book and Hall’s play. This was to suggest a congruence 

with the existing gallery that houses the Permanent Collection at Woodhorn, known 

as the ‘Pitmen Painters Gallery’, thereby drawing the two shows, the previously 

unseen works and the Permanent Collection, together. The more familiar, alliterative 

and arguably media and audience-friendly ‘Pitmen Painters’ label allowed for a more 

direct injection of new information and perspectives into the existing narrative. 

 

The exhibition was accompanied by a fully illustrated catalogue (reproduced in 

Appendix B), with a short introductory essay by Feaver, alongside my own. As the 

chief scholar and biographer of the Ashington Group, as well as curator of the hang 

of the Permanent Collection, this contribution added further legitimation to the 

exhibition. Feaver also lent several works from his own collection for exhibition. 

Installation photography of the exhibition can be found in Appendix A. 

 

6.1.1 Research/Curatorial process 
In February 2017, I made an appeal in the press in both print and on television, for 

works by the Ashington Group that were held in ‘private’ collections. This of course 

would include individuals and households within Ashington itself, as well as paintings 

that had migrated much further. The call out was extremely popular and successful, 

with close to a hundred responses. Many diverse pieces were offered for exhibition, 

coming from the UK, and beyond. Works selected for the show came from sources in 

Northumberland, the Scottish Borders, and all around the UK. Having previously 

received communications about works which were similar, but not actually 

attributable to the Ashington Group (for example, other amateur or miner artists 

working in the North East, Norman Cornish, Tom Lamb, Tom McGuiness et al) I was 

aware of the danger of misidentification and pursuing false leads. This led to the 
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establishment of certain important curatorial parameters and guidelines, which were 

when identifying qualifying work.  

  

Firstly, the artwork was required to have been produced during the lifetime of the 

Ashington Group project 1934–1983. I have noted previously that there is a degree of 

ambiguity about the cessation of the Group, however I specified this date as it is a 

verifiable end of public Ashington Group meetings, rather than ongoing social 

interaction which continued until close to the members’ deaths. This excluded later 

work, but I wished to isolate works provably made under the auspices of the Group.  

 

Secondly, as there is also a level of ambiguity about Group membership and 

participation over such a long period, I felt it important to isolate works to identifiable, 

recorded members of the Group.  Work included therefore needed to be by an artist 

with a provable membership of the Group during that period. This ensured a level of 

clarity and authenticity in both my research of the Group’s work and the curation of 

the show.  

 

Thirdly, a parameter related to subject matter; respecting the original guidelines of 

Lyon’s ‘Seeing by Doing’ ethos, the work needed to feasibly depict the everyday 

experience of the artist’s life. Whilst this risked excluding works that were interesting 

or informative on a broader level, I wanted to focus on works that were made in 

accordance with the agreed thematic focus of the Group.  

 

The call-out process was also a revealing opportunity beyond the acceptable 

parameters of the research and I encountered a range of responses for works that, 

for varying reasons, were not admissible or selected for inclusion (for example, work 

by individuals with possible but not-provable membership, or work that would simply 

not work well aesthetically alongside other pieces selected, very rough sketch work 

and so on). These rejected items were nevertheless very interesting and informative 

in a broader context. 

 

The research led to the identification and location of two key collections of Ashington 

Group works; those collected by Helen Sutherland and Robert Lyon, numbering 

around thirty paintings, made at a peak time of production for the Group. The Lyon 
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collection is in the possession of his granddaughter - the artist Charlotte Lyon, and is 

held in storage in the Netherlands whilst she then resided in Italy.  

 

The Sutherland collection was passed to the art scholar Nicolete Gray upon 

Sutherland’s death. The collection then became dispersed, with a significant number 

of the more art historically important works (pieces by Piet Mondrian, Ben Nicholson, 

and others) being donated to the Tate Gallery and the National Gallery of Scotland.77 

The Ashington Group works from the collection are currently with Gray’s son, who 

lives near Oxford. Unfortunately, the logistics of accessing the Sutherland and Lyon 

works in a timely fashion for exhibition in the Pitmen Painters Unseen proved to be 

untenable. 

 

A late member of Group, James McKenzie who is not represented in the Permanent 

Collection, reported that “The group actually sold very few paintings - if they sold 

any…And the paintings in the hut they used to stick to one side. They were left and 

that’s how that collection of paintings is there now”. (McKenzie quoted in Trotter, 

1996 p.13). 

 

Whilst this claim could easily have been believed previously, it has been largely 

disproven, I would argue, by the volume of works that my research has demonstrated 

as existing in private collections, many of which formed Pitmen Painters Unseen. 

Further, my research and sourcing of works from across the UK, found that work was 

variously sold or gifted and that the retention of other work by the Group was 

intentional. It is possible that McKenzie’s understanding of the Ashington Group’s 

sales, whilst questionable generally, was appropriate for the time that he was a 

member, as it is probable that commercial interest was not constant throughout the 

Group’s tenure. It is also possible that older members of the Group might have drawn 

more attention to this unsold work as it was still available to show to new members. 

This again demonstrates the risk of relying on a limited breadth of reports, even 

personal accounts, and information covering such a long history.  

 

																																																								
77 These works include Mondrian’s Composition, white and red (1935), and 
Nicholson’s 1945 (still life), (1945), and Walton Wood Cottage No.1 (1928) (Figure 
28). 
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One ethical consideration that I would like to briefly address here, relates to the 

display of work not necessarily intended to be shown publically. Given that the 

Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibition and the call out for works had the potential, and 

indeed the intention, to highlight works not specified by the Ashington Group for 

display, there is an ethical question of whether it is fair to offer these works up for 

public scrutiny. During the curatorial research process, I was mindful that the 

Ashington Group members had defined a very precise, if limiting, version of their own 

legacy and that they had chosen not to represent themselves via these other 

‘unseen’ images intentionally. Whilst I believe it is important to respect the intentions 

and wishes of artists regarding matters of representation, I feel also, that the works 

exhibited complement the Permanent Collection and did not affect the Ashington 

Group’s reputation in any negative way. Furthermore, it was apparent that the works 

had been approved by the individual artists for some level of judgement, whether 

produced for others to enjoy or simply for discussion amongst the Group.  Whilst the 

display of these ‘Unseen’ works was not agreed by the Ashington Group, the 

exhibition was put together with the full support, approval and backing of the 

Ashington Group Trustees, part of whose constitution is to uphold the standards 

suggested in the Rule Book. I remained sympathetic to the members’ intentions and 

motivations throughout the process and feel that the process was handled sensitively 

and appropriately. 

 

6.1.2 Assessment of work 
It was interesting that, in addition to the qualifying work of interest for this exhibition, 

the call out also brought forward many non-canonical works by Ashington Group 

members. This included copies of postcards, portraits of celebrities, paintings of pets, 

somewhat twee landscape paintings, and so on. These are typical of other amateur 

art groups, and in combination with the qualifying work, showed a different side to the 

broader group – that is, examples of work painted outside of the Group’s rules, made 

for pleasure, to entertain their families, and as gifts. It suggests that, in contrast, the 

work that was made for the Ashington Group had a more serious, conceptual focus 

and direction. 
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Jimmy Floyd had his own Mont Sainte-Victoire,78 in the form of local beauty spot 

Woodhorn Mill, making well over a dozen near identical watercolours and oil 

paintings of it - and anecdotally very likely many more. If Floyd was the Pitmen 

Painters’ Cézanne, he had his Gauguin in Len Robinson who also painted the same 

scene numerous times.  

 

As many of these paintings were compositionally identical, I very much suspect that 

they were made from an existing image and copied, repeatedly and given away as 

gifts. As well as defying Lyon’s pet peeve of copying reproductions, this practice 

challenges one of the defining characteristics of the Ashington Group; that they 

exclusively painted their own experience for their own education and other members’ 

appreciation. As they also painted a wider subject matter but chose not to exhibit it 

(or were perhaps dissuaded or vetoed from doing so) under the auspices of the 

Ashington Group, this can be taken as a further example of the self-reflexive quality 

controls demonstrated by and within the Group. With respect to the members, it also 

demonstrates a dedication towards self-improvement and a strong work ethic as 

developing artists – by continuously practicing and developing their skills, regardless 

of whether they were exhibited publically or given credit by the wider group, the 

individual members demonstrated a commitment to their work and their sincerity as 

artists. 

 

In their more fallow exhibition years, from the 1950s to the 1970s, they still 

maintained production with these established, but increasingly outmoded tenets in 

mind. These tenets, I would argue, were founded on a concept of the Group 

established decades ago and had since been obscured by readings based on class, 

novelty, and paternalism. Although they remained in place, the members were at the 

same time pursuing other avenues of artistic interest – abstraction, assemblage, 

sculpture, and divergent subject matter, other than their expected quotidian topic. 

This work however seldom saw the light of day.79  

																																																								
78 The mountain near Aix-en-Provence in the south of France, famously painted 
repeatedly by post-Impressionist painter, Paul Cézanne. 
79	The only verifiable instance is in the accompanying pamphlet to their 1964 
exhibition held in their studio hut as part of the three day Ashington Arts Festival. 
This included four pieces all entitled ‘ABSTRACT’ by Oliver Kilbourn. The 
introduction to the pamphlet also notes that ‘…several members have experimented 
in recent years in new abstract expressionist techniques.’	
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Figure 25. Fred Laidler - Sculpture, Wood and Metal, Date Unknown 

	
To a real and significant extent, the Ashington Group’s public output had always 

been consciously controlled and curated, first by Robert Lyon (for example, in his 

selection of their first exhibition pieces). Then, following Lyon’s departure, 

representation was controlled by the Group themselves, in accordance with the value 

system established by him, and reinforced by the Group’s art world successes and its 

attendant legitimation. Feaver took on the curatorial mantle from the early 1970s.   

	
This new curatorial process therefore offered an opportunity for work that was less 

restricted by the confines of the Permanent Collection to be shown. Consequently, a 

broader understanding of the Group’s output - in particular sculptural work, is shown 

in Pitmen Painters Unseen. This includes figurative works by Harry Wilson and 

Jimmy Floyd (Figure 8) and an abstract sculpture by Fred Laidler (Figure 25, 

discussed in Chapter 3.1.8). 
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6.1.3 Common Themes and Variations Between the Exhibitions 
 

	
Figure 26. Robert Lyon – Drawing of Oliver Kilbourn, Conté and Chalk on Paper, 1938 

	
Pitmen Painters Unseen showcases works that use sophisticated techniques, belying 

I would argue, the view of the Ashington Group as naïve painters. There is very 

frequently the use of the colour of the ground or support as a compositional device. 

This is congruent with an academic or atelier style of painting which Robert Lyon 

experienced in his time at the British School at Rome and is evidenced in his own 

work, exemplified in his 1938 drawings of Oliver Kilbourn (Figure 26). Working in this 

way requires a very considered approach on the part of the artist, and is uncommon 

in amateur work. It is much more common for an artist to work on a light coloured or 

white ground and have the drawing or painting progress toward darker tones.  
	
Working with the mid-tones that are already established requires a much more studied 

planning process and evidences a careful design and painting method. The artist is 

required to establish colour, form and tone working toward light and dark simultaneously. 

In the Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibition, this technique is evident in Pay Night (Figure 

27) and Washing Day (Figure 30) by Oliver Kilbourn, The Leek Show (Appendix B) by 

Jack Harrison, and Pit Pony (Figure 37) by Tom McSloy. In the Permanent Collection, the 
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technique can be seen in Pit Yard by W Crichton, Loading Point by Jimmy Floyd, Spring 

Fever by Len Robinson and Cold Press, North School Corner, and Salvage Drawers at 

Work by Oliver Kilbourn. (Images of works not illustrated within the body of the text can be 

found in Appendix J.) 

 

There is certainly sophistication, sensitivity and subtlety in the handling of materials 

and the choice of subject matter in the work of the Ashington Group. However, it 

would be disingenuous and frankly inaccurate, to claim that the works that make up 

the Ashington Group Permanent Collection, all display great technical skill or 

represent great works of art when viewed independently or in isolation. The drawing 

skills exhibited individually vary tremendously, from relatively skilled and competent 

draughtsmen, such as Oliver Kilbourn, Fred Laidler, Tom McSloy and later Len 

Robinson, to the more basic depictions by Jimmy Floyd, early Len Robinson, Arthur 

Whinnom, George Brown and William Scott. Indeed, it is well accepted that the 

strength and uniqueness of the collection - and by extension of Robert Lyon’s 

Experiment in Art Education, is in the congruence and solidarity of the group identity - 

as opposed to them being a collective of individual outstanding artists. The whole is 

greater than the sum of its parts. The work of the Ashington Group is a varied, 

fascinating example of individuals developing and nurturing creative techniques and 

personal creativity beyond immediate expectations, working both as private 

individuals and in collaboration with their fellow man. Individually, their work does not 

rival the standards of their famous contemporaries -  Francis Bacon, Ben Nicholson, 

John Bratby, Stanley Spencer, Lucien Freud et al. However, the same can be said of 

many successful artists throughout art history, and I feel that it is important to position 

the Group within a similar atmosphere of seriousness and integrity. 

 

It is also worth acknowledging here, the number of artists showing a strong concern 

with art’s educational and advancement possibilities contemporaneously, many of 

whom would very likely have been aware of the Group and Robert Lyon’s work with 

them. An example is the School Prints Project, a travelling library of lithographs and 

other prints, made available to institutions where access to such materials would 

have otherwise been difficult. The aforementioned Herbert Read, was pivotal in the 

establishment of this, and the work in collection included that of Ashington Group 

associate, Julian Trevelyan, alongside that of Dufy, Picasso, Léger, Matisse and 

Braque. The initiative was recently revisited in 2018 at the Hepworth Wakefield, 
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working with contemporary artists Jeremy Deller, Anthea Hamilton, Martin Creed, 

Helen Marten, Haroon Mirza and Rose Wylie.80 

 

By assessing the Unseen and Permanent Collection works with a respectful, 

professional attention, the intentions of the Ashington Group’s work can be 

appreciated beyond a simplistic, condescending and repeated narrative; that of the 

uneducated workers, who had the drive and chutzpah to roll up their sleeves and get 

the paint out after a shift, as suggested in the play. Members of the Group did indeed 

follow their routes through an artistic career as would any other artist with a long-term 

practice; in a responsive reactive manner, with all the familiar evolutions and 

deviations. Simply put, one does not paint for fifty years without amassing 

considerable knowledge about painting. 

 

6.2 Highlighted Works from Pitmen Painters Unseen 
Here I will isolate some individual works from the Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibition 

and examine and outline certain factors that are particularly enlightening, and which 

can, I argue, give a new understanding to works in the Permanent Collection.  

 

6.2.1 Oliver Kilbourn - Pay Night and Washing Day  
These Oliver Kilbourn works feature a compositional element or mechanism that 

came to be something of a characteristic signature in his work. Somewhat 

reminiscent of Pieter Brueghel the Elder (particularly of his wedding and peasant 

paintings), Kilbourn very frequently employs an impossibly high eye level in his more 

crowded compositions, giving the impression that the viewer is looking down upon 

the scene. This gives the effect of a shallow, flattened depth of field, and a 

compression of perspective, making the figures appear stacked rather than receding. 

This also makes practical sense in terms of the narrative elements of the picture, as 

a more naturalistic viewpoint would obscure much of the background detail. 

Interestingly, this effect can be seen in the work of Ben Nicholson, with whom the 

Group met through their association with Helen Sutherland.  

																																																								
80	See The Guardian Editorial (2018) The Guardian view on contemporary art in 
schools: a joyful idea reborn [online] Available from: 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jan/14/the-guardian-view-on-
contemporary-art-in-schools-a-joyful-idea-reborn [accessed March 1st 2020]	
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Figure 27. Oliver Kilbourn - Pay Night, Watercolour and Body Colour on Plywood, 1937 

	
Nicholson had previously spent time with the Cornish fisherman artist Alfred Wallis, 

who used a similar pictorial device. It is feasible that Nicholson had observed this 

method in Wallis’ work, and had employed it in his own work. It can be seen in 

Walton Wood Cottage No.1 (Figure 28), painted in 1928, the year that Nicholson and 

Wallis met. This work was part of the Sutherland Collection and now hangs in the 

Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art. It is entirely likely that Kilbourn, in turn, had 

seen this work at Sutherland’s home Rock Hall in one of the Group’s visits. It is also 

possible that Kilbourn felt some affinity to Wallis’ work directly, having been 

introduced to his work and later exhibiting in the same show, Unprofessional Painting 

at Bensham Grove in 1938 (as discussed in Chapter 3.6.2.) 

 

Pay Night (Figure 27) and Washing Day (Figure 30) are early works from 1937. They 

had been retained by Kilbourn and were not entered into the Permanent Collection. 

They were later bequeathed to Feaver upon the death of Oliver’s widow, Peggy 

Kilbourn in 2006. They demonstrate a remarkable level of maturity and resolution. 

They are in basic unglazed frames, painted thinly in watercolour and body colour on 

thin plywood, with visible pencil drawing showing through the paint. In overall 

reasonable condition, there is some evidence of less than reverential care and  
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Figure 28. Ben Nicholson - Walton Wood Cottage No.1, Oil on Canvas, 1928. 

Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Presented by Miss Helen Sutherland 1965, © Angela Verren 

 

handling previously, with traces of woodworm and (appropriately) water damage in 

Washing Day. Whilst the quality of drawing is lacking in many Ashington Group 

pieces, these works are very knowing, well designed works, with an overall pleasing 

rhythm that keeps the viewer’s eye moving around the lively compositions. 
 

There is also a visible similarity with a compositional with the work of Peggy Angus, a 

peer of Moore, Ravilious et al at the RCA. Angus herself had considerable interest in 

non-traditional art production, being a founding member of the Artists’ International 

Association, a radical group responding to the global political unrest of the 1930s. 

Whether Kilbourn knew Angus’ work is unrecorded, but there are striking 

congruencies with her contemporary works such as Ramsay MacDonald with 

members of his family (includes Peggy Angus; Ishbel Allan MacDonald (Mrs 

Peterkin); Malcolm John MacDonald; Ramsay MacDonald) (Figure 29) 
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Figure 29. Peggy Angus, Ramsay MacDonald with members of his family (includes Peggy Angus; 
Ishbel Allan MacDonald (Mrs Peterkin); Malcolm John MacDonald; Ramsay MacDonald), 1930s © 

estate of Peggy Angus. Photo credit: National Portrait Gallery, London 
 
 
Washing Day’s paint application is tonally subtle, considered and thoughtful. The 

Kilbourn high eyelevel is present, as is a significant amount of the bare wood support 

used as the brown wooden floors81. Kilbourn continued to use these techniques in 

the more ‘canonical’ Permanent Collection works. The high eyelevel can be seen in 

Progging the Mat, Station Bridge, (Figure 31) etc. The use of bare wood is evident in 

Cold Press, North School Corner, Salvage Drawers at Work (Appendix J). These 

works complement the already considerable amount of Kilbourn works in the 

Permanent Collection, and demonstrate his highly resolved and distinctive visual 

style. 
 

																																																								
81 This technique occurs in later wider 20th Century art history, in works such as 
David Hockney’s 1961 painting, The Cha Cha That Was Danced in The Early Hours 
Of 24th March. 
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Figure 30. Oliver Kilbourn - Washing Day, Watercolour and Body Colour on Plywood, 1937 

	
Figure 31. Oliver Kilbourn - Station Bridge, Oil on Card, 1950 

	
6.2.2 Len Robinson - Wansbeck Bridge and Open Cast 
Len Robinson’s 1975 painting Wansbeck Bridge (Figure 32), demonstrates that the 

Ashington Group were still producing engaged, high quality works in this later time-

period. This work shows the construction of a new bridge carrying the A189 (also 
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known as the Spine Road) over the River Wansbeck at North Seaton. The bridge 

opened in 1974 and the painting clearly shows that members of the Group had an 

ongoing concern with the contemporaneous documentation of their lives and 

changing environs.  

 

Robinson’s progression as an artist, painter and draughtsman is particularly evident 

when this work is compared to Hole in the High Street, Newbiggin (Figure 33). This 

work is undated but is undoubtedly an earlier piece, evidenced by the relative and 

comparative crudity and comparative of the draughtsmanship and paint handling.82  

Were it not for some congruence in the paint handling in the sky, the works could 

easily be believed to be by different artists. Robinson also documented the changing 

of the mining industry and its transformative mechanisation in his 1973 work Open 

Cast, (Figure 12). This painting depicts the massive 3000 tonne BE 1550W walking 

dragline excavator crane, famous locally as the ‘Big Geordie’ at the Widdrington open 

cast mine, six miles north of Ashington.83  

 

The mining industry changed massively during the time that the Ashington Group 

were working, with large scale mechanisation, unionisation in 1947 with its 

associated improved safety standards and working conditions, and the eventual 

winding down of the entire industry that spawned it, beginning in the late 1960s 

onwards. When members made work about mining work, variously from around the 

1960s onwards, it was largely through memory and recollection, as it was after the 

end of their own working lives. They were, however, still fully embedded in the 

community and the industry, and Robinson’s Open Cast evidences an ongoing 

concern with the evolution of the industry and the area. 

																																																								
82 My reference to a notable contemporary equivalent is the subject of my painting 
‘Untitled Puddle Painting (The Hole)’, (Figure 45) featuring a modern ‘hole in the high 
street’ in Ashington today, bringing a wry circularity to the paintings exhibited and 
highlighting a continued familiarity that might be felt in the area over time. 
83 The painting is incorrectly recorded in the Northumberland Archive as dating from 
1953; this is not possible as the Big Geordie crane was not installed at Widdrington 
until 1969.	
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Figure 32. Len Robinson - Wansbeck Bridge, Oil on Hardboard, 1975 

	
Wansbeck Bridge and Open Cast were exhibited together for the first time in Pitmen 

Painters Unseen. They offer a very clear demonstration that members of the 

Ashington Group recognised the importance of documenting a time of change. They 

certainly demonstrate a concern with a continuing narrative beyond their own working 

lives; Robinson was 77 years old when Open Cast (Figure 12) was painted. 
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Figure 33. Len Robinson - Hole in the High Street, Newbiggin, Oil on Hardboard, Date Unknown 

 

6.2.3 William Scott - The Bedlington Terrier 
The Bedlington Terrier (Figure 5) is featured prominently in Hall’s play The Pitmen 

Painters, where it is incorrectly attributed to Jimmy Floyd. It is a rather striking 

emblematic image and is documented in Feaver’s book, however it had not been 

shown publically since 1973. The titular terrier looms large in the frame, viewed in 

profile with a very small human figure to the right-hand side, dwarfed by the dog. The 

provenance of the picture is very clear and well documented, having remained within 

a single family since 1938. This is recorded on a typed label pasted on the back of 

the frame (Figure 34). 
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Figure 34. Label on verso of The Bedlington Terrier 

It reads: 
 

Given to John Roberts by his mother for his birthday 31 July 1970. 
THE BEDLINGTON TERRIER 
 
Painted by WILLIAM SCOTT (age about 70?)  
of the Ashington Colliery, Northumberland,  
member of a painting class conducted by  
Robert Lyons, [sic] of the School of Painting,  
Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne  
(now University of Newcastle). Seen by  
Janet Roberts, when writing an article for  
the Listener on the Ashington Group, in  
February or March 1938. Exhibited in a show 
of the Ashington Group at the Laing Gallery, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Feb or March 1938,  
and bought for £2 by Michael Roberts and  
given to his wife. (Heoen [sic] Sutherland was  
at the opening of this exhibition – the. [sic] 
first time we had seen her). N [sic] (Line breaks original) 

 

This label was typed by Janet Adam-Smith, and the work remains in the possession 

of her son, the journalist John Roberts, in whose childhood bedroom it had hung. The 

painting was cleaned for Pitmen Painters Unseen (Figure 35) by Ashington Group 

Trustee and co-author of the original condition reports, Anne Bacon, dramatically 

transforming the tones and colours, and revealing details that were previously hidden 

by decades of dirt and grime. 
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Figure 35. The Bedlington Terrier during cleaning and conservation 

6.2.4 Jack Harrison – The View From the Bridge 

	

Figure 36. Jack Harrison - The View From the Bridge, Oil on Board, 1969 

Jack Harrison is somewhat underrepresented in the Permanent Collection, and as 

discussed earlier, was one of the last members. He was very prolific into his very old 

age, and painted a broad range of subject matter, and along with Kilbourn and 

Laidler, was one of the more talented draughtsmen of the Ashington Group. After the 
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end of the Group, his output focussed on highly realised seascapes and the 

landscape of nearby Newbiggin-by-the-Sea, as well as portraits of family members, 

images copied from magazines and so on, in the manner of many amateur artists. 

These paintings on the whole, share the saturated palette of his works in the 

Permanent Collection. Harrison’s daughter, Jacqui Henderson, speaking to The 

Journal in 2014 recalled that he “…often spoke of his desire to portray the world as a 

colourful, brilliant kind of place and very different from the pitch blackness of the 

pit…”.84 Selected for Pitmen Painters Unseen, The View From the Bridge (Figure 36) 

shows the light railway that took workers to Woodhorn Colliery from Ashington. The 

site of the railway was also used in some of the works in The Ashington Paintings.  

 

6.2.5 Tom McSloy - Pit Pony 

	
Figure 37. Tom McSloy - Pit Pony, Watercolour on Paper, 1948 

	
Pit Pony (Figure 37) by Tom McSloy is only the second known work by him that 

depicts a mining theme - the other being the larger oil painting Re-setting Arch 

Girders – Surface (1946), in the Permanent Collection. This work was cleaned and 

																																																								
84	Whetstone, D. ‘The Pitman Painter Jack Harrison has a [sic] exhibition dedicated to him 
at Woodhorn near Ashington’ The Journal, Monday 1st December, 2014.	
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restored for exhibition. Owned by McSloy’s granddaughter in Leamington Spa, the 

family have several more works of more general subject matter - mainly rural 

landscapes, dating to the same time period.  

 

These works were not retained for the Permanent Collection and this again 

demonstrates the Group’s agency over the curation of their collection. The family are 

also in possession of the source photographs upon which Re-setting Arch Girders – 

Surface (Appendix J) was based. Along with the photographic source material for 

Len Robinson’s The Bowler which resides in the Northumberland Archives, this is the 

only existing concrete proof that the Ashington Group based some of their work on 

photographs, though it is likely that this is the case for a wider selection of work.  

 

6.2.6 Mik Critchlow - Ashington Group Portraits  
 

	
Figure 38. Mik Critchlow - Oliver Kilbourn & Jack Harrison in the Ashington Group Hut 1, Photograph, 

1982 
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Whilst not a member of the Ashington Group, resident documentary photographer 

Mik Critchlow’s recently rediscovered photographs (Figures 38 & 39) taken in 

November 1982, show two of the last members, of the Group, Oliver Kilbourn and 

Jack Harrison. Both aged 78, the photograph was taken in the final months of the 

Group, shortly before their hut was demolished in 1983. The negatives from this 

shoot were thought to be lost and were found during Critchlow’s re-ordering of his 

personal archive in preparation for an upcoming retrospective publication. Ashington 

born, Mik Critchlow has two major publications showcasing his long-form 

photographic study of the town over a forty-year period; Hirst, (2018, Buddleia 

Projects) and Coal Town, (2019, Bluecoat Press). 

 

These are the final photographs of the Ashington Group whilst it existed and only 

selections of Critchlow’s work on the Group have ever been exhibited before. It is 

interesting that a large sign hangs in pride of place above the fireplace in the hut, 

giving a history of the Group’s activities and mentioning tutor Robert Lyon 

prominently. It reads:  

THE ASHINGTON GROUP 
FOUNDED IN 1934 
AS AN ADULT EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENT IN TEACHING ART 
APPRECIATION IT WAS ONE OF THE FIRST OF ITS KIND & 
WAS UNDER THE TUTORSHIP OF ROBERT LYON OF KINGS 
COLLEGE NEWCASTLE. 
PICTURES WERE PAINTED BASED ON PERSONAL EXPERIENCES 
& THEN DISCUSSED BY THE MEMBERS. 
PAINTINGS BY THE GROUP HAVE SINCE INTERESTED VARIOUS 
EDUCATIONAL BODIES & HAVE BEEN EXHIBITED AT FAMOUS 
GALLERIES IN NEWCASTLE, EDINBURGH & LONDON. (Line breaks 
original) 
 

This can fairly be taken as further evidence of the long held pride felt by the Group in 

their association with Lyon, and their not inconsiderable achievements. In my email 

correspondence with Critchlow, he recalled his experiences as a young photographer 

with the Ashington Group during this photo session; 

Before I started to set up my gear, Oliver and Jack were rummaging amongst 
a pile of paintings on board which were tucked away under the main bench, 
Jack was lifting individual paintings out from the pile and turning to Oliver “not 
finished”, “hasn't been for a while”, “poor quality”, essentially they were 
curating the leftovers from previous meetings/former casual members. Oliver 
began breaking up the boards into small manageable pieces and they were 
put onto the open fire along with bits of old broken picture frames which were 
lying around. The fire was then topped up with a shovel of coal to heat the 
room. (Mik Critchlow, via email, 2019) 
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Though rather melancholy, this account evidences that even in the final days, the 

Group were still very actively engaged in controlling their legacy, managing what 

work had even the possibility of bearing association with their name.  

 

	
Figure 39. Mik Critchlow - Oliver Kilbourn & Jack Harrison in the Ashington Group Hut 3, Photograph, 

1982 

	
In this chapter I have focussed on the Ashington Group’s original work but viewed 

from a shifted perspective. In Pitmen Painters Unseen, the work was viewed as 

newly considered pieces and assessed for its potential to present or indicate ideas 

beyond the familiar collection. In addition, the work in the Permanent Collection was 

reconsidered with a greater level of criticality and additional context to present ideas 

that were simply not the focus of previous consideration. Particularly sophisticated 

techniques such as the retention of the colour of the painting support and use of 

marouflage, as well as an extended timescale were showcased in the new exhibition, 

aiming to complement occurrences of the same in the Permanent Collection 

exhibition. Whilst the exhibition did not unearth radically different approaches from 

the Ashington Group, there was evidence of a broader range of practices and 
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concerns than would be seen in the restricted reading of the existing exhibition; 

evidence of other techniques, methods and media, and examples of subjects that 

were outside of Group’s recognised collective scope. Although the range of technical 

capability varied, the exhibition and curatorial process provided numerous examples 

of members’ dedication to their continued artistic practice, as well as clear 

improvement and development of their skills over time (for example, in the work of 

Len Robinson highlighted in 6.2.2.) 

 

By suggesting ways that our understanding of the Group’s work has been limited by 

the collection of work, I have shown how self-curation and historicisation can be 

damaging to an artist’s process as well as beneficial. Whilst the exclusion of lower-

quality work and ‘exercises’ helped preserve a clear ideology for the Ashington 

Group, the restrictive nature of their value system also limited their observable 

creative development. Importantly, I have shown that it did not necessarily limit the 

individual artist’s freedom to experiment and develop other methods personally, as 

members continued to make work outside of the collection remit. It did however limit 

the ability of the Group to represent this expansion and progress, and since the 

legacy of the Group focussed on a solidarity bordering on anonymity, only that Group 

collection style was ever likely to be recognised. Whilst individual members such as 

Robinson showed a continued concern for a changing community and its industry, 

clearly demonstrating a desire to document times of change, the familiar, superficial 

interpretation of the Permanent Collection has encouraged a fixed, nostalgic or even 

sentimentalised reading. By demonstrating that the members had broader, continued 

and timely artistic concerns, the uncritical assumptions made around their history can 

be challenged and their legacy recharged. 

 

In the next chapter, I will outline the conceptual beginnings of my new body of work, 

The Ashington Paintings, looking at the specific links with Ashington Group 

techniques, and the more practical elements of the paintings’ construction and 

execution. I will also contextualise the work within my broader practice and within the 

context of 20th and 21st Century painting practice, with particular reference to 

photographically derived, and modern-day notions of history painting. I will consider 

individual works that have connections to certain Ashington Group works, and 

explore how this contemporary response is informed by the historical collection, 

whilst seeking to reframe and re-examine readings of the older works.  
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Chapter 7. The Exhibitions: The Ashington Paintings and Existing 
Practice 

 
This chapter will look at the body of new paintings that I made as an integral part of 

my research process over the last four years. They are made in reflection and in 

response to my broader research into the work of the Ashington Group, and aim to 

understand the methods, and hence the motivations and challenges, encountered by 

the members as they approached painting. This process led to an exhibition – The 

Ashington Paintings, which was shown alongside both the Permanent Collection, and 

Pitmen Painters Unseen in summer 2018 at Woodhorn Museum. As a painter first 

and foremost, the process of making new work was an essential part of my research 

process. The paintings are not only a response to those of the Ashington Group, they 

are a research and learning method, a response to Robert Lyon’s teaching approach. 

To understand the Ashington Group in theory, I have tried to interpret them in my 

own practical terms; my own focused reinterpretation of Lyon’s ‘Seeing by Doing’ 

philosophy. Though the work is inherently informed and linked with that of the 

Ashington Group, it is not about the Group as such. The methods are very much 

engaged with those of the Group, however the paintings themselves are an 

exploration of a shared but changed landscape, and a town that has been stripped of 

its original purpose. The paintings ruminate upon political, social and topographical 

shifts, and a history that has unwritten itself. The exhibition is my largest single body 

of work to date.  

 

7.1 The Ashington Paintings – an Introduction 

The Ashington Paintings is a body of thirty paintings made in a post-‘Brexit’ 

referendum climate between late September 2017 and May 2018.85 The work, in 

common with my wider practice, begins with an interest in mapping the landscape 

through walking, then in using painting as a critical tool to process it and to gain 

insights that would be impossible otherwise. Some parallels are immediately evident 

between my new work and the work produced during the original Ashington Group 

																																																								
85 Despite around 1200 jobs relying on European Union funding and the county 
receiving an estimated £108m in EU funds between 2007 and 2016, Northumberland 
voted to leave the EU with a slightly higher percentage than the national average at 
54.1% (Northumberland County Council, European Grant Funding Report, 23rd 
March 2016). 
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project. Though the reasons and methods behind making the work varies, from 

visual, to historical, or practical details found during my archival and other research - 

individual works share key elements with that of the Group in terms of subject matter 

and construction. For example, many of The Ashington Paintings preserve the colour 

of the bare, unpainted wood of the board and use it as a compositional device in the 

finished work. They are painted thinly, using little paint, with an economy of mark 

making and application; this is also the case with an overwhelming majority of the 

work of the Ashington Group. The new paintings are all 50x70cm, executed in acrylic 

on sealed and cradled plywood panels. The size and support of the paintings 

reference the fact that, as members often painted on boards at home then took their 

work to the army hut to discuss, the work needed to be a convenient size to be 

carried under an arm.  

 

Key to my own chorographic exploration, response and picture making, is the 

vernacular landscape that the Ashington Group depicted, that of the town from which 

they took their name, and the surrounding locale. To understand my new work in 

relation to Ashington, it is important to consider the town’s history, and its present.  

 

Ashington is a town founded on mining.  The community came into being when 

housing was built for mine workers in the 1840s and coal mining remained its 

defining purpose, both industrially and culturally ever since. The end of the mining 

industry some 140 years later in the 1980s, left Ashington as a town divorced from 

the very reason it existed. Associated unemployment and associated financial 

troubles resulted in a rapid social decline, which continues to the present-day. (A 

more detailed history of the town is provided in Chapter 1.1.2) The landscape of the 

mining town and the area is ever present in the work of the Ashington Group, 

providing the backdrop to the scenes depicted. The changed topography and shifted 

function, since the end of industry in the area, subsequently provided a rich seam of 

varied subjects for my new work, made in response to theirs, and to the area.  

 

Poet Harriet Tarlo and painter Judith Tucker, when speaking of their collaborative 

response to the Humberstone Fitties - a settlement on the east coast of improvised 

dwellings and holiday homes, with a large population of ex-miners from the Yorkshire 

coalfields, could just as well be speaking of post-industrial Ashington.  
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The inherent mistrust of the establishment, the legacy of battles with the 
council, the tendency toward anarchic, defiant individualism, the long 
reverberations of the miners’ strike, all demonstrate that class divisions and 
strain in Britain are alive and well. (Tarlo & Tucker, 2019, p.10) 

 

When considering the selection of imagery in contemporary Ashington, it would be 

easy to focus on a class-based reading of the decline of the town, and to feature an 

illustrative political interpretation of the effect of the closure of the pits. The first 

generation of inhabitants for whom the defining industry is not within their living 

memory, are now well into adulthood and parenthood. Still, mining has an undeniable 

presence in the town, but now in a manner that is sanitised and filtered through 

nostalgia, sentimentality and manifested through public art. The polluted toxic sites of 

mines and slag heaps, have been repurposed through commercial usage and light 

industry. The industry of Ashington today is service, the coal face is the supermarket, 

the open plan office, and the nail bar. The toxic spoil heap that once formed the 

northern boundary of the town has been, flattened, re-wilded and renamed the 

‘Queen Elizabeth II Country Park’, linguistically implying a naturalism that redacts the 

defining history that is so celebrated elsewhere in the town.  

 

The closure of the coal mines has left tangible voids within the town’s layout, which 

was originally positioned according to their location, and in turn, by that of the 

subterranean coal seams. The architectural topography is now hunkered around the 

gaps where the pits once stood, as if for warmth, and there is no contemporary 

reason for the current location or layout of the town. With The Ashington Paintings, 

these gaps in particular, provided a source of rich material for paintings, and became 

a metaphorical embodiment of the end of the mining industry in the Northumbrian 

coalfields. 

 

A key visual difference between my work (in keeping with my wider practice), and 

that of the Ashington Group, is the issue of human presence. My work never explicitly 

features depictions of people: only the traces left behind by them. This device here, 

serves as a metaphorical comment on the Ashington Group itself, and the industry of 

the area, the original purpose of the towns and villages depicted – all now gone. The 

Ashington Paintings also respond to the flaws and disadvantages of the construction 

and methodologies of the Ashington Group works, and aim to apply the Group’s 
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tenets, concerns and subject matter with a more sound model of painting practice 

and with professional artistic expertise. 

 

7.2 Existing Practice Structure 
It was important that The Ashington Paintings presented a complete and congruent 

body of work and did not become an anomaly (visually or conceptually) in the 

continuum of my practice. I will therefore outline my existing process and consider 

my approach to The Ashington Paintings, in relation to my established working 

methods. 

 

My process, developed over several years of practice, is built around a structure 

devised to remove my own visual tastes or habits from the look of finished work, and 

thus to diversify the type of object matter,86 that I might consider to make a painting. 

Conceived to challenge my artistic habits and expand my practical skills as a painter, 

it envelops my interests in history, popular culture, walking as an artistic 

methodology, and the intersection of representational and abstract painting.  

 

The process involves making journeys to specific places that have witnessed or 

hosted certain chosen events; these range variously from the historical, (in)famous, 

personally significant, or collectively forgotten. The selection could be seen as 

somewhat arbitrary, however it all shares a certain cultural currency, albeit in varied 

fields of interest. Recent work takes events as diverse as sites of medieval 

executions, sites of pilgrimage for music fans, sites of murders, sites where iconic 

record cover photography or music videos (or stars) were shot, sites where mythical 

or folkloric events were purported to have taken place.87  I meticulously research and 

identify the precise location of the chosen event, then physically make a journey to 

																																																								
86 A term coined by Meyer Schapiro in ‘Paul Cézanne’ (1952, New York, Columbia 
University) and subsequently used by Barnett Newman in the 1971 Emile de Antonio 
film, ‘Painters Painting: The New York Art Scene 1940 -1970’. The term is used to 
differentiate what a painting might visually depict (object matter), from what it might 
be about conceptually (subject matter). 
87 For example, Untitled Well Painting (2013) shows the site that claims to be where 
the worm (or wyrm in old English) from the North East legend ‘The Lambton Worm’ 
was thrown by Lord Lambton. Upon his return from fighting in the Crusades, the 
worm had grown into a dragon. The site in the painting is ‘Worm Well’, on the top of 
‘Worm Hill’, on Wormhill Terrace, in Fatfield, Wearside. The village is in mining 
country and the hill is almost certainly, in actuality, an overgrown slag heap. (See 
Appendix K) 
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the place. This process of research and making the journey become vitally important 

factors; to walk the landscape imposes a very particular way of thinking, a speed (or 

rather lack thereof) and a focussed visual inhabitation of the site. Once pinpointed, I 

document the site using photographs and the concern then shifts to a pictorial one.  

 

The photographic process becomes analogous to drawing; the viewfinder can be 

filled and divided in innumerable ways, and the decisions made here become the 

literal basis for the eventual painting. Working from my photographs taken at the site, 

I make paintings in the studio considering and amplifying the inherent abstract, 

formal and painterly qualities present in the resultant images.  

 

This relocation of information gathered during the performative action of the walking, 

shifts my own experience of the landscape, removing external stimuli, and 

engendering a purely visual focus, quite different than that possible during the 

fieldwork itself.88 

 

This process aims to remove the conscious choice of object matter; I must work with 

whatever is present at the spot. I very often have no idea of what this will be before I 

physically arrive, and therefore by extension, no preconceived idea of how the 

eventual painting might look, beyond in the most general terms i.e. urban or rural, 

day or night and so on.  

 

My work is representational, and clearly depicts specificity and actuality, and is 

somewhat informed by a documentarian tradition. Writer and curator Matthew Hearn 

expands on this in his essay Known (un)known, written to accompany my 2017 solo 

exhibition, This Must Be the Place. 

This indexical connection to place as both site and specific signifier of 
meaning is fundamental… Though paintings, they are paintings that index 
photographs, and the photographs themselves index the having-been-
thereness of Price’s scouting-out of the territory. (Hearn, 2017) 
 

It also accepts and even amplifies the fact that painting is a falsification, a mediation, 

and one that is two stages removed from reality (source photograph and resultant 

painting), through its use of compositional and painterly techniques. Demonstrably 

																																																								
88	See Daniels, S., Pearson, M. & Roms, H. (2010), for an extended consideration of 
the relational possibilities of walking and artistic practice.	
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photographically-derived (there being a noticeable single lens perspective, and a 

certain quality of light), the paintings employ visual languages congruent with 

abstract painting, in order to simultaneously acknowledge and disrupt this 

verisimilitude.  

 

In this way, this multiple stage transformation, and mediation from the source matter 

(through time, photography, and painting) could be likened to that of the fictionalised 

account of Hall’s play, albeit in a less direct mode. The play takes central figures and 

events from the Group’s history and uses them to convey a wider political message. 

My paintings can (and must) function on their own terms, as paintings in their own 

right, divorced from any association with the Ashington Group. In this way, the play 

and the paintings’ subtle falsifications can each provide different conduits for 

interpretation, and a productive space for the interpretation of memory. 

 

Paint applications can be variously transparent, opaque, glossy, matt, dilute and 

impasted, often within the same work. It can sit intentionally awkwardly on top of the 

picture plane, as well as functioning illusionistically to establish the very same. 

Passages of paint are placed in prominent positions within a composition where they 

might function awkwardly, providing a reminder that the work is aiming to bring focus 

to painterly as well as representational issues. 

 

Compositionally the paintings frequently eschew the conventions (real or 

conjectured) of Western representational painting (the Rule of Thirds, the Golden 

Section etc.) and embrace concerns with simple geometry, the rectangle of the 

support, painterly gesture and formalism, congruent with the painterly languages of 

late-modernism and abstraction. The mediation involved in the act of painting these 

sites, aims to further slow the visual consumption of the photographic reference 

material; strategic use of painting methods can fundamentally alter the way the 

images are viewed, both in creating the paintings and then in a gallery context.   

 

In addition to using a range of paint applications within the same piece, the speed of 

physical application also fluctuates, with some layers and passages applied very 

quickly and loosely and other passages and points worked with a considered, precise 

or even arduous approach. My approach to establishing tonal darks is also important 

to how the paintings work, as I institute a relational depth and complexity of colour by 
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alternating contrasting pigments, using indirect painting techniques. For example, a 

base of what might initially appear to be an opaque black, is very often produced by 

applying dozens of alternating layers of transparent complementary colours such 

Viridian and Alizarin Crimson or Prussian Blue and Burnt Sienna. This method 

creates rich chromatic darks and produces a subtle interplay between translucency 

and opacity, and in combination with other applications which might employ direct 

painting techniques, creates an uncertainty about the picture plane and the 

illusionistic depth it depicts. 

 

Writer and curator Ellen Mara De Wachter, expands on the effect of viewing these 

techniques in her piece on my work in Vitamin P3: New Perspectives in Painting: 

This work of accumulating gesture and material on the canvas recalls the 
layering effect of time on our everyday surroundings, which turns even the 
most mundane street corner into a palimpsest of countless known and 
unknown events, experiences and memories. (De Wachter, in Melick and 
Morrill (eds.), 2016, p.254)  
 

Since the viewer is not initially made aware of the specific histories of the sites, and 

is given space to wonder about the multiplicities of events that might have taken 

place, the problematised effect of offering indefinite readings of the work is 

heightened by using different painting techniques within a work.  

Speaking of artist Matthew Buckingham’s video work Definition (2000), Mark Godfrey 

writes in ‘The Artist as Historian’, [it] constantly refers back to the place in which it is 

encountered, reminding the viewer that the encounter takes place here, now, just as 

its content is a reminder of the continuing impact of history on the present.’  (Godfrey, 

2007, p.163) 

This sense of the work being part of a wider historical continuum is vitally important 

to my thinking. In contrast to the singularity that informed the selection of the site, the 

work is also concerned with the layers of innumerable histories present at any site. It 

invites rumination upon ascribed value associated with specific historical significance, 

and considers deferential expectations in the act of pilgrimage. It considers how the 

knowledge of history can affect a viewer’s experience of a site, and uses the 

mediation of the compositional framing, photographic and painting processes as 

distancing tools to refocus the viewer’s attentions. This concept is similarly 

acknowledged by Buckingham, he says; 
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[This] forces us to confront history as a construction. It implies that when we 
reconsider past events, we’re not so much returning to another time and 
retrieving material or events. We are restaging those events here and now in 
order to think about what’s happening here and now, to think about the 
present. (Buckingham in Godfrey, 2007, p.147) 

The Ashington Paintings were developed within this structure, but with a focus on 

broader, ever-changing histories and with a cultural awareness and significance 

potentially relevant to different viewers. The sites are not of the same relevance to all 

viewers, but vary depending on proximity and other factors such as an industrial or 

geographical familiarity. There is a suggested political reading in common with 

Buckingham’s work, not only in the content of the paintings, but also in the siting of 

the exhibition both in Ashington, and at a former mine, in Woodhorn Museum. The 

absence of the industry is present and inescapable.  

7.2.1 Contextualising the practice 
Congruent with certain trends in late 20th Century British painting, my work shares 

the compositional concerns of painters Derek Hirst, David Ainley, and Prunella 

Clough, all of whose work negotiates the intersection of the representational and the 

abstract. Their pictorial geometries evoke landscape and architectural features 

pictorially. Barry Schwabsky asserts in his recent survey of contemporary landscape 

painting, Landscape Painting Now: From Pop Abstraction to New Romanticism, 

that,  

Landscape was the most abstract form of painting before abstraction, 
downplaying narrative and resisting the dichotomy between figure and ground; 
it shifts the accent away from the human and divine as sole agencies toward 
the interplay of all entities in the whole space (Schwabsky, 2019, p.14) 
 

In contrast to this, my engagement with landscape in its broadest definition, in 

painting, is very much as a vehicle for the actions of man. The landscape functions 

as a conduit for the communication of traces of the history of human action. 

 

The physical process of mapping a specific urban landscape in psychogeographical 

terms, has links with British painter George Shaw, in particular, his longitudinal 

recording of the Tile Hill estate in Coventry where he grew up, in the Scenes From 

The Passion series and subsequent work. Shaw’s work also provides precedent for 

the depiction of the English urban landscape in contemporary painting. A key 

difference is the autobiographical concern of Shaw’s revisiting of sites that hold some 
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personal significance for the him – whilst some of my work cites personal experience, 

for the most part, my only biographical link is the act of making the work.  

Whilst by no means genre paintings, my work takes influence from contemporary 

notions of History Painting, both literal and imagined, this is visible in the work of 

Dexter Dalwood and in his process of painting invented views of sites of actual 

events.89 As mentioned, the work, in common with that of Dalwood and Shaw, never 

features any explicit human presence, rather the human element is suggested by the 

traces left behind. 

 

The invented landscapes of Scottish artist Carol Rhodes are also of interest, 

particularly when considering the re-use of industrial sites, or to use the latterly 

popular phrase, ‘Edgelands’90 in painting. Rhodes’ landscape paintings depict bird’s 

eye views of fictional landscapes with uncertain functionality, hovering between the 

rural, urban and industrial, as well as between abstraction and figuration. Redolent of 

architect’s models, the stylised fluid brushmarks create golems for imagined purpose. 

Rhodes’ term for these landscapes was ‘left-over land’91, which is an appropriate 

term for the repurposed spaces that formed the subject of The Ashington Paintings. 

It would be remiss to speak of photographically-derived painting practices without 

acknowledging the contribution of the European painters Gerhard Richter, Luc 

Tuymans and Wilhelm Sasnal. As well their engagement with the photographic 

viewpoint, they all also reference notions of the mundane and engage with the 

historical in their work. That Richter, Tuymans and Sasnal are of three different 

generations, speaks of the fact that photographically derived painting, as a way of 

processing the political and historical, remain an ongoing pressing concern to 

contemporary debate, theory and practice. All three artists have used deeply emotive 

events in their work such as the terrorism of September 11th and Baader Meinhof 

(Richter’s September, 2005 and 18. Oktober 1977, 1988), the Holocaust (Tuyman’s 

																																																								
89 Dalwood’s work of particular reference are Kurt Cobain’s Greenhouse (2000), 
Sharon Tate’s Living Room (1998), The Queen’s Bedroom (1998), Liberace Museum 
(1998), Camp David (1999), Room 100 Chelsea Hotel (1999), Brian Jones’ 
Swimming Pool (2000). Dalwood expands on the subject at length in his essay on 
History Painting post-conceptual art, What Is the History in Contemporary History 
Painting? in Phillips, M.S. and Bear, J. (eds) (2019), p.204. 
90 Farley, P. and Symmons Roberts, M. (2011) Edgelands: Journeys into England’s 
True Wilderness, London: Random House, expands on the idea of a man-made post-
industrial wilderness extensively. 
91 Prince, M. Carol Rhodes’s landscapes of uncertainty, ArtReview, December 2017 
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Gaskamer, 1986, and Der Architekt, 1997) and dictatorships (Sasnal’s Gaddafi 

series, 2011).92 Such handling of emotive and potentially controversial subject matter 

was for me particularly informative when making my 2012 series of paintings Shan’t 

Quit. 

 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to ruminate in depth on notions of painting post-

photography or to refer in any depth to Rosalind Krauss’ term ‘Post-medium 

Condition’93; suffice here instead, to acknowledge the long shadows in this field of the 

three aforementioned artists. Painting acts as an additional filter in my new works; 

notions of a documentary ‘truth’ are mediated before the re-representation and re-

contextualisation in the gallery.  

 

7.2.2 Shan’t Quit  
Many of the conceptual processes that informed The Ashington Paintings, were 

formulated whilst working on my 2012 series, Shan’t Quit.  Unlike other bodies of 

work, The Ashington Paintings allowed for an existing conceptual basis to exist, 

whilst challenging the material application of the concept (as opposed to other bodies 

of work which involved me bringing a stable and familiar material practice to express 

a new purpose around a changing subject). I would like here to explore some of the 

features established in the Shan’t Quit series in more depth as they relate directly to 

The Ashington Paintings, in terms of sequential working on related paintings, that 

function individually and as a series.  

 

Unlike my previous work, which has focused predominantly on individual, singular 

locations and events, Shan’t Quit was planned as a series of five paintings. The five 

works are Untitled Weeds Painting (MAN) (Figure 40), Untitled Car Park Painting 

(AC) (Figure 41), Untitled Wall Painting (ES) (Figure 42), Untitled Shadow Painting 

(CE) (Figure 43), and Untitled Kerbstone Painting (MJK) (Figure 44). 

 

All are 91x122cm, completed in acrylic on canvas and are made using reference 

photographs taken on a roughly circular walk around the Whitechapel and Spitalfields   

																																																								
92 Peter Geimer discusses several of these works in detail in his essay, Painting and 
Atrocity: The Tuymans Strategy, in: Graw, I, Birnbaum, D. et al (eds.), 2012.  
93 See Graw, I and Lajer-Burcharth, E. (eds.) (2016) Painting beyond Itself: The 
Medium in the Post-medium Condition, Berlin: Sternberg Press, for an expansive 
discourse on issues around this definition. 
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Figure 40. Narbi Price, Untitled Weeds Painting (MAN), Acrylic on Canvas, 2012 

 

areas of London’s East End in July 2011. The specific sites for the paintings were 

those where the bodies of the victims of the Whitechapel Murders of 1888, popularly 

known as the Jack the Ripper murders, were found. Although the paintings had pre-

determined locations, the nature of tracing dispersed sites around a particular area 

helped develop my interest in how an exact site and its surroundings (and in turn an 

exact event and its surrounding timeline) interact and impact on the research 

process.  

 

The Shan’t Quit sites were pinpointed very precisely using contemporaneous reports 

and modern texts, along with digital maps and plan-based resources. The paintings 

focus specifically on the space where the head of each victim was found, roughly in 

the centre of each individual composition. This measured approach is common 

throughout much of my practice, with many sites requiring substantial research 

without clear trace of the subject remaining (e.g. Untitled Slab Painting, Untitled Yard 

Painting (Albert), Untitled Yard Painting (Harold), Untitled Bench Painting (15/06/96) 

and Untitled Postbox Painting (15/06/96)).94  

 

																																																								
94 Images of works not included in the body of the text can be seen in Appendix K. 
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Figure 41. Narbi Price, Untitled Car Park Painting (AC), Acrylic on Canvas, 2012 

 

My work is not all researched in the same way, as other examples of my work are 

very specifically located but could be traced using contemporary administrative 

details or if the primary subject matter remains physically evident (e.g. Untitled Club 

Painting, Untitled Black Door Painting (304), Untitled Flowers Painting (DB) or 

Untitled Flowers Painting (KB for Ettrick).)  

 

The Ashington Paintings in comparison offered both a geographical restriction of 

location, and an ambiguous scope for subjects to work with. The additional 

information provided to the viewer of the painting is also of constant concern. This 

offers a fine line between support and direction, as I balance oblique scenes with 

traumatic or emotive subject matter. This ‘reveal’ is often subtly suggested by the 

painting’s title. 

 

The titling structure of both the paintings and of the eventual exhibition, hinted at the 

link with Jack the Ripper in a coded way. The title of the series, ‘Shan’t Quit’, is a 

phrase lifted from a letter famously sent to the police via the Central News Agency in 

September 1888, purported to be from Jack the Ripper himself. It contains the line  
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Figure 42. Narbi Price, Untitled Wall Painting (ES), Acrylic on Canvas, 2012 

 

 ‘I am down on whores and I shant [sic] quit ripping them till I do get buckled’.95 

Of the thousands of largely hoax correspondences, this letter is famous among so-

called Ripperologists as having the most credible claim to be from the actual 

murderer, since it contains certain specific details which had been deliberately held 

back from the public domain. This reference represents the potential for an oblique 

truth – a piece of evidence, accuracy or genuineness, surrounded by a mass of other 

detail and interference. Using this extract is also a pragmatic way of communicating 

context, as it immediately, but subtly, references the Ripper letter and the murders to 

anyone who might have some knowledge of the case, or the impetus to research the 

title. The notion of the victim’s absence becomes literal as well as historical – the lack 

of object, or life, becomes the focus of the work via its absence, drawing attention to 

a feature that has become overshadowed or drowned out by the noise of its own 

story.96 

																																																								
95 Knight, S. (1976), Jack the Ripper: The Final Solution. London: George G. Harrap 
& Co Ltd., p.219 
96	The focus on the identity of Jack the Ripper having overshadowed the known 
identities of his victims has been recently addressed in Rubenhold, H. (2019), The 
Five: The Untold Lives of the Women Killed by Jack the Ripper, London: Random 
House	
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Figure 43. Narbi Price, Untitled Shadow Painting (CE), Acrylic on Canvas, 2012 

 

As Hearn notes,  

Particularly seeing the… work en masse, the consistent and very tangible 
absence of human presence instead begins to point to an unknown, 
underlying story, and so rather than being specific, and fixed to given truth, 
each painting’s meaning is extended and modified through this elusive 
portrayal. (Hearn, 2017) 

	
A constant throughout my professional practice for some fifteen years, the title 

structure of my work repeats key words and changes a single term of reference. The 

repetition of ‘Untitled’ pokes fun at the preponderance of the use of that word in white 

cube contemporary and modern art gallery settings, where it might be argued that 

‘untitled’ has ironically come to function as a title in itself. Coupled with this, the 

ubiquity and mundane lack of detail of some unnamed item or concept, acts as 

gentle rib of the bombast and exaggerated profundity of some parts of the art 

establishment.  The word ‘Painting’ was initially used in response to a personal 

frustration that the finished work could very often be mistaken for a photograph, 

particularly when seen in reduction and reproduction. The middle changing word (Car 

Park, Weeds, Wall, Shadow, Kerbstone etc.) serves as a simple, practical term of 

reference and convenience, and completes the titling structure – ‘Untitled ________ 

Painting’. This series shares that established format, but expands upon it to further, 

specifically signifying the subject (for example, the Whitechapel Murders). 
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Figure 44. Narbi Price, Untitled Kerbstone Painting (MJK), Acrylic on Canvas, 2012 

	
 Each painting uses a variation on the structure thus - ‘Untitled ________ Painting 

(XXX)’.97 The addition of initials in parentheses after the main title was established in 

the Shan’t Quit series - the initials belonging to the victim who was found at the site 

depicted in the painting. When taken with the title of the exhibition, the viewer is then 

armed with indicators to the history of the site; the information is available should 

they have the impetus to piece the clues together. 

The delayed delivery of the information regarding the choice of the sites was 

particularly sensitive in this case of the Shan’t Quit series. Whilst ultimately allowing 

the viewer to view the paintings with context, this coding was intended to soften the 

potential sensationalism and shock factor of the terrible histories of the depicted 

sites. In doing so, it also allows the work to operate on its own terms as a body of 

paintings first and foremost. It was important that this reveal was problematised, 

slowed down or made more opaque than a simple title or caption would allow. The 

reading and atmosphere of the spaces depicted in the works, and therefore by 

extension of the work itself, changes dramatically when the dark history of the site is 

made evident. There was a significant risk of the work becoming illustrational, so 

																																																								
97 The full extensions of the titles then become: ‘Untitled Weeds Painting (Mary Ann 
Nichols)’, ‘Untitled Car Park Painting (Annie Chapman)’, ‘Untitled Wall Painting 
(Elisabeth Stride)’, ‘Untitled Shadow Painting (Catherine Eddowes)’ and ‘Untitled 
Kerbstone Painting (Mary Jane Kelly)’.  
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most important was that they still functioned on their own terms as interesting and 

difficult contemporary paintings, before the disclosure of the history was made.98 

 

This structure including the brackets, has latterly become a constant throughout my 

work, the contents of the brackets now being chosen to help give clues to the 

provenances of the depicted sites in the individual works. Whilst not all my work 

depicts shocking events, the controlled reveal enabled by the title structure remains 

important aspect of my practice.  

 

With The Ashington Paintings, the anonymity of site was less important in terms of 

protection or reduction of shock value, than in offering an element of 

inclusion/exclusion to the local community. On the one hand, the sites do not need to 

be decoded because knowledge of the exact location does not necessarily inform an 

outsider, and the title may not really help them either. On the other hand, a ‘local’ 

might be able to identify the site intuitively (by their own familiarity) without reference, 

and would also be able to decode the title, vindicating their identification.  

 

In other works, knowledge of the location is of specific importance - for example, 

distinguishing the Colliery paintings compared to other, non-colliery sites nearby.  

However, the effect of viewing the work within that context can draw associations 

with others sites, linked by something other than geographical location (i.e. collieries 

outside of Ashington).99 

 

7.3 Painting Ashington  
The project required a change to my usual working arrangement of researching a 

single event or location in precise isolation. A new structure was needed to generate 

the images for the eventual Ashington Paintings, one which focussed less upon a 

																																																								
98 This approach is akin to that of Gerhard Richter’s 18. Oktober 1977 (1988), which 
used images of the Baader Meinhof terrorists, and his wider practice reflecting on the 
legacy of Nazism. There is a broader comparison to be made with Richter’s banal 
renderings of figures of horror in works such as Herr Heyde (1965), which depicted 
the Nazi war criminal Werner Heyde, and there is of course reference to be paid to 
political theorist Hannah Arendt’s term ‘The Banality of Evil’, coined in her 1963 book, 
Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil. 
99 One visitor comment card at The Ashington Paintings exhibition explained how the 
paintings reminded the viewer of working in a Yorkshire coalmine. The county 
location is different, however the industrial site resonated directly. 
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defined historical singularity, and aimed for a nuanced overall atmosphere that might 

present itself when viewed en masse as a body of work, or within and between 

individual works.  
 
The locations depicted in my work include the sites where the five collieries that were 

owned and operated by the Ashington Coal Company stood, all located roughly 

within a five-mile radius of Ashington. These mines provided employment for the 

members of the Ashington Group, and were namely Woodhorn Colliery, Lynemouth 

Colliery, Ashington Colliery, Ellington Colliery and Linton Colliery. Apart from the site 

of Woodhorn Colliery (closed in 1981, converted into Woodhorn Colliery Museum in 

1989 and latterly renamed Woodhorn Museum), and Linton Colliery,100 all traces of 

the defining industry have been completely eradicated and actively hidden by 

demolition, building and landscaping. On the north-east extremities of the town, some 

of the distinctive numbered ‘rows’ of miners’ housing have been demolished to make 

room for a new A-road, leaving groups of numbered streets sequestered and 

marooned. 

 

This seeming negation of the area’s history is contradicted by ubiquitous pit-wheel-

shaped public sculptures and repurposed coal transportation tubs placed on 

roundabouts and at road junctions throughout the area. I found this awkward 

relationship with recent history to be a particularly intriguing starting point for making 

work. It also helped establish a long-form engagement with the area, its landscape 

and its people. Making work about place in an expanded way such as this, is not 

simple and any conclusions are not definitive, rather devices to place an audience 

within a framework or viewpoint.  

In addition to images gathered via photography on my numerous walks around 

Ashington, and to the sites of the five collieries, I also walked to sites that feature in 

specific Ashington Group works, to the nearby fishing town of Newbiggin-by-the-Sea, 

three miles from Ashington101.  I walked the north bank of the River Wansbeck, from 

																																																								
100 Here a small number of former mining buildings remain standing and in use 
following its 1968 closure. These are now part of a scrap metal and heavy machinery 
hire yard, and are ironically architecturally and structurally identical to some of the 
latterly Grade II listed buildings at the Woodhorn Museum site. 
101 The town features in Hole in the High Street, Newbiggin, Len Robinson, Fish Sale, 
Harry Wilson and Sea Coal, Arthur Whinnom, among others.  
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the village of Stakeford, under the imposing black bridge that once transported coal 

away from the five collieries (known locally as ‘The Blacka’), and the new road bridge 

whose construction is chronicled in Len Robinson’s Wansbeck Bridge (Figure 32), to 

the river mouth at Sandy Bay, North Seaton. As well as fundamental to gathering 

information for my eventual paintings, this literal inhabitation of the Ashington 

Group’s geography was essential to my gaining a feeling for the town. I made several 

walks accompanied by residents, and relatives of Ashington Group members, and 

the conversations I had, in social, domestic, professional and private settings, 

provided a unique and meaningful base from which to collect imagery. 

The role of a collective, or perhaps latent, memory quickly became of crucial 

importance, accessing the polysemic narratives of Ashington residents, provided a 

key, a route for my own exploration. The chosen sites were imbued with a different 

set of associations for Ashingtonians, than for myself, and the multifarious traces of 

the histories present in these spaces (frequently literally that), is analogous to the 

palimpsest of mark-marking during the painting process. The aim of these paintings 

was to communicate a more nuanced response to the history of the land, than the 

aforementioned rather literal, public artworks.  

I was, and remain, very aware of the potential for an anthropological reading in 

making work about a place to which I did not belong or originate from. Whilst I am 

myself from a small industrial town in the North East of England, I am not from 

Ashington and I anticipated the potential for residents to feel aggrieved that their 

town and ‘story’ would be represented by a non-local. As well as existing 

relationships and working with various local community, youth and art groups, my 

study of the sites involved many days spent walking the street of Ashington and the 

surrounding villages aiming to establish a personal narrative with the place and to 

engage in a mapping procedure that went deeper than many contemporary 

pyschogeographical responses to site. Key to my thinking was the position in which 

the Ashington Group were placed in the 1930s and 1940s, by their art world 

exposure and legitimation. That is, in the position of the other, as discussed in the 

previously in Chapter 3.7.2.  

 

It was important that my engagement with the location, the historical body of work 

and the resident community, as much as possible avoided the position of an outsider. 

This was only possible by a longitudinal and indeed, ongoing relationship with 
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Ashington. I also wanted to avoid, as much as possible, the potential for a nostalgic 

reading of the work. The past as a site for tourism is a problematic effect of engaging 

with communities and industries that are no longer extant, and for me as a 

practitioner, it was important that my work responded to that history without glorifying 

or sentimentalising it. The history of Ashington is not my own, and it would be facile 

to make works that could suggest this. 

 

In addition to the natural and man-made geography of the site, the role of residence, 

inhabitation, settlement, industry, abandonment, redaction and repurposing was also 

part of the process. My interest was in both the large scale and small scale changes 

in the landscape in terms of purpose, intention and function. These could be 

considered as metaphorical indicators of political and societal shifts as the town’s 

decades-long shift in purpose continues.  

 

Particularly telling are the areas of the Queen Elizabeth II Country Park, and 

Ashington Community Wood - several square miles of re-wilded park and woodland 

on the north edge of the town, which used to be the site of the largest slag heap in 

Europe. Now fish stocks have been introduced into the man-made lake and curated 

walks have replaced ‘paths of desire’102. As recounted to me by a lifelong Ashington 

resident, only thirty years ago the sky never got truly dark at this edge of town 

because of the intermittent spontaneous combustion of gas pockets trapped in the 

spoil. The images I eventually generated were only possible through a tenured 

engagement with the town, through the repeated walking of its streets, knowing the 

route of the sun through the sky, through learning the patterns of its weather, and 

finding my own short cuts. 

 
7.3.1 The Walk to Work 
The home addresses of many individual members of the Ashington Group were 

recorded in attendance registers, minutes from meetings, in correspondence, and in 

the hand of the artist on the verso face of several paintings. These provided the 

starting points for walks in and around the sites of the five collieries, Ashington, 

Woodhorn and in the nearby villages of Linton, Ellington and Lynemouth. Walks 

																																																								
102 A path created by human or animal traffic, frequently the shortest or most easily 
navigable route between two points. 
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started at these addresses and ended at the sites of the collieries where the member 

worked, aiming for a defined structure within which to gather imagery for paintings.  

 

Furthermore, my own repeated journey from my home in Gateshead to Newcastle 

city centre, then to Ashington via the hour-long Number X21 bus ride, to the never-

finished bus station in the town centre (known locally as ‘The Ashington Hole’, off a 

street unofficially renamed by roadwork signage as ‘Poundstretcher Way’) and finally 

on to the home of the Ashington Group collection at Woodhorn Museum - a mile and 

a half east-north-east of Ashington, became my version of ‘the walk to work’. I 

consider this refocused take on a psychogeographical practice, having an 

experiential purpose (in common with Guy Debord’s theory of the Dérive and Charles 

Baudelaire’s Flâneur, and the work of WG Sebald)	but also having defined start and 

end points to each experience, a way to meaningfully engage with the essence of 

place, through the study of a mutable townscape. The walks began in 2015 and 

continued until around March 2018, generating several hundred reference 

photographs. 

 

7.3.2 Initial Experiments 
The painting methods I employed evolved through a number of iterations, starting 

with techniques and a paint type that were very close to those of the Ashington 

Group, but progressing through repeated making, experimenting with application and 

technique, and finally fusing these developments into a style and medium that is very 

much congruent with my own ongoing concerns as a painter. It was vital that the 

resulting works did not simplistically ape the work of the Ashington Group, but rather 

responded to it in a subtle, meaningful and complex manner.  

 

My initial paintings used supports, preparations and paints very close to those of 

early Ashington Group paintings. The Group used a range of materials, supports and 

preparations throughout their existence; overwhelmingly though the paintings are 

executed in oil paint, Walpamur, gouache or watercolour, on thin wooden boards, 

thick cardboard, composite boards, or paper.  

 

Supports - I focused on using thin MDF (medium density fibreboard), plywood 

boards and dense composite cardboard (also known as greyboard) for my supports.  
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Figure 45. Narbi Price, Untitled Puddle Painting (The Hole), Acrylic on Board, 2018.  

Museums Northumberland Collection 

The MDF was initially chosen for its structural stability and lack of grain direction and 

this, in turn, informed my final choice of surface - plywood. 

	
Grounds/Primer - The boards were prepared with a number of different grounds 

closely pertaining to those used by the Ashington Group. These all shared a common 

initial layer of two coats of rabbit skin glue size directly applied hot. Next came 

boards with butter muslin glued down to the surface with more rabbit skin glue 

(marouflage technique). Further variations added a lead-white oil-based primer on 

top of the marouflaged board and also on plain smooth boards. These variations 

were carried out on MDF, plywood and greyboard supports and repeated with a quick 

drying alkyd based primer.  

The full list of support variation types was: 

• Wood with rabbit skin glue size 

• Wood with muslin marouflaged with rabbit skin glue size 

• Wood with muslin marouflaged with rabbit skin glue size and lead white primer 

• Wood with muslin marouflaged with rabbit skin glue size and alkyd primer 

• Wood with rabbit skin glue size and lead white primer 

• Wood with rabbit skin glue size and alkyd primer 

• Greyboard (no preparation) 
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• Greyboard with rabbit skin glue size 

• Greyboard with muslin marouflaged with rabbit skin glue size 

• Greyboard with muslin marouflaged with rabbit skin glue size and alkyd primer 

 

Paint - Three types of paint were used: artists oil paint, water miscible oil paint, and 

gouache. These were chosen for the properties shared (visually and in terms of 

handling, drying time etc.) with the oil paint, Walpamur and poster 

paint/gouache/tempera used by the Ashington Group. I was unable to use Walpamur 

paint itself as the manufacturer stopped production decades ago. 

 

Working time - Paintings were worked on for no more than a week as per the 

conditions of the beginnings of the Group, defined by their weekly meetings.103 

 

The aim of these very close recreations of the working methods was firstly to make 

paintings in as close as possible a way to the Ashington Group and, secondly, to test 

whether these materials were, in fact, a hindrance to my learned techniques as an 

experienced professional painter. I was anticipating some of the same physical issues 

that were identified in the condition reports of the Permanent Collection and that I had 

observed in the work myself - inconsistency of finish in paint surface, warping, physically 

vulnerable edges and corners of the support etc.  

 

Very quickly these concerns were confirmed, borne out almost immediately. Warping was 

evident in all of the experiments using thin wood and particle boards. The paint was 

unevenly absorbed and difficult to brush out onto most of these preparations, and sinking-

in was evident after a very short period of time. Ashington Group works suffering these 

same effects are listed in Appendix I. 
  

This practical testing of materials and techniques had produced insights, knowledge 

and understanding of the materials used by the Group, as well as the ensuing 

difficulties that they faced – insights and knowledge that could not have been 

meaningfully ascertained in any other way. 

 

																																																								
103 Later in the research I learnt that the frequency of meetings was in fact fortnightly 
at the beginning of the project, but progressed to weekly as it progressed. 
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Relatively rapidly then, after the production of around two dozen works, this work 

became something of a conceptual cul-de-sac. It felt disingenuous to continue to 

intentionally foreground the creation of investigative work with potentially problematic 

and inconsistent preparations and mediums.  The next iteration of work also took 

several key elements from the working methods and materials of the Ashington 

Group, but importantly, also allowed the work to follow its own logic allowing me to 

pursue trends and interests that had presented themselves in my previous work. 

 

The key changes made were in the paint type and support. From that point on, for The 

Ashington Paintings, acrylic paint was used for its versatility – but also for its position 

within the continuum of my work, wherein acrylic had been my chosen medium for the 

past decade.104 This simple step enabled me to make subsequent work in a manner 

whereby I could essentially forget about the medium and concentrate on a reactive 

painting process; in other words, I was no longer fighting the medium. In a similar fashion 

to Robert Lyon advocating to the Ashington Group the use of familiar materials, and 

knowing your materials and your tools, my focus ceased to be on how my materials 

behaved and shifted to the painting itself. 

 

As mentioned previously, the supports were plywood panels sized at 50x70cm. This size 

is an average taken from the Ashington Group works in the Permanent Collection, and 

dictated by the physical limitations of how and where the works were made. Again, the 

Group painted in a domestic setting at home and discussed their work in their hut, so the 

size of works was necessarily limited to what could be easily handled. Responding to the 

study of the physical make-up of the paintings, plywood was chosen as much of their 

work was on wooden boards of various types. In response to the identified structural 

issues in the condition reports of Bacon & Bacon (Appendix H) - chiefly twisting and 

warping of the support, the new boards were cradled with a wooden subframe, providing 

a stronger and more stable structure. I prepared the new panels with a sealing layer of a 

liquid acrylic polymer medium (GAC100 by Golden Paints), performing the same role as 

the rabbit skin glue size of the Ashington Group’s preparations - preventing excessive 

paint absorption and providing a sound base for subsequent layers of ground and/or  

																																																								
104 Acrylic paint was not widely commercially available in the UK until the mid 1960s. 
Members of The Ashington Group did however, use acrylic paint when it was 
available, for instance all of the work in Oliver Kilbourn’s 1977 My Life as a Pitman 
solo exhibition is executed in acrylic. 
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Figure 46. Narbi Price, Untitled Road Painting (Portland Park), Acrylic on Board, 2017 

	
paint. A key characteristic of the polymer medium is that it dries to a transparent 

finish, allowing me to selectively use the wooden support as a device – as seen in 

some of the Ashington Group paintings. As previously mentioned, this technique 

could be considered stylistically advanced for the amateur painter and it is therefore 

interesting to note that is employed on numerous occasions by the Group.105	

My preparation provided a much sounder base for painting than that which was used 

by the Ashington Group, yet still retained reference to their methods. This reactive 

approach to the preparation of the panels, already begins to demonstrate the 

possibilities for contemporary practice that the study of the Ashington Group can 

offer. 

 

7.3.3 The Ashington Paintings 
The Ashington Paintings exhibition opened alongside Pitmen Painters Unseen on 

May 26th 2018 at Woodhorn Museum, forming the focus of the museum’s summer 

season, entitled Pitmen Painters Resurfacing. Shown in two adjoining galleries, the 

emphasis was on showing that that they were related, but individual and discrete  

																																																								
105 This is can be seen in the Ashington Group works Pit Yard by W Crichton, 
Loading Point by Jimmy Floyd, Cold Press, North School Corner, Salvage Drawers at 
Work, Pay Night and Washing Day by Oliver Kilbourn, Spring Fever by Len 
Robinson, Pit Pony and Re-setting Arch Girders – Surface by Tom McSloy. 
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Figure 47. Narbi Price, Untitled Road Painting (Colliery), Acrylic on Board, 2017 

	
exhibitions. The thirty works were hung in a single line around a white wall gallery 

space. Pitmen Painters Unseen had the same grey walls as the Permanent 

Collection exhibition, suggesting a subtle continuation and connectedness between 

the shows. (See Appendix C for installation photography) 

The Ashington Paintings are inextricably linked with the work of the Ashington Group, 

mainly in their conception, but also in execution. The painting methods employed 

looked to reference certain Ashington Group techniques. Some of the works took 

sites depicted in works by the Group e.g. Untitled Road Painting (Portland Park) 

(Figure 46) shows the site of the former football ground in Ashington town centre, 

now occupied by a 24-hour Asda superstore. This site was depicted by Oliver 

Kilbourn in his 1937 watercolour, Half-time at the Rec (Welfare) (Figure 7). Untitled 

Road Painting (Colliery) (Figure 47), and Untitled Fence Painting (Colliery) (Figure 

48) both feature Ashington Colliery, also painted by Harry Wilson, in the eponymous 

1936 work. The building shown in Ventilator Repairs by Fred Laidler in 1948 (see 

Appendix J.), also features in Untitled Wall Painting (Big Red Jobbie) (Figure 49). 

 

Other paintings make reference to existing Ashington Group concerns, but with 

added relevance of subsequent events. As previously mentioned, for example,  
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Figure 48. Narbi Price, Untitled Fence Painting (Colliery), Acrylic on Board, 2018 

	
Untitled Puddle Painting (The Hole) (Figure 45) references the contemporaneous 

political developments as mentioned in Chapter 1, 2 and 3 but shares a similar title to 

Len Robinson’s Hole in the High Street, Newbiggin (Figure 33). 

Some work in The Ashington Paintings also directly referenced work in Pitmen 

Painters Unseen. As noted in Chapter 6.2.2 Len Robinson’s 1975 Wansbeck Bridge 
(Figure 32) painting, shows the construction of the bridge carrying the Spine Road 
over the River Wansbeck. Untitled Bridge Painting (Spine Road) (Figure 52) was 
sourced from a walk along the Wansbeck, stopping under the very same bridge over 
forty years later.  

The concentrated experience of making The Ashington Paintings effectively 

refocussed my approach to my own painting practice. A new fluency and directness 

became possible thanks to the rapid turnover of work. Emergent trends in my work 

were catalysed during the process, in particular the selective retention of the colour 

of support, (Figures 49, 50, and 52) initially used in reference to Kilbourn’s work; 

although I had seen this technique used previously (for example in Hockney’s work 

referenced in 6.2.1) the process of experimenting with my process for The Ashington 

Paintings is what made my use of this technique feel appropriate. 
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Figure 49. Narbi Price, Untitled Wall Painting (Big Red Jobbie), Acrylic on Board, 2018 

Museums Northumberland Collection. 

In the body of work as a whole, paint applications become records of indexical acts 

that suggest a particular way of looking at the image. Certain paint marks are isolated 

to function with an incongruity to their expected placement within illusionistic and 

representational painting tropes. Impasto brushstrokes refuse to sit back into 

perspectival depth, and reaffirm the picture plane as a construction - a falsehood. 

This can be seen in Untitled Road Painting (Colliery) (Figure 47), Untitled Road 

Painting (The Rows) (Figure 50), and Untitled Alley Painting (North Seaton Road) 

(Figure 51), where rapidly applied gestural strokes are placed in prominent positions 

that disrupt the illusionistic depth of the representational image. The painting indexes 

this illusion, whilst retaining the reference to the location depicted.  
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Figure 50. Narbi Price, Untitled Road Painting (The Rows), Acrylic on Board, 2017 

	
	
	
	

	
Figure 51. Narbi Price, Untitled Alley Painting North Seaton Road), Acrylic on Board, 2018 
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Figure 52. Narbi Price, Untitled Bridge Painting (Spine Road), Acrylic on Board, 2017 
 

	
7.3.4 Public and institutional response to new work and curated exhibitions 
Whilst assessing the response to the twin exhibitions was not a specific aspect of my 

research, I feel that the feedback collected by Woodhorn Museum about the 

exhibitions from visitors and assessors, as well as expert reviews by other artists, 

academics and critics, is a useful reference and gives a direct insight into what 

impact the works have had on viewers.  

 

I am sadly prohibited from referring directly to comments made in the Arts Council 

England (ACE) assessment of the exhibitions due to institutional confidentiality 

agreements, however I am able to confirm that the Pitmen Painters Unseen and The 

Ashington Paintings exhibitions, under the collective banner of Pitmen Painters 

Resurfacing, was a successful highlight of the Woodhorn Museum’s ‘Great 

Northumberland’ summer programme, designed to coincide with the lauded ‘Great 

Exhibition of the North’ event. It was attended by approximately 18,000 visitors and 

received a very successful ACE evaluation as part of Woodhorn Museum’s first 

assessment as new National Portfolio Organisation. 
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In addition to popular media coverage106 my work has been positively critiqued by 

contemporary art writers for both artistic integrity and intellectual rigour. Noted critic, 

broadcaster and artist, Matthew Collings wrote an extended essay Striking Scenes, 

for The Ashington Paintings catalogue, in which he notes the practical and emotional 

concerns of being a painter, as well as his experience and interpretation as a viewer, 

ultimately recognising a unique aspect of this research – addressing how artists view 

the world around them, and how they represent that world to others with honesty, 

sensitivity and originality. This concern is central to understanding the Ashington 

Group history, whether from the perspective of the members as developing artists, 

Robert Lyon as their tutor, myself as a contemporary artist, curator and researcher, 

or from that of those viewing these exhibitions now. Speaking of Untitled Alley 

Painting (North Seaton Road) (Figure 51), Collings expands upon the links between 

the new paintings and the shared landscape of the Ashington Group, 

Narbi Price… is seeing the alley for [The Ashington Group], in a way, re-
seeing the Group’s world via what once was their world in actuality, and is now 
a patched and changed version of it, moved on in time. (See Appendix D, for 
the full essay within the catalogue. An additional reflective essay written by 
critic Nicholas Usherwood, can be found in Appendix L). 

It can be assumed that the majority of people who viewed and left feedback on the 

exhibitions are not professional or practicing artists, however I believe that the public 

opinion of the work, especially from those communities represented in and by the 

work, is an important measure of its validity - this very immediate response is an 

interesting reflection of how others might interpret the work critically. The feedback 

can also offer new insights to the work, both The Ashington Paintings as viewed in 

the town that it takes reference, and the Pitmen Painters Unseen work as viewed by 

a new group of Ashingtonians. The particular nature of the Ashington Group work, 

created by locals in pursuit of cultural development rather than artists selected 

externally for a shared stylistic incentive, presents the possibility that public reception 

and critique by their peers (or equivalent later generations), is of particular relevance 

– whereas the contemporary art world might usually consider general public opinion 

of traditional artists’ work less immediately valuable or informed than professional 

																																																								
106 The Ashington Paintings and Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibitions featured on 
television in the BBC’s Inside Out and Look North programmes, and in digital/print in 
The Chronicle, Morpeth Herald, The Guardian, NARC, The Crack, The Journal and 
Living North. I provided a more general introduction to The Ashington Group for 
BBC’s Antiques Road Trip, first broadcast in September 2018. 
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peer review, the view of everyday audiences is of absolute relevance here. (Please 

refer to Appendix M for a selection of visitor feedback comments – the variety, 

engagement and personal nature of these comments are an important reflection of 

how the exhibition was received, however it is not possible to adequately incorporate 

the comments into this chapter as they are numerous, diverse and independently 

relevant. They demonstrate that the exhibitions had significant and meaningful 

impact.) 

 

Many of the comments demonstrated an appreciation of and engagement with the 

work, and it was apparent that a lot were from Ashington locals. This was important 

to me as the artist and curator, as I was keen that the paintings did not isolate or 

alienate those that live with the sites and local history day-to-day; I did not want the 

work to feel observational or other to the community it represented. The success or 

failure of that, could only truly be judged by the local audience. 

 

The subject and mood of the paintings was also commented on repeatedly, with 

many viewers responding to a conscious removal or ‘lack’ of subject; people, 

industry, history etc. Others responded most to the familiarity and overlooked beauty 

of the town, recognising locations that they had forgotten or stopped noticing.  For 

some this was a melancholic exhibition, for others it brought pride, for more it offered 

a reminder to, and of, the local community and its history.   

 

Interestingly, there were numerous comments from visitors that suggested the 

broadening scope for research from the local community itself, offering not only a 

personal and emotional context of the work, but also an additional historical and 

social context for continued research into the Ashington Group project. For example, 

some comments referred to relatives who were Ashington Group members 

(expanding networks) others referred to having personal experience and memories of 

the time period in the town (primary accounts), some referred to lesser-known figures 

of cultural importance to the community (historical and political context) and others 

offered insight into important social relationships not highlighted by the existing 

‘Pitmen Painters’ spotlight (broader and alternative narratives). One example of this 

is a comment about the lack of artistic opportunities for women in Ashington at the 

time (also noted in Chapter 1), and suggests the potential for a broader 

understanding of the intellectual aspirations of the whole community during that 
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period, as well as the importance of sourcing these stories whilst there is still a living 

populace to tell them. 

 

Other comments were left from visitors from outside of the region but made reference 

to shared histories and, more specifically, the familiarity of comparable industrial 

landscapes affected by similar political and social change (e.g. comments from 

visitors from West Yorkshire and Scotland) These comments address another 

concern regarding viewer response, that the paintings should not only be of 

relevance to Ashington but that there should be an element of universality or 

commonality with other communities that experienced a similar social, industrial or 

topographical process. 

 

It was also important to me as an artist, that the works functioned as complex 

contemporary paintings and not only a creative form of social commentary. Many of 

the comments left focussed on technical and material elements of the painting 

process and the points made demonstrated an engaged, intellectual and emotional 

appreciation of my paintings.  

 

It was clear from the visitor feedback, that there is still a great deal of affection and 

relevance felt for the Ashington Group, their paintings and their story, evident in 

comments about both the Permanent Collection and in the Pitmen Painters Unseen 

exhibitions. Many comments referenced family members and personal histories in 

response to the exhibition, others grasped at memories, heritage and the importance 

of not-forgetting, highlighting that as well as physical proximity to the subjects, there 

is also a temporal proximity and hence a limited period in which to understand the 

Ashington Group through a direct link with living history. This timely research, 

conducted now before those connections are lost, has the potential to encourage 

discussion and remembrance within local communities that can continue to 

contribute to a stronger, more accurate understanding of the Ashington Group and 

the society that they were part of.  

 

I feel the comments left by visitors to the exhibitions very clearly demonstrate that the 

exhibitions had considerable impact and that my work resonated very well with the 

local community. Whilst many of the comments demonstrate an academic 

engagement with the work, others showed simply that the paintings ‘struck a chord’ 
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and were appreciated on a truly genuine and meaningful level, another important 

concern to me as an exhibiting artist. 

 

In addition to the critical responses to my work, I would argue that The Ashington 

Paintings and the combined exhibition processes have had a direct influence on the 

legacy and potential for improved understanding of the Ashington Group. By 

establishing new contacts with members’ work and archival resources and re-

engaging contacts with the history of the Group from a new viewpoint, even 

reintroducing extended family members who had lost touch,107 the network around 

the Ashington Group has been expanded and re-established within a contemporary 

art setting.  

 

Although, Woodhorn Museum has an excellent reputation as a museum, the 

institution has recently evolved to place greater focus on its arts programming and 

these exhibitions helped bolster their position by contributing credible and well-

received work to their programme, and recharging interest in the Ashington Group 

story. The exhibition, both as a public event and as a research process, offered a 

new mutual position to consider the collections (to view a contemporary art exhibition 

from a historical perspective, and to view a historical exhibition from a contemporary 

art perspective) and this has helped keep engagement in the collections active.  

 

Finally, as a painter, I feel that an important element of this new engagement with the 

Ashington Group work is that the exhibition was one of paintings, rather than other 

media. As noted in Chapter 1, there have been various artistic responses to the 

Ashington Group story however these have taken the form of photography, literature, 

drama and dance; by presenting this new exhibition of paintings, viewers are able to 

engage much more closely with the precise material process experienced by the 

members and, I believe, the impact of this engagement is much more nuanced. By 

presenting not only contemporary art, but contemporary paintings, I would argue that 

																																																								
107 There were two occasions during the public call out, when members of the same 
families who had lost contact with each other, came forward offering their works for 
exhibition. I was able to help reunite the families through sharing their contact details 
at their request. 
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my exhibition advocated a direct and material involvement in image-making in an 

informed and innovative way. 

 

A slightly reduced version of The Ashington Paintings exhibition, entitled The 

Ashington Paintings: Redux, was staged in January 2019, for the purpose of the Viva 

examination of this project, at the ‘Ex Libris Gallery’ at Newcastle University (see 

Appendix C for installation photography). Due to some unavoidable practical issues, I 

was able to access only 26 works as opposed to the full 30 of the complete series. 

This however, was fortuitous as the gallery was smaller than that at Woodhorn, and 

more than 26 works would have been too many for a visually harmonious hang in the 

space. This move away from Ashington for a version of the exhibition, proved to be 

an interesting way to reassess what impact the work had as a discrete set of 

paintings in their own right, and separate to the close and direct association with the 

work of the Ashington Group. Hanging the exhibition in a different space, and in a 

different order highlighted new links and discursive relationships between and across 

pieces, providing a removed view of a specific locale that became paradoxically 

universal. Much of the audience at this new showing had not visited Ashington, and 

were unfamiliar with its story, so the paintings were forced to operate on a different 

level and on their own terms as paintings. Individual works and pairs from the series 

were also invited works at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition 2019, and 

received the ‘GreatArt Award’ at the neo:artprize 2019.108 

 

In this chapter I have provided a more detailed background to my existing practice, 

my research process and painting methods, as well as how this practice has evolved 

over time. With reference to other artists and practitioners, I have provided an 

historical context for my work within 20th and 21st Century art practice, specifically in 

relation to ‘mapping the landscape’ and the relative roles of subject, object and 

material application in making work.  

 

I have expanded on the various research methods I use to understand and negotiate 

the areas I am working in. I have outlined how these methods have expanded when 

working with a wider focus. By establishing a more complex, subtle understanding of 

the environment, I have confronted the issue of ‘otherness’ that has been present 

																																																								
108 Appropriately held at the Bolton Museum and Art Gallery, which also holds the 
visual archive of the Mass Observation Worktown project. 
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throughout the Ashington Group history. Moreover, here I have demonstrated how 

the act of making work can be understood as a central research process, not simply 

an outcome. After contextualising my work in an inherently material framework, I 

have outlined how this research has influenced my ongoing painting practice, by 

experimentation with the materials used by the Ashington Group and directly 

informed by this research process.  

 

Finally, I have considered how this research and the resulting exhibitions has been 

received by the public, many of whom could be considered peers or generational 

equivalents to the original Ashington Group members and audience. By assessing 

the impact of The Ashington Paintings exhibition from a personal, local, institutional 

and academic perspective, I have also demonstrated how this aspect of the project 

has been beneficial to various associates of the Ashington Group story. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusion 
  

In this final chapter, I will recap on and summarise key issues and findings. I will also 

give an informed and considered reflection, addressing the questions posed in this 

thesis, as well as considering the implications and impact of the research on my own 

work, and contemporary painting more generally. 

 

As demonstrated throughout this research, the dominant narratives around the 

Ashington Group are problematic. Many of the public references to the Group are 

based on superficial readings around class, nostalgia and sentimentality rather than 

actual critique. Overwhelmingly, I have argued that many readings are simplistic and 

limited, in the main focusing on only the early stages of the project and ignoring the 

middle and final years; they exclude a significant period of production by the Group 

and a number of active artists. I have asserted that textual sources are based on 

partial or flawed accounts, are weakened through bias towards some characters to 

the detriment to others, or are mediated through personal relationships and the 

passing of time. Other sources are simply derivative of previous sources, offering 

little additional insight, but embellishing narratives based on a very limited number of 

discernible truths. This problem is exemplified by the fact that the most well-known 

representation of the Group is an entertaining but dramatised reduction of their 

decades-long career. 

 

Having outlined a broader timeline of the Ashington Group, I have suggested that the 

central and apparently unmediated source of work, the Ashington Group’s 

Permanent Collection, was also curiously limited and incomplete. Identifying the 

limitations of this fundamental display of the Group’s legacy, and understanding the 

reasons and justifications that led to a skewed representation of the members’ 

careers, became a key concern of this thesis.  

 

My request to assess more Ashington Group works than were immediately available, 

offered a unique opportunity to widen the publically visible oeuvre - from that position, 

those existing limitations of the Permanent Collection could be addressed and an 

enhanced representation of the Group’s output could be established. 
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The twin exhibitions that I curated, produced and documented, Pitmen Painters 

Unseen and The Ashington Paintings, aimed to be mutually complementary to the 

Permanent Collection and, in combination with it, (programmed as Pitmen Painters 

Resurfacing) presented the most expansive body of Ashington Group ever staged. 

This has encouraged a re-reading of Ashington Group motivations and establishes a 

new position through which to view it; an expanded narrative demonstrates both a 

holistic group direction, and the integrity of the individual artists with different 

interests, motivations and developmental arcs.  

 

Artistic practice was a major component of the research, and a focused study of the 

locale and environment of the Group led to the production of a substantial body of 

new paintings. This study identified gaps in the map of Ashington, voids that were left 

by the absent mines, now hidden in a topography that they once defined. Journeys 

made seeking these placeholders, provided rich material for paintings, and the 

resultant works engage with ideas of collective memory, particularly when viewed in 

combination with Pitmen Painters Unseen. In this way, The Ashington Paintings 

negotiate these spaces through a different means, re-representing them for a new 

time, a new audience, a new purpose. This work also presents a neoteric position on 

how contemporary painting practice can engage with an archive, a collection, a 

landscape, and a legacy. 

 

Alongside the exhibition and curation of new and existing work, a concentrated 

examination of Robert Lyon’s MA thesis provided an important first-hand and 

contemporaneous account of the inception of the Ashington Group project and an 

assessment of its early success. Written from both an artist’s and tutor’s perspective, 

it communicates the acute understanding of someone who can be fairly considered 

simultaneously, both an insider and outsider to the Group. This document is a unique 

source of information about the Ashington Group’s methods, motivations and output 

and represents an essential piece of the untold legacy surrounding the Group’s 

history. 

 

I will now address the three questions posed in this thesis individually; it is important 

to understand that these issues are inherently linked however, and there is a degree 

of overlap between areas within my conclusions.  
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8.1 What new insights can be gained by the study of the pedagogical approach 
of the Ashington Group’s tutor Robert Lyon?  
 
Beyond a cursory outlining of Robert Lyon’s approach to teaching the Ashington 

Group (i.e. ‘painting what you know’), his theoretical and practical approach has not 

previously been considered in depth. In existing accounts, after his initial shift from 

lecture format to a practical one, and eventually onto exhibition, the narrative element 

of the Group’s career tends to take centre stage and relatively little attention is paid 

to the analysis of the teaching employed, an essential aspect of their history. Lyon’s 

rediscovered MA thesis provides primary documentary evidence of his thoughts, 

methods, reasoning and motivations for the Ashington Group project, thus enabling a 

much more direct understanding of his efforts to be gained than might be gathered or 

assumed from existing representations and accounts of his time with the Group. 

The value of Lyon’s account had not previously been fully acknowledged in existing 

research about the Ashington Group project,109 however my analysis of the thesis 

has revealed new first-hand evidence and information from both a pedagogical and 

artistic perspective. The content represents a philosophy that was congruent with 

contemporary emerging pedagogical approaches in the twentieth century within 

academia and around informal workers’ education in the North East, and contains 

many important details about the practicalities and intentions of his process. By 

accessing this information and the specifics contained, I was able to increase 

knowledge of the Group’s story and question existing assumptions about Lyon’s 

approach and the members’ responses to it. 

 

Before considering theoretical and contextual developments relevant to the 

Ashington Group work, one very important consequence of studying the account of 

Robert Lyon’s pedagogical approach so directly, is the insight this gave in to him as a 

person. This study has suggested a rather different character than the one portrayed 

in the main accounts, especially that of Hall’s immensely popular play. This is partly 

due, I would argue, to a lack of factual information being readily available about the 

tutor previously. Whilst it is important to remember that Hall was writing his play for 

drama not documentary, I feel that he characterised Lyon particularly unfairly and 

very publically, based on little more than subtle conjecture within Feaver’s text. 

																																																								
109 Feaver’s 1988 book did reference and acknowledge the text, albeit partially and 
rather briefly. 
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The Lyon of the play is a caricature, there to provide a counterpoint to the Ashington 

Group and their portrayed authenticity. However, having learned more about Lyon as 

a private individual through his writings and my personal correspondence with his 

family, I would argue that, far from being a plummy careerist, he would have been 

equally able to communicate with the Ashington Group as he would any other 

acquaintance and would have naturally and perceptively adopted a teaching style to 

allow open dialogue with whomever he spoke. His lifelong correspondence, and the 

evident admiration the Group showed for him, supports this. In contrast, there has 

been little investigation to date regarding Lyon’s comparable position within academic 

circles and I believe further investigation into Lyon’s role, position and reputation 

within Durham/Newcastle University and other institutions would also improve 

understanding about his methods and interpersonal approach to teaching art. 

A greater understanding of Lyon’s adaptability of communication also informed me 

about certain questions that arose during my research, particularly those, for 

example, around his technical language and use of materials; it appears that Lyon 

used different descriptions of materials, depending whether it was in the context of 

his academic work (his thesis) or whether it was in his practical delivery of teaching 

to the Group, as is evidenced by members’ accounts and their work notes/labelling. 

This, I argue, demonstrates Lyon’s acute sensitivity to his cultural environment, 

adeptly adapting his language to offer the most appropriate context to different 

individuals.  

 

These new insights and discoveries about Lyon as a person have been especially 

important to me, and I am pleased to have helped begin to redress the 

representation of his reputation in relation to the Ashington Group story, especially as 

it has helped to rebuild the relationship between Lyon’s family and the Ashington 

Group legacy. In addition, by giving proper attention to Lyon’s pedagogical approach, 

I hope to have compensated for a lack of acknowledgement paid to him as a 

professional, thereby highlighting the important, and often undervalued, role played 

by a good teacher. 

 

As well as the personal contribution of Lyon’s teaching to the Ashington Group 

project, this expanded understanding of his pedagogical approach is also informative 

regarding the contemporary climate and the separate institutions that Lyon engaged 

with; academia, the art world and workers’ education.  
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Other sources of information around these different areas that I engaged with (for 

example, Richardson and Read) are generally more narrow in their position - that is, I 

would argue, they are written from an external position of academic researcher, with 

perhaps direct long-form involvement with one other area (such as the contemporary 

art world, or the educational sector).  Lyon’s account was unique in its positioning; 

directly involved with all three areas of interest, it offers an engaging and fluid 

viewpoint on the intersection of academia, the contemporary art world and a 

particular social education context (North East working class men) at that specific 

moment in time. By offering a combined andragogical approach to these three areas, 

as well as acknowledging other less tangible issues, such as cultural perceptions of 

masculinity within arts education, and issues around arts education for older 

students, Lyon presented a radical application of an educational model, which was, 

and arguably remains, outside of formalised educational systems.  

 

I would argue further, that this aspect of my research is of particular relevance to the 

field, because it presents an exceptionally contained example of Lyon’s pedagogical 

approach, based as it is on one comprehensive project; the Ashington Group. This 

contrasts with many other anthropological or educational studies, which are often 

based on much larger, more anonymous studies of an education system or teaching 

method. The Ashington Group project offers a much more engaged, longitudinal 

view; the students are identifiable, indeed dominant, the impact of the teaching 

method can be viewed over a lifetime rather than a limited period, and the students’ 

own attitudes towards that education and the work it produced can be considered 

with a qualitative depth unrivalled by other studies. The fact that the Group members 

and their work eventually obscured Lyon’s role in the narrative, whilst problematic for 

understanding their history, demonstrates the ultimate success of Lyon’s teaching 

approach by providing a given cohort the necessary foundations to develop into self-

sufficient, motivated and critical artists, beyond his tutelage. 

 

Whilst Lyon does not make explicit reference to the financial barriers to arts 

education faced by the men, his thesis does provide context that suggests such 

barriers, based on broad class and geographical factors: language, cultural 

perceptions of the value of art, available provision and proximity to other arts 

institutions. Further, by demonstrating the mechanisms through which the Ashington 

Group project overcame many of these (flexibility, adjusted terminology, appealing to 
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the Group’s ethos of practical learning, introducing an extended network, 

opportunities to visit new or important art institutions and so on) Lyon’s approach to 

teaching provides a fully realised example of how barriers to art education can be 

negotiated successfully, and one that remains viable to this day. By demonstrating 

the potential long-term engagement and output made possible by investment in arts 

education - the provision of appropriate resources, strong tutorship, access to 

institutions and cross-community involvement - the Ashington Group project 

continues to provide an exemplar and a motivating force for both learners and 

learning providers. 

This is particularly relevant when considering how art education can be meaningfully 

established outside of a formalised structure or institutional standard. Lyon’s ability to 

successfully bridge the established academic art world and these industrial workers, 

against a backdrop of workers’ education in the region and an era of societal conflict, 

is a timely reminder of the importance of inclusive, sympathetic, diverse and rigorous 

arts education being available to learners, and taught by educators, from a broad 

social spectrum. Whilst this is a matter of personal concern, I feel this principle was 

also one felt deeply by Lyon.110  

 

A further issue raised by this research, is the impact of a mutually complimentary 

relationships within the learning environment beyond its temporal existence. 

Establishing a more thorough understanding of the Group’s relationship to Lyon 

whilst he was teaching, how the Group reacted to the end of that period, and then 

how they continued to work long after the classes had finished, is a key area of 

knowledge that helps understand the role of independence and guidance within 

creative practice. A more accurate picture of the project’s timeline, and therefore the 

relationships that existed within it, is also beneficial as a matter of historical accuracy 

on an essential level.   

 

Lyon’s early instruction to ‘paint what you know’ cemented a defining factor within the 

Ashington Group. By concentrating the Group on a shared, personal subject matter 

he provided a focus that was, by its nature, their own area of expertise and not his. 

																																																								
110 As noted in Chapter 3.4, Lyon garnered a reputation as a ‘galvanic teacher’ and 
was recognised in his advocacy of a more open recruitment strategy during his work 
at Edinburgh College of Art. 
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The Group were encouraged, very competently, to define their specialism at a very 

early stage and this initial focus lasted throughout their entire career. 

 

Having established that many of the key Ashington Group artists, including some of 

those prominently represented in the Permanent Collection and other long-standing 

members, joined the Group post-Robert Lyon (and therefore had no direct contact) 

my research suggests the impact of Lyon’s methods beyond his physical presence. It 

also demonstrates another key characteristic of the Group; the capacity of the 

members to sustain both their own and the Group’s artistic practice independently 

once they had, under the initial guidance of Lyon, established an engaged, critical 

and motivated practice. 

 

As well as positive consequences of the Group’s early classes, my research has also 

highlighted various negative or problematic outcomes of the Ashington Group project. 

The members’ chosen subject matter established a process of story-telling and 

documentation of their societal position; whilst this was an important development in 

their education and development as artists, it is arguably one of the reasons the 

Group became pigeon-holed within the paternalistic, socially-constructed narrative 

that came to dominate their legacy. 

 

The persistence of this subject matter as a conscious representation of and by the 

Group, being visibly prevalent in the Permanent Collection, is likely to have been 

encouraged by public and art establishment feedback, including Lyon. I would argue 

that the Group’s continued exhibition career, beyond the initial demonstration of 

Lyon’s ‘experiment in art’, revealed that members made work with an external 

audience in mind. That the intentions of the project had now become less exclusively 

educational, could suggests a weakness, fallibility or transience of Lyon’s approach 

as a purely pedagogical method. 

 

I would assert however, that this progression from the projects’ original purpose was 

ultimately a positive development for the Group more generally. The broader 

motivation of expression was still an edifying one, and although the Permanent 

Collection evidences self-censorship of the Group’s work, Pitmen Painters Unseen 

evidences that the Group continued to paint more diverse subjects privately – the 

expanded scope of work demonstrates that they were not dissuaded from making, 
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only exhibiting, work of a type outside the popular narrative. The Group developed an 

enquiring approach to art education, individually and collectively – since they 

continued to prioritise education as their primary motivation, they retained a freedom 

not to exclusively conform to commercial pressures.  

“Often that is where the part-time artist scores over his academically trained 
counterpart. We often know what to paint without knowing how, whereas the 
trained artist knows how without knowing what to paint. He can paint what he 
likes, how he likes and when he likes without offending his patrons or losing 
his livelihood: from our point of view the greatest advantage of all.”  
(Oliver Kilbourn quoted in Feaver, 2009)  
 

This awareness of the Group’s position and Kilbourn’s optimism towards their 

successful yet peripheral position in the art world, suggests a savvy clarity of thought 

regarding their appeal, directly based on their founding as an educational, rather than 

artistic, unit. That the Group continued to exhibit a typical style of work was due to 

their own rule. 

 

My research has also addressed many of the questions around materials left 

unanswered by existing work. This aspect of the study, understanding how and why 

Lyon introduced certain materials to the practice, and how the Group continued to 

use those materials (or not), was of absolute significance to me as a painter.  

 

On a very practical basis, Lyon’s thesis outlined his teaching methods in relation to 

certain techniques and purposes, and this provided crucial details about what the 

Group actually used in their sessions. This was effective in resolving a number of 

anomalies and substantial gaps of knowledge caused, I would argue, by a relative 

lack of attention given to this practical perspective, both during the Group’s lifetime 

and since. This new information is therefore very helpful in correcting, completing 

and interpreting archive documentation.  

 

Lyon’s focus on the creative experience of the Ashington Group, as evidenced in his 

thesis, provides a clear outline of how their handling of tools and materials enabled 

their appreciation of the work of others and, as they became more comfortable using 

those tools, contributed to their own personal enrichment.  

 

There is, however, an interesting dichotomy between his intention and the outcomes, 

as it is evident that, over time, the Group used materials not only to develop deeper 
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understanding of other artists’ work (painting to learn) but to communicate their own 

concerns as artists themselves (painting to teach). This demonstrates a 

contradictory, complex motivation within the Group, which manifested itself in their 

evolving choices of materials throughout their career. An awareness of this 

complexity is necessary to appreciate the motivations surrounding the Group’s use of 

materials, and to dislodge more superficial assumptions about their use of ‘low’ 

materials generally. 

 

Various media articles and catalogue introductions, particularly from the early 

exhibitions in their career,111 note the Group’s use of predominantly poor quality 

materials in their work, and this focus became so ingrained in the narrative that it 

often took prominence over any discussion of the paintings beyond perfunctory 

descriptions and clichés. Whilst those early observations and reports may have been 

fair at the time, the lack of accurate material observation made of Ashington Group’s 

work since is problematic and implies the naivety of the Group’s early methods 

existed throughout their career. 

 

I was able to demonstrate that across the expanded span of their career, the Group 

predominantly used a range of high quality and conventional artists’ materials,112 and 

learned increasingly sophisticated techniques. This in turn demonstrated that 

members made choices based on preference rather than ignorance, and beyond the 

early stages of the project used materials commonly expected of serious artists.  

 

Certain evidence, particularly regarding media-specific techniques, was only found 

through a study of Lyon’s own account of his teaching methods, for example, their 

use of egg tempera, a technique that requires substantial preparation and a precise 

application. Since no known work using this technique survives, this knowledge 

about the Group could only have been attained via close study of Lyon’s teaching.  

 

																																																								
111 For example, Janet Adam Smith’s article in The Listener, 1937, and the Catalogue 
of the Exhibition of Paintings by Members of The University Tutorial Class Ashington, 
1938 
112 All works in the Permanent Collection after 1943 and some before are executed in 
more typical materials. New consideration of William Dobson’s paint box, held in the 
archive confirms the use of higher quality materials. See Appendix G. for a full list. 
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This broader understanding also addresses my unease as a painter, regarding 

Lyon’s approach and the seemingly inherent contradiction within the existing 

accounts of the Ashington Group - namely Lyon’s attempt to teach high art principles 

using ‘low’ or non-art materials. By studying Lyon’s teaching methods, I could 

appreciate that, in addition to technical exercises and experimentation, the members 

were encouraged to make work in whichever medium that they felt most comfortable 

expressing themselves. Lyon’s thesis also suggests that, since the Group 

endeavoured to replicate ‘the more elaborate and costly materials of the professional. 

(Lyon, 1942, p.97) that they were knowledgeable about ideal materials for a subject 

even if they were not available. Lyon’s teaching balanced experiential learning with 

contextual knowledge. 

 

By challenging generalisations around the Group’s educational, conceptual and 

technical standards, my research into Lyon’s pedagogical approach has expanded 

knowledge of the Ashington Group’s history, and this in turn allows for an enhanced 

appreciation of the Group’s output. By understanding the practical methods and 

motivations of the Group as students, I have offered a stronger position to assess 

their creative legacy. 

  
8.2 How can enhancing the Ashington Group public display better reflect their 
inherent criticality, creative motivation and material sophistication, thereby 
improving understanding? 
 
Having become aware of various sensitivities around the Ashington Group story - 

both protective and critical of the nostalgic nature of the Group’s known legacy, 

rather than simply ‘updating’ the existing story with new images, I tried to 

complement the familiar stories and expand the history of the Group through more 

complex means. It was important to me to that the flawed narratives and stereotypes 

that I encountered at the early stages of my research, were not replicated and 

strengthened by further emphasis. I therefore consciously looked to expand public 

display and knowledge from the very roots of the Ashington Group project, rather 

than bolstering the existing narrative’s façade.  

 

My concern that the Ashington Group Art Group should ideally be understood first 

and foremost by viewing their own work, with critical respect and ideally in person, 
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has been prominent throughout my research. The most acute example of this issue is 

that the most publically accessed depiction of the Group is a fictionalised portrayal in 

Hall’s play, not their actual paintings. I would certainly not want Hall’s drama to be 

any less popular, especially given its intentions and positive impact in raising 

awareness of the Group; merely that the actual artefacts of the project become more 

buoyant and visible alongside it.  

 

A defining factor of the Group, and one that sets their work apart in visibility and 

accessibility, is the story’s geographical location. The Permanent Collection remains 

appropriately sited in Ashington, a town which is just as remote to a mass arts 

audience now as it ever was.113 The relative isolation of the primary source of the 

Group’s output – the actual paintings and resources at Woodhorn, compared to 

country-wide and international theatre tours - is a large contributing factor to the 

dominance of Hall’s interpretation of the Ashington Group over their actual work. I 

attempted to address (though not resolve) this imbalance by producing two new 

exhibition publications, Pitmen Painters Unseen and The Ashington Paintings, in 

addition to the existing catalogue of the Permanent Collections works. This was an 

attempt to increase the mobility of the images by reproduction, and expand the 

potential critical reach beyond the exhibition site. In addition to private copies sold 

online and at Woodhorn museum, the catalogues are also accessible by The British 

Library, University libraries, historical archives, trusts and local authorities,114 

encouraging further engagement with the expanded display of Ashington Group 

works ongoing.    

 

Even at the point of viewing the Ashington Group work in person, my research has 

demonstrated that the Permanent Collection, as the most comprehensive public 

example of the Group’s legacy, is not a perfect source by which to judge the 

Ashington Group’s output. Through the re-examination and analysis of the 

Permanent Collection, I have demonstrated that the main public display of Ashington 

Group work was not fully representative of their career; it was disproportionately 

																																																								
113 It is arguably more difficult to travel to Ashington and Woodhorn via public 
transport two decades into the 21st Century, than it was before the 1964 railway 
closure. 
114 For example, Newcastle University, the East London Group custodians, the 
Ashington Group Trustees and the Mass Observation archive at Bolton Museum & 
Library Service.	
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weighted towards the Lyon years and the remaining works represent the Group’s 

timeline incompletely. Whilst it is of course, incredibly positive to have so much early 

work preserved, the gaps in later representation leave more than half of the Group’s 

lifespan incompletely accounted for. Understanding the broader timeline and 

relationships within the Group’s career was important to my research, since 

acknowledging membership factors (such as who suggested subjects, how and when 

work was added to the Permanent Collection, who was present in the Group but not 

represented) was necessary to successfully interrogate the efficiency of the existing 

public display.  

Unlike the gaps in the time frame, it was not possible, simply by examining the 

existing records, to know exactly what pieces the Group might have produced but 

omitted from the collection. Knowing what was not represented, thereby actively 

testing the limitations of the Permanent Collection, required additional, unknown and 

atypical works to be successfully sourced. By demonstrating that unknown works did 

exist from across the Ashington Group’s career, my research not only identified a 

potential for limitation, it also demonstrated that my concerns about representation 

were, in fact, justified (with examples of expanded subject matter, varied professional 

techniques, ranges of media, different creative motivations, a broader range of 

subject and object matter, and even a broader range of artists.) I then also addressed 

those limitations, filling gaps in the existing narrative to provide an improved 

understanding of the Group’s career. Importantly, this was done publically by 

presenting the members’ own work, simply and respectfully, with little additional 

narrative required in the exhibition space.  

 

An unexpected consequence of assessing the limitation of the current existing public 

display, with the intention of giving an increased focus to the Ashington Group’s own 

motivation, was that it highlighted the inherent control and criticality the Group held 

over their own legacy. Whilst I have argued that showing a wider range of work 

demonstrates increased capability and skill in the Group, the decisive restriction of 

public output also demonstrates a serious criticality on behalf of the members. By 

building only a selectively representative collection, the Ashington Group 

demonstrated that they were discerning and astute with regard to exactly what their 

audience should see of their overall career - in their future, and not just their own 

immediate present. This strategic awareness, what we might now call ‘future-
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proofing’, is uncommon among amateur artists and gives greater insight to the 

Group’s mindfulness of cultural heritage and representation. 

 

This critical awareness can also be seen by comparing the subject matter of the 

Permanent Collection with Pitmen Painters Unseen, and the subtle shift in weight 

between representations of members’ professional lives (more dominant in 

Permanent Collection) and their locality, domestic and social lives (more dominant in 

Pitmen Painters Unseen). Although both exhibitions contained work about 

employment and leisure, the imbalance towards one area or the other suggests that 

the Group applied a similar valuation for the Permanent Collection as the media and 

public had. In their public exhibition career, though not in their private practices, they 

presented their lives as workers before they were artists, billed only as artists by 

association to their profession. The fact that the Group curated the Permanent 

Collection themselves demonstrates that they believed that professional aspect of 

their artwork was likely to be deemed most interesting or authentic to an external 

audience. Importantly, the Unseen exhibition demonstrates that their labour role was 

not, as might be believed without this expanded display, the limit of their artistic 

interest.  

 

Whilst I am confident that the Group naturally wanted to portray themselves as 

competent artists to audiences, I also feel the omission of many quality pieces of 

artwork from the Permanent Collection further confirms their interest in self-curation 

and control over their public image. By favouring certain types of work for public 

display and preservation (though not necessarily for production and private 

distribution) the Group have demonstrated a considered criticality, showing that 

legacy pieces were chosen for more complex reasons, to present a group identity, 

rather than artistic ability or creative innovation.  

 

This is important as it helps disprove the perception of the Group as naïve and 

passive towards their practice, position and legacy. I believe the members 

appreciated that a level of directness in their work would potentially be more 

attractive to certain audiences with existing preconceptions about their work. Their 

awareness has played a role in establishing what, I would argue, are now certain 

flaws in the Ashington Group’s legacy, which subsequently became emphasised and 

firmly established beyond the Group’s lifetime. The additional agency and authority 
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they exerted over their own representation was naturally removed when the 

members died, and other figures, individual and institutional, became the more 

dominant arbitrators of their story. The Permanent Collection remained in place with 

its curatorial limitations, however the ability to supplement that display with additional 

and personal context, to elaborate and correct, was lost as the individual members 

gradually became detached from their own history.  

 

Throughout my research there emerged a subtle interplay between the Group’s 

waveringly successful control over matters of representation and matters of 

interpretation. The critical control exerted by Group in order to protect their legacy, by 

deprioritising the public display of non-typical artwork and controlling the content of 

the Permanent Collection, shows a careful and perceptive control over their own 

representation as ‘The Ashington Group’. The disintegration of that control beyond 

their lifetime, as their work and history became overshadowed by characterisations 

and fictions, has led to an unintended detachment and distortion of the audience’s 

accurate interpretation of the Ashington Group.  

 

By developing a more comprehensive view of the Ashington Group’s history, my 

research has attempted to compensate for the loss of the artists’ voice and the 

important role played by members in giving more detail or explanation about their 

work; this has included longer stories and deeper explanations around the various 

contradictions and complexities evident in their legacy. More generally, when artists 

are characterised, eulogised and fictionalised there is a risk that viewers will cease to 

appreciate the personal experience and motivations that contribute to a work. The 

same problem occurs whether the artist is working as an individual or as part of a 

unified Group. As a fellow artist attempting to better understand, translate and 

present the Ashington Group’s approach, the balance between representation and 

interpretation has been a conscious concern throughout the research.  

 

A consequence of both my archival and curatorial research, was the re-emergence of 

the personalities of the Ashington Group alongside that of their artwork, an effect 

paralleled by the personal redress of Robert Lyon through close examination of his 

MA thesis, and dialogue with his descendants. By presenting a broader, more 

rounded and personal body of work, viewers can appreciate and interpret the 

Ashington Group’s lives and artwork with much greater empathy. Rather than simply 
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a nostalgic or historical representation of a bygone industrial community, the 

expanded display emphasises that they were not just mine workers; they had 

families, pets and hobbies, they gardened, and debated, they worried and studied 

and loved - they had lives, and relatively long ones.  

 

Whilst this observation of the extended view does not demonstrate a heightened 

criticality or technical capacity in the Ashington Group work directly, it does 

demonstrate that the artists were living, thinking, men with ambitions, not merely flat-

capped caricatures. In addition to the extended subject matter, my inclusion of the 

portraits of some of the members in the Pitmen Painters Unseen exhibition115 was a 

reminder of this. I intended this as a subtle way of presenting the Ashington Group 

members to be judged critically, according to their artistic contribution; my habeas 

corpus moment for the Ashington Group. I would argue that the expansion of the 

Ashington Group narrative by extended public display is an important development of 

the viewers’ understanding by humanising, rather than sentimentalising these artists.  

 

The contradiction, between expanding visibility of the Group’s work whilst 

demonstrating their own criticality, is just one of the complexities I grappled with as 

part of the research process. The Group’s work, as became increasingly clear, was 

created with multiple, individual and collective motivations, and carries with it fittingly 

far-reaching issues. Whilst coming from a place of self-recognised need, and an 

educational position, the Group very quickly gained agency over their artistic 

practice, allowing the work to develop reflexively and responsively, both to their own 

paths of enquiry and to the interest of the audience. Despite showing an interest in, 

and being exposed to, cutting edge contemporaneous Modern Art and abstract or 

experimental pieces, their public work remained overwhelmingly figurative, diaristic 

and documentarian.  

 

Far from signifying an inflexibility or incapacity for artistic development, I would argue 

that this persistence in affirming an increasingly personal subject matter through 

painting, despite amassing a wider scope of influence through experience, is actually 

a common aspect of serious creative practice. It brought to mind a quote by an artist 

that I became attached to as a young painter; speaking of his own rejection of the 

																																																								
115 Photographs by Mik Critchlow and Sirkka-Liisa Kontinen. 
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prevalent dogmas of his art education, Chuck Close said, “the most interesting thing 

for me is to back yourself into a corner where no one else’s answers will fit. You will 

somehow have to come up with your own personal solutions to this problem that you 

have set for yourself because no one else’s answers are applicable”.116 That the 

Ashington Group painted their corner of the world so persistently shows, I would 

argue, a deep commitment to their practice. 

As well as the subjective concerns of the Group, the expanded display of works also 

gives additional examples of the material considerations of the individual artists; this 

was a key point of interest to me as a painter and was an issue that I felt had been 

overshadowed by the social narrative around the Ashington Group’s story.  

Some pieces in Pitmen Painters Unseen demonstrate very clear departures from the 

familiar public display, for example wood carvings and lead sculptures. The 

members’ ability to make coherent and competent sculptures, both abstract and 

figurative, is one of the most immediately visible developments in the public display 

and highlights the deficiency of the ‘Pitmen Painters’ cliché; simply put, they did more 

than just paint, a seemingly inconvenient point excluded from most representations of 

their story. It also demonstrates, however, that since there are no examples of non-

paintings held in the Permanent Collection,117 that the Group did not see this work as 

an appropriate means to promote their public persona or legacy, further supporting 

the suggestion that the collective identity of the Ashington Group was carefully and 

critically curated towards their dominant material output - namely paintings of pitmen. 

 

The expanded collection of work also demonstrates examples of both a broader, and 

higher standard of painting technique than was evident in much the Permanent 

Collection. Works such as Washing Day (Figure 30) and Pay Night (Figure 27) by 

Oliver Kilbourn show a sophisticated level of experimentation with the materials. 

Other works, such as Len Robinson’s Wansbeck Bridge (Figure 32) demonstrate a 

dexterity and precision in the artists’ paint handling, at a level far beyond some of the 

works shown in the Permanent Collection. Whilst the primary importance of these 

																																																								
116 Close has used anecdotal variations on this theme, repeatedly in filmed and 
written interviews over the decades. This example can be found in an interview in 
Inside the Painter’s Studio (Fig, 2009, pp.42-3).	
117 With the notable exception of Oliver Kilbourn’s 1938 suite of seven ink drawings 
entitled ‘A Boy’s Day’, an autobiographical sequential visual narrative, depicting the 
beginnings of his career in the mines. He expanded on this theme much later in the 
1970s for his ‘My Life as a Pitman’ solo exhibition. 
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observations is that it shows a high level of capability in the Ashington Group artists, 

these qualities are also noteworthy as they evidence significant improvement - of 

continued practice and dedication amongst the individual artists over an extended 

period of time. This long-term commitment to their practice, whilst clear from the 

Feaver text and the 1971 BBC film that he helped commission, is not made clear in 

either the dominant portrayal of Hall’s play or in the limited timescale of works 

included in the Permanent Collection. It is a missing detail, I believe, that has 

subsequently led to an underestimation and under appreciation of the lived 

experience of the members, both in terms of duration of their commitment and depth 

of their continued practice.  

 

By making it clear that there is more to the Ashington Group than the limited existing 

portrayals, I hope to have encouraged audiences to be more questioning of the 

familiar narrative. I also hope that my research increases awareness that, whilst 

viewers should form judgements based on the work they can see themselves, the 

history of the Group is more complex and far-reaching than can be represented in 

just one room.  

 

The positive reception by the public118 of Pitmen Painters Unseen alongside the 

Permanent Collection, both by new audiences and by those already familiar with the 

Group’s oeuvre, offers insights in to the perceived competence, quality and relevance 

of the work by different audiences and suggests that the expansion of the Ashington 

Group’s visible breadth does effectively enrichen the existing display, demonstrating 

that the members’ work is in its own right, substantial and thought-provoking. 

 

My research has highlighted other gaps in knowledge and the public display which I 

would like to investigate further, but which were not possible to address within this 

project. For example, due to logistics and timescale, I was unable to access the 

private Sutherland Collection and the Lyon Collection, both of which contain 

Ashington Group works. (I have been granted access to view these collections but 

unfortunately not within the time constraints of the research.) This access may have 

further informed my understanding of the Group by offering more work for display. It 

would also have provided an unparalleled insight in to the personal taste and 

																																																								
118 Evidenced in the viewer comments and exhibition feedback shown in Appendix M. 
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judgement of perhaps the two most influential early associates and honorary 

members of the Ashington Group -  their founding inspiration, confidante and tutor 

Robert Lyon, and their advocate and patron, Helen Sutherland. By accessing these 

specific collections in the future, I would hope to gain a greater understanding of the 

curatorial preferences of these influential figures, and hence any potential of 

persuasion towards a particular style or direction for the members. I also suspect 

those collections may contain particularly strong examples of the members work as 

critical artists, due to the access Lyon and Sutherland had to the Group.  

In conclusion to this question, the expanded scope of Ashington Group work has 

offered examples of various types of work that were not represented in the existing 

public display; works from a broader, more complete timescale, a more varied yet 

congruent range of subject matter, evidence of higher technical standards and a 

diverse range of media. This has enabled a better understanding of both the 

individual artists’ and the Group’s approach to defining and preserving their legacy, 

and hence a more realistic position through which to assess their practical 

motivations and physical output. This expanded scope and improved understanding 

is an essential factor in supporting a stronger narrative around the Ashington Group 

story, based on their actual, not adapted, history and work. 

 
8.3 Can this increased understanding meaningfully inform contemporary 
practice?  
 
Contemporary practice is a broad and varied term; however, I have focused on three 

key aspects here: contemporary practice as a private painter, contemporary practice 

as creative curator, and contemporary practice as an exhibiting artist. Within my 

research, these different areas are deeply and indissolubly connected. 

 

The deeper understanding gained by this research has generated the two new 

exhibitions presented within this thesis, informing both curatorial and painting 

practices. Presented together as Pitmen Painters Resurfacing, the new curated 

exhibition of Ashington Group work, Pitmen Painters Unseen, was a physical 

manifestation of the expanded knowledge established by my research, and my new 

body of work, The Ashington Paintings, was a direct response to it. The new works in 

my show are inextricably linked to that of the Ashington Group, taking influence from 

both the conceptual framework (an engagement with a landscape) but also with the 
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format and techniques they employed. This work could not exist without my study of 

the Group, and the expanded position it engendered. I will discuss the impact of the 

research on my own practice further below, however the very existence of the new 

exhibitions is immediate evidence of an informative and deeper engagement. 

 

Many of the curatorial issues around producing the Pitmen Painters Unseen 

exhibition have been discussed in my consideration of Question (ii), so I will mainly 

focus on the impact of the work on painting, rather than curatorial practice. I would, 

however, like to note some of key conceptual, rather than practical, observations 

around that part of the research. 

 

The curatorial process, whilst presenting works made by non-contemporary artists, 

invited the act of a contemporary viewing. Establishing the Ashington Group’s work 

beyond the easily recognised narrative, challenged assumptions and exposed new 

areas of interest, demonstrating that their existing work could be viewed in a new 

light. It also enabled the conceptual framework established by the Group and Lyon to 

be critically revisited.  

 

Having asserted that the exhibitions were a direct, logical result of the research 

process, I have also made the case that the exhibition formation, both curation and 

painting, were not only appropriate but essential research methods to interrogate 

findings and assumptions, establish a deeper understanding of the Ashington Group, 

and produce knowledge and insights unavailable through other means. 

 

Whilst this curatorial research can be recognised as a method of broadening public 

awareness of the Ashington Group’s work, the process has also been of unexpected 

benefit to my own position as a painter. It demonstrated elements of flexibility, 

vulnerability and control on behalf of the Group over their work, which I had not fully 

appreciated beforehand and was an incredibly informative process in and of itself, 

offering insight and ideas beyond the knowledge that emerged from the resulting 

exhibition. 

 

Having widened the range of finished work available to view, my increased focus on 

the Ashington Group’s methods and materials also informed a new approach to 

making my own work, physically, practically and conceptually.  
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Practically, my research affected various elements of making work, for example, 

supports and clear ground colour retention, speed and paint application techniques, 

size and volume of work. My adoption of the Group’s techniques rather than their 

subject matter provides a new position on how a contemporary practitioner might 

engage with historical work in a non-literal way. Whilst there are direct references 

within some works, there is never verbatim translation or comparison between the old 

and new works. My approach aimed to be a more intuitively informed method than 

simply a mimetic reflection and the whole exercise was analogous to Lyon’s ‘Seeing 

by Doing’ methods - The Ashington Paintings demonstrate my own contemporary 

practice, as informed by that of the Group, through a shared focus on communicating 

personal experience through painting. 

 

In the first instance, my research into the Ashington Group’s work informed me about 

the town and the members’ various relations to their locale, through their paintings. 

By assessing their subject matter and stylistic decisions, I appreciated their view of 

the area from a perspective that was not my own; their knowledge, their pride, their 

concerns, their passing observations and their deep-rooted associations. My 

enhanced appreciation of how the members viewed and communicated their 

interests materially allowed me to recognise existing differences and similarities 

between my own viewpoint and theirs - historical, political, intellectual, geographical 

or, as a painter, stylistic and professional. This demonstrated the importance of this 

research as a creative process, and supported my assertion that the Group’s work 

should be considered seriously as paintings, and by a painter. 

  

A second important consideration regarding the study of site through painting, is how 

my research informed the conception of physical work. Even the fact that the 

response to Ashington and the Group is through painting is itself noteworthy, as 

previous explorations have been in different media - photography, theatre, dance, 

biography and so on. Fundamentally, the new work was dependant on the 

conceptual and practical activity of the documentation of a landscape. I found myself 

physically in spaces I would not have otherwise visited, were it not for the earlier 

engagement of Ashington Group artists. Whilst my experience of Ashington by no 

means equates to the lifelong residence of the Ashington Group, I was mindful of 

Lyon’s point (speaking here of Harry Wilson) ‘No amount of information or collection 
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of notes could convey the feeling which Wilson gets into his picture; it is the result of 

many years’ association with the scene…’ (Lyon, 1942, p.57).  

 

Whilst an admittedly reduced interpretation, I believe that my paintings were imbued 

with a familiarity that could only have been formed by a repeated, persistent and 

focused proximity to the sites within that locality, something I refer to as an inhabited 

painting practice. A more superficial engagement with the location would have made 

for weaker paintings. My deeper understanding of the Ashington Group’s timeline, 

their processes and motivation, and their work on this expanded scale, provided a 

personal structure within which to work.  

 
A point which emerged in various areas of my research, but which I found to be 

particularly poignant in the combined display of The Ashington Paintings and the two 

Ashington Group exhibitions, is the issue of continuation, stagnation and change. 

From my initial visits, I was immediately faced with an awareness of time, in and 

around Ashington; the superficial celebrations of industrial history in public art, 

contradicted by the evident lack of investment in the town’s current infrastructure - 

the focus on an unreachable past that undermines the present demand for a hopeful 

future. This lingering concern was evident in my initial textual research, as nostalgic 

and partial tales overshadowed the long history of the Group. It was apparent in my 

curatorial research, as unseen paintings of industrial progress and modernisation 

emerged from behind traditional manual labour scenes within the familiar public 

display. And it was present my new work, as my extended understanding of the 

Ashington Group activity filtered in to the quiet contemporary painting of their 

hometown as it exists now. 

  

This demonstrates a shared motivation and impact between the work in all three 

exhibitions, despite differences between how the final pieces are made and ultimately 

look; to document the matter of specific time and place, to do so through painting 

rather than photography, and to provide the viewer with a unique insider viewpoint of 

a moment that might not commonly, or traditionally, be considered worthy of paint.  

 

The timeless act of walking functioned as a creative undertaking, enriched by a focus 

on the vanished paths walked by the Group. While the geographical locations of the 
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walks remained, the routes now served a different purpose; their functions had 

shifted between my time and theirs.  

 

Firstly, the job of the landscape in many cases had changed, no longer servicing the 

excavation of coal. Secondly, the purpose of the walk itself had shifted - the route 

now had a different end, as the goal became the path and not the destination. Work 

now happened during the walk, not beginning at its end. This re-visitation of a 

changed landscape formed a critical part of the process, and a new way to enhance 

a walking practice with the quotidian routes of the past. The Ashington Paintings, as 

a body of work, are a particular take on history painting, but not the history of a 

specific event. As with the Ashington Group’s affected curation of their own legacy, 

the timescale in my paintings is something more nuanced, more elusive - a history 

that hides itself, that expunges its own traces yet remains ubiquitous, complicit in its 

erasure.  

 

An important consequence of this research, in relation to the temporal positioning of 

work, is that it demonstrates continuous influence and development within the field of 

painting, as viewers and as artists. Works that may previously have been considered 

appropriate only for fixed historical context and heritage purposes, can be critically 

evaluated to inspire new work and future artists. This is not only of importance to 

contemporary artists working with archives and collections, it is important to all 

contemporary artists who hope to be of critical relevance beyond their lifetime.  

 

This highlights another consequence that emerged from my attempt to expand the 

Ashington Group story; an isolated ‘cautionary tale’ for any contemporary artist 

concerned with how output and identity can be skewed to tell a simpler story. Even 

with supportive intentions or superficially positive outcomes (sales, public recognition, 

support from a select audience etc.), artists’ intentions can easily be misinterpreted, 

undervalued or reported in unhelpfully narrow terms. The long-term effects of this are 

rarely evaluated and whilst many artists are aware of the risks of their ideas being co-

opted or misinterpreted through the commercial process, more complex debates 

around ‘pigeon-holing’, exoticism and tokenistic involvement of minority, outsider and 

under-represented artists are still raging and largely unresolved within contemporary 

art institutions.  
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Again, in relation to the research’s relevance to, and ability to inform aspects of 

contemporary painting, by presenting The Ashington Paintings and Pitmen Painters 

Unseen alongside the Permanent Collection (a combination of archival, curatorial 

and painting-practice based research) I took the opportunity to bring together 

accessible but manifold concepts and agents (histories, localities, professions, 

identities) and position them in a compatible and complimentary manner. Each 

exhibition provides a mutual new position for interpretation of the other, as well as 

functioning as distinct and discrete shows, encouraging the critical viewer to balance 

knowledge and intuition. The focus of the viewing is also subtly shifted to be primarily 

on the paintings as paintings, as opposed to artefacts or historical documents. In 

turn, the placement of the existing Ashington Group work alongside my own 

contemporary pieces, provides the viewer with a supportive context, an initial step, 

from which to approach the work.  

 

I believe this added context can also counter the potentially intimidating 

contemporary art environment, the ‘white cube’ gallery, thus welcoming a more 

diverse audience to enjoy and evaluate my work. In presenting and producing work 

that is both accessible and recognisable to a general audience, whilst also critically, 

conceptually and academically sound, a broad range of viewers can attribute and 

recognise their own cultural codes without explicit or divisive differentiation. The 

positive reception of The Ashington Paintings also demonstrates that the work was 

not a tenuous or superficial posturing of artists’ participation beside an historical or 

community collection.  

 

As evidenced in Appendix M, the exhibitions were fondly and critically well received 

by visitors, and invited further engagement within the contemporary art world. The 

contribution of supporting essays from respected critics helped to give the expanded 

view permanence, reach and a life beyond the three-month duration of the 

exhibitions - this also added a further level of intellectual legitimacy to the exhibitions, 

and embedded the research within the canon of professional art criticism. Additional 

evidence of The Ashington Painting’s critical success within contemporary art and 

painting circles is the acceptance and acclaim the work has received in shows 

beyond the original exhibition setting. The work has gone on to garner critical and 

peer recognition; selections of the works have been shown in London, Leeds, 

Manchester and Newcastle. 
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My research has demonstrated that the work of the Ashington Group is the product of 

a unique set of circumstances over an extended period in time. It is not reducible to a 

singular reading and represents the output of a changing group of men of different 

generations, different experiences and different motivations. It is certainly capable of 

informing contemporary practice; the Ashington Group legacy is more complex than 

the nostalgic readings prevalent in heritage and touristic contexts suggest, and 

benefits from extended, empathic and respectful consideration.  

 

The ongoing health of the Ashington Group legacy is of importance to many different 

figures and organisations: the Ashington Group Trustees (of which I am now part) 

and Woodhorn Museum, the relatives of the original members and patrons, and the 

local community of Ashington. It is also an important example of the essential, 

humanising role of arts and education throughout society. Far from a mere time 

capsule, the work of The Ashington Art Group remains a vital document of a period in 

British working class history, a reminder of the multiplicities inherent within the 

History of Art, and a call to arms for the ongoing possibilities of growth and 

improvement, integral to artistic practice. 

 

The group represented for artists... the egalitarian spirit of art and its 

democratic potential (Trotter, 1996 p.12) 

 

 

 
Figure 53. The Ashington Art Group, pictured with Robert and Mabel Lyon, 1960s. 
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Appendices.
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Appendix A. 
 

Pitmen Painters Unseen Installation Photography 
Installed at Woodhorn Museum, May 26th to September 16th 2018. 

Photography by Colin Davison 
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Appendix B.  
 

Pitmen Painters Unseen Catalogue  
(Originally landscape format, this has been re-formatted and resized to fit within the 

required format for submission of this thesis)	
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Appendix C.  
The Ashington Paintings Installation Photography 

Installed at Woodhorn Museum, May 26th to September 16th 2018. 
Photography by Colin Davison 
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Installed at the Ex Libris Gallery, Newcastle University, January 20th to 31st 2019. 
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Appendix D.  
The Ashington Paintings Catalogue  

(Originally landscape format, this has been re-formatted to fit within the required 
format for submission of this thesis) 
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Appendix E. 
Rule Book Images 
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Appendix F. 
Ashington Group Exhibition History Timeline 

 
1. Hatton Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, November 1936 
2. Grosvenor Square, London, April 1937 (Part of the First British Artists’ 
Congress, in the Working Men’s Groups section) 
3. Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, March 1938 
4. Bensham Grove Settlement, Gateshead, October 1938, (‘They Paint Their 
Own Lives – An exhibition by bus drivers, housewives, miners, postmen, 
sailors etc.’) which toured to Wertheim Gallery, Peckham Health Centre, 
Fulham Town Hall, London in 1938 and Mansfield Museum and Art Gallery, 
Glasgow, March 1939  
5. Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, June 1941 
6. Lefevre Gallery, London, August 1942 
7. National Gallery of Scotland, December 1942 
8. Miners’ Welfare Institute, Ashington 1943 
9. Hanover Gallery, London, October 1948 (Part of Sunday Painters exhibition) 
10. Various UK locations, 1948-9 (Ashington Group section in ‘Art By The 
Miner’, NCB Touring exhibition) 
11. Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, 1959 
12. Studio Hut, Ashington Arts Festival, 1964 
13. Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, 1970-1 (Part of Helen Sutherland 
Collection, Arts Council show) 
14. Durham (DLI Museum), Sunderland, Sheffield, Manchester, Cardiff, 
Whitechapel Art Gallery 1972-3 (Ashington Group Touring Exhibition) 
15. Akademie Der Künste, East Berlin, February 1977 
16. NCB HQ, Hobart House, London, April 1977 
17. Hayward Gallery, London 1979 (part of ‘Thirties’) 
18. Rotterdam, Netherlands Tour 1978 
19. Beijing, Datong, Taiyun, Fushun, Shenyang, British Council Tour of China 1980 
20. Science Museum, London, Swansea, Stoke-on-Trent, DLI Durham, 
Nottingham 1983 (part of Coal – British Mining in Art 1680 – 1980) 
21. Woodhorn Colliery Museum, Ashington 1989 
22. Northumbria University Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, 1996 (Paintings from 
Woodhorn Colliery Museum – The Ashington Group 
23. Woodhorn Museum, Ashington 2006 (Dedicated gallery) 
24. Northumbria University Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, 2007 
25. National Theatre, London, 2007 
26. National Theatre, London, 2009 
27. Volks Theatre, Vienna, 2009 
28. Woodhorn Museum, Ashington, 2018 (Pitmen Painters Unseen) 
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Appendix G.  
List of Contents of William John Dobson’s Paint Box 

Box 
Metal box, engraved Winsor & Newton French Pen Paint box 
 
Paint   

Supplier Range Colours 
Rowney Artists Oil  Azo Yellow 
Rowney Georgian Oil 
 

Burnt Sienna 
Burnt Umber 
Zinc White 
Ivory Black 

Winsor & Newton Artists Oil 
 

Flake White No1 
Brown Madder 
Chrome Green No 2 
Van Dyke Brown 
Light Red 

Winsor & Newton Student Oil 
 

Flake White 
Ultramarine Deep 

Reeves Polymer Colours White  
Goya Oil Colour by Reeves 
 

Indian Red 
Burnt Sienna 
Viridian 
French Ultramarine 
Monastral Blue 
Alizarin Crimson 
Mauve 
Yellow Ochre 

Winsor & Newton ‘For French Pen 
Painting’ 
 

Alizarin Crimson 
Burnt Sienna 
Deep Chrome 

Le Franc & Co 
‘For Decoration Artists’ 

Vert Veronese 
Outremier No 2 

 
Varnish 
Rowney Artists Picture Varnish – Bought from Tallantyre Wallpapers 
  
Brushes 
Selection of mainly hog bristle (fitches), some small squirrel brushes. Rowney Series 
110, Series 118, Series 134 (sable size 4), Reeves student squirrel series 164, some 
well-worn unbranded cheap bristle brushes. Rowney brushes look to have been 
bought as a set, similar age and wear. 
 
Books/Notes/Papers 
Hints & Ideas By A Practical Man For Impractical People by Horace Lingard.  
Instructional Book – colour recipes, notes on artisanal skills as well as picture 
making: coach painting, sign writing, gilding etc. (See Bibliography). 
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Appendix H. 
Selection of Condition Reports by Bacon & Bacon. 

OK or WF refer to dates given by Oliver Kilbourn and William Feaver respectively. 
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Appendix I. 
List of works in the Permanent Collection with structural issues 

 
Artist Title Year Medium & Support Issue 

Identified 
Harry Wilson Ashington Colliery  c.1936  Oil on paper  

 
 
 
 

Uneven 
surface 
sheen, 

dull spots, 
sinking in 

 

Harry Wilson Committee Meeting  1937 Oil or Walpamur on plywood 
John Dobson  The Pugmill   Walpamur on wallboard  
George Brown  Coal Tubs off the Way   Oil on fibreboard  
Oliver Kilbourn Progging the Mat  1938 Oil on canvas   
Oliver Kilbourn Building Air-Raid 

Shelters – Wartime  
c.1940 Oil on fibreboard 

Oliver Kilbourn Dawn – Ashington 
Colliery 

1949 Oil on card  

Fred Laidler Ventilator Repairs  1948 Oil on fibreboard  
Oliver Kilbourn Portrait of Doctor Bruce  1936   Watercolour on plywood   
Fred Laidler Clocking In  c.1948  Oil on chipboard  
Len Robinson  The Dunting Stone   Oil on fibreboard or 

beaverboard 
Len Robinson Rendez-vous Café, 

Newcastle 
1946 Oil on fibreboard  

George Blessed The Fish Wife  c.1938 Oil on plywood   
 
 
 
Warping or 
distortion of 

support 
 

Arthur Whinnom Pay Day c.1940 Oil or Walpamur on 
fibreboard  

Fred Laidler Fish and Chips  c.1948 Oil or Walpamur on card  
Fred Laidler Still Life c.1950 Oil on card or wallboard 
Fred Laidler Hauler Foundation  c.1948 Oil on card   
Len Robinson The Saw Pit  c.1946 Oil on millboard  
Oliver Kilbourn Coal-face Drawers  1950 Oil on fibreboard  
Oliver Kilbourn Station Bridge  1950  Oil on card  

John Dobson  The Pugmill   Walpamur on wallboard   
 
 
 

Fading 
 

George Brownrigg Shifting  c.1937  Walpamur on plywood   
Oliver Kilbourn Building Air-Raid 

Shelters – Wartime  
c.1940 Oil on fibreboard  

 
Oliver Kilbourn Half Time at the Rec  

 
c.1937  Watercolour on paper stuck to 

fibreboard  
Oliver Kilbourn North School Corner c.1947 Watercolour on paper on 

fibreboard  
Oliver Kilbourn Ammas  

 
c.1938  
 

Watercolour on paper on 
fibreboard 

W Crichton Pit Yard  
 

1947 Watercolour (more correctly 
bodycolour or tempera) on 
wallboard 

 
 
 

Visible 
support 
colour 

visible as 
pictorial 
device in 

the finished 
work 

Jimmy Floyd Loading Point 
 

1947 Watercolour and Bodycolour 
on card 

Oliver Kilbourn 
 

Cold Press 
 

1950 or 
1959 

Watercolour and chalk on 
card 

Oliver Kilbourn North School Corner 1947 Watercolour on paper stuck to 
fibreboard 

Oliver Kilbourn Salvage Drawers at 
Work 

1945 Watercolour and chalk on 
card 

Len Robinson Spring Fever 1946 Oil on Hardboard 
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Appendix J. 
Ashington Group works referenced, but not included as Figures in 

the main body of text 
 

	
George Brown, Portrait of My Uncle, Walpamur on Card, Date Unknown, Location Unknown, (image 

taken from R. Lyon thesis)  

	
Leslie Brownrigg, The Miner, Walpamur on card, stuck to board, 1935 
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W Crichton, Pit Yard, Watercolour and Bodycolour on Wallboard, 1947 

	

	

 
J Dobson, The Pugmill, Walpamur on Wallboard, Date Unknown 
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Jimmy Floyd, Loading Point, Watercolour and Bodycolour on Card, 1947 

	
Jimmy Floyd, Portrait of my Grandfather, Walpamur on card, Date Unknown, Location Unknown 
(image taken from R. Lyon thesis) 
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Andrew Foreman, The Bar - Playing Dominoes, Oil on Canvas, 1936 

	

	
Oliver Kilbourn, Building Air-raid Shelters, Wartime, Oil on Fibreboard, 1950 
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Oliver Kilbourn, Cold Press, Watercolour and Chalk on Card, 1945 

	

	
Oliver Kilbourn, Dawn – Ashington Colliery, Oil on Card, 1949 
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Oliver Kilbourn, North School Corner, Watercolour on Paper mounted on Fibreboard, 1947 

	
Oliver Kilbourn, Portrait of Doctor Bruce, Watercolour on Plywood, 1936 
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Oliver Kilbourn, Progging the Mat, Oil on Canvas, 1938 

	
	
	

	
Oliver Kilbourn, Salvage Drawers at Work, Watercolour and Chalk on Paper, 1945 
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Fred Laidler, Fish and Chips, Oil on Card, 1948 

	
Fred Laidler, Still Life, Oil on Card mounted on Wallboard, Date Unknown 
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Fred Laidler, The Saw Sharpener, Oil on Fibreboard, 1948 

	
Fred Laidler, The Sawyer, Oil on Fibreboard, Date Unknown 
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Fred Laidler, Ventilator Repairs, Oil on Fibreboard, 1948 

	

	
Tom McSloy, Re-setting Arch Girders – Surface, Oil on Board, 1946 
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Len Robinson, Spring Fever, Oil on Hardboard, 1946 

	
Len Robinson, The Bowler, Oil on Hardboard, 1950 
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Harry Wilson, Ashington Colliery 1936, Oil or Walpamur on Paper, 1936 

	
Harry Wilson, Committee Meeting, Oil or Walpamur on Plywood, 1937 
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Harry Wilson, The Convalescent, Walpamur on Card, Date Unknown, Location Unknown (image taken 
from R. Lyon thesis) 

	

	
	

Harry Wilson, The Xmas Tree 1950, Oil on marouflaged card, 1950 
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Appendix K. 
 

Narbi Price works referenced, but not included as Figures in the 
main body of text 

 

 
Narbi Price, Untitled Postbox Painting (15/06/96), Acrylic on Paper, 2016 

  
Narbi Price, Untitled Bench Painting (15/06/96), Acrylic on Paper, 2016 
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Narbi Price, Untitled Black Door Painting (304), Acrylic on Canvas, 2013 

 
Narbi Price, Untitled Flowers Painting (DB), Acrylic on Canvas, 2017 
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Narbi Price, Untitled Flowers Painting (KB for Ettrick), Acrylic on Canvas, 2017 

 
Narbi Price, Untitled Yard Painting (Albert), Acrylic on Canvas, 2016 
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Narbi Price, Untitled Yard Painting (Harold), Acrylic on Canvas, 2015 

	

 
Narbi Price, Untitled Club Painting, Acrylic on Canvas, 2015 
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Narbi Price, Untitled Slab Painting, Acrylic on Canvas, 2016 

	

	
Narbi Price, Untitled Well Painting, Acrylic on Canvas, 2013 
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Appendix L. 
Critical Essay by Nicholas Usherwood 

‘A Moral Life: Place and Memory – The Work of Narbi Price’ 
 

“Such [transcendent] symbols are with all of us everywhere and at all times; not only 
in the language and imagery of our cultural making, but in every most ordinary moment, 
every least scrap of the world around us, in the rhythms of our own body and in the 
lights and airs that fill the sky…” Theodore Roszak: Where the Wasteland Ends: 
Politics and Transcendence in Post-Industrial Society 
 
Despite the all too obvious signs of its imminent breakdown, we are still living within a 
secularised myth of progress, one that our urban-industrial society has encouraged us 
to believe in ever since the Enlightenment, one where the idea that the arts, all the 
arts, can still reach out for symbols of the transcendent vision of our place within this 
world, the sacred within us if you like, has come to seem essentially fanciful and 
quixotic. As William Blake saw only too clearly some two centuries ago, we have, since 
Newton, been living within a ‘single vision’ world, a scientific ‘map’ of a 
materialist/theoretical reality – useful for the sake of acquiring power-knowledge – but 
a world that really bears no relation to the sensual reality of the world as we experience 
it both for ourselves and through artists and poets; those figures who, as Theodore 
Roszak movingly observes, “…really look at the world – and look at it, and look at until 
they lovingly gaze it into their art; no explaining, no theorising, no generalising, no 
analysing… only the pure pleasure of seeing (or hearing or smelling or feeling).” 
 
All of this seems to me very germane to the subtle, slow-burn visual worlds explored 
in Narbi Price’s paintings over the last five years or so, urban and landscape scenes 
of apparent extreme ordinariness – graffiti-ed walls and underpasses, rows of garages, 
disused shop fronts, stretches of nondescript roads and bus shelters, fenced in 
woodlands, stagnant pools and dirty rivers, random slabs of concrete, scruffy 
grassland – framed from the photographs that Price uses to document the places in 
the first instance but then all painted with such a variety and intensity of marks, such 
richness of colour and intentionality of structure, that you at once become alert to the 
fact that something else is going on here, that while he is drawing our attention to the 
sheer beauty of the ordinary, the urban scene has become something rather more than 
a fashionable pretext for a bravura display of painterly skills. They are that of course 
but, then again, something else is, quite unmistakably going on in them. More or less 
from the moment he emerged as a mature painter, some 10 years or so ago, Price has 
been absorbed by the idea of giving visual shape to place histories – forgotten places 
such as in his paintings of the nondescript sites of Jack the Ripper murders (‘Shan’t 
Quit’) or a stretch of pavement in Venice where public executions used to take place, 
places of private significance – for example, a cement path where he was once 
attacked – or, as in his Codeword works for PAPER in Manchester where, in his 
paintings of two iconic sites where the notorious 1996 IRA Manchester bomb exploded 
(one of them the exact spot where the van carrying the bomb had been parked), 
personal histories of a city he had regularly visited as a teenager to the city’s music 
scene coalesced with an only too well remembered event. 
  
 Now, in one of his latest series of paintings, ‘The Ashington Paintings,’ recently 
exhibited at the Woodhorn Museum (formerly the Woodhorn Colliery Museum in 
Ashington) Price comes closer to home, to his Newcastle base – Ashington is less than 
20 miles north of the city – and attempts something perhaps even more complex, and 
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perhaps even more indeterminate, again. Ashington, as recently as the 80s labelled 
the largest mining village in the world, now has absolutely nothing of that history left 
other than can be found in that complex and often troubling term ‘heritage’ – the 
massive collieries that studded this landscape mostly vanished beneath tarmac, 
concrete, water or brown/greenfield sites. But nonetheless, most certainly, not quite 
nothing, for Ashington had, up to 1984, also been the home of one of the most 
celebrated amateur/non-professional painting groups in 20thC British Art, the 
Ashington Group, or as they have now more popularly become known, ‘The Pitmen 
Painters.’ First formed by a group of miners attached to the Workers’ Educational 
Association (WEA) in 1934, they met every Monday evening to discuss each other’s 
work and choose a new subject and receive instruction from a lecturer at Armstrong 
College, Newcastle, Robert Lyon, they had soon attracted the attention and admiration 
of professional artists, poets and anthropologists of the time, most notably Mass 
Observation, in the pre-war period. Post-war they were largely forgotten again until the 
miners’ strike and pit closures of the early 80s brought their remarkable work gradually 
back under public scrutiny – with a book, a play and public exhibitions. 
  
Price approaches their remarkable legacy with both subtlety and directness – the 
uniform size of his canvases echo those adopted by the group i.e. as large as could 
be comfortably tucked under the arm and taken to their meetings but the paintings 
themselves address a very different concern, the almost complete disappearance of 
the landscapes and scenes the Ashington Group painters would have known and often 
painted. The titles very often give the clue – Untitled Bus Stop Painting (The Hole), 
Untitled Slab Painting (Newbiggin), Untitled Posts Painting (QEII) or simply, Untitled 
Road Painting (Colliery) – while the paintings themselves put me in mind of the walker 
and self-styled mytho-geographer, Phil Smith’s remarkable reaction (when re-tracing 
writer W.G. Sebald’s troubled journey around Suffolk in ‘The Rings of Saturn’) to the 
landscape around Sizewell and nearby Leiston; “I walk through countryside-as-desert. 
I sense everywhere the erosion from the landscape of the ordinary lives of 
extraordinary people. The eternal present of total obliteration.” Price’s achievement, in 
these intensely resonant and profoundly Romantic paintings is somehow to give back 
to the urban landscape, however apparently bleak or blank, its sense of lives being led 
as well as lives that have been led. As Roszak had it in the epigraph to this introduction 
“Such transcendent symbols are with all of us everywhere and at all times not only in 
the language and imagery of our cultural making, but in every most ordinary moment, 
every least scrap of the world around us…”  
 
Narbi Price’s contemporary visions stand comparison with those lines from 
Wordsworth’s ‘Prelude’ where he observed of himself: 
To every natural form, rock, fruit or flower 
Even the loose stones that cover the highway, 
I gave a moral life: I saw them feel, 
Or linked them to some great feeling… 
 
Nicholas Usherwood,  	
November 2018  
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Appendix M. 
 
A selection of visitor feedback from the Pitmen Painters Unseen and The Ashington 
Paintings exhibitions. Some comments are in response to the prompt ‘What does this 
exhibition make you think about?’ Responses have been separated below according 
to the gallery that the comment was left in however some comments evidently refer 
to the work in the other exhibition, or both exhibitions combined. 
 

The Ashington Paintings 
 
When l walked past the door, l though this was a photography exhibition. you have 
an amazing talent for capturing details. The paintings are sad and evocative but 
fascinating. Like the Pitmen Painters before, it shows a glimpse into the world 
around. 
70's childhood…days of aimless wondering rather than purposeful travel. Back 
lanes, Bus Stops, holes in fences. 
Narbi, beautiful paintings, beautiful artists statement. Only you could have 
captured this and captured it so emotionally, precisely and so intelligently. I'm so 
happy I got to see them. People are speaking glowingly and I am proud. 
This exhibition shows an extraordinary attention to detail. You evaluate the 
incongruous to an exceptional status. They grip the impression of photos such is 
the remarkable skill involved. Thank you for exhibiting here. 
How things were in the recent past. How the area has been transformed from 
collieries and the surrounding infrastructure to a much 'tidy' area. More new 
housing, improved road access - but where is the main area of employment. 
Stunning and fascinating. Loved 'the hole' as it took the graffiti that we see 
everyday and made it something else. Cheers Narbi! 
Narbi has eliminated people from his work. The pitman painters full of life and 
vibrant working class. Narbi has wiped us from the world.  
Loss of community! Devoid of people, noise movement. 
The light quality in splashes of white and colour- seem to introduce hope for the 
forgotten and beauty in the ordinary 
I grew up in Yorkshire in a mining area and feel sad that a way of life has gone- I 
really liked the paintings especially the arch one- thank you.  
Pretty Belta!  
A new beginning is needed in Ashington 
The structure of the mining village local places in general. Things we take for 
granted that are depicted in your art. Excellent Narbi loved it.  
That Narbi was absolutely the right person to do this. Paintings is more "hyper 
real" than photos. Mining has been "airbrushed" from Ashington but needs to be 
remembered- good and bad, to understand why the present is as it is.  
Childhood & it's many non events and wanderings. I particularly like the red hurdle.  
They're all so familiar and evoke my own nostalgia. Very beautiful & simple. 
The stark beauty and interest in the mundane. The loss of a way of life the 
uncertainty of a future not mapped out by generations who have gone before.  
Every day walks. The movement of detail, reflection, decay and what was before.  
It makes me think about the town l live in and its history.  
Time past, time future are all reflected in time present 
Focuses my gaze on scenes l usually walk by. Great Stuff.  
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Ashington and the environment. Change-poverty nature alongside modern world. 
How people line roads to the future form the past.  
Makes me think about living in Ashington. Connecting me to past but holding me to 
now. Small, non-descript spaces- the significance of these- the way that they make 
Ashington what it is now.  
Paint…photographs…the everyday…looking up close and taking a step back! 
Loved them except the big red jobbie. 
Past Future. Transitions. Permanence vs Transitory. Amazing skills 
The past, the present, the future. Very moving Anne, Mary and Kath. 
The beauty of Ashington 
I am a proud Northumbrian- yes there are brighter times ahead because the youth 
of up here are determined and gritty and proud of the North.  
Permanent change. The need to document now so we can remind ourselves of our 
past. 
It makes me think of the wonderful humanity in the work by the Pitman Painters 
and how absent that is today in Art world sadly.  
Brilliant work. Well done.  
Soulless but not soulless. Thought provoking 'empty' images.  
Mint.  
Very interesting for a lady of 93 years 
Stillness 
Forgotten towns 
Fantastic- definitely of our time.  
It shows the beauty and art in everyday life, sights that daily we see and may feel 
bored to look at, but there is meaning and signs behind everything you see, you 
just need to be observant and open minded enough to see them.  
The artist's eye, that sees beauty in crumbling decay. I love this exhibition. Thank 
you!  
An exhibition that begs the question- Ugly/pretty? Beauty/plain? Lovely stuff.  
Really captures the unusual beauty in the dismissed aspect of our country. 
Beautifully British, with gorgeous lighting in each painting. 
Really impressed by the pictures- great ordinary scenes. Excellent. 
There is beauty in everything we take for granted.  
That this place is deep with history. Very moving too! 
Beauty in the midst of decay, the small things.  
The big picture is in the detail. Good stuff.  
It makes me think about nature and the environment and how there is nice nature 
and not so nice.  
The things we should appreciate every day.  
Stunning paintings- effort and industry involved in these and the original works. 
Brilliant show. 
Creating more art and the history and the path left by others before me! 
This exhibition makes me think about the many changes that have happened 
throughout the years. 
The history of my hometown and how grateful I am to live here. 
It makes me think about the great outdoors and how lucky to have such beautiful 
places and green spaces to hand. It makes me feel light and refreshed. How 
glorious our past is. Love the history. 
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The magic of the everyday. 
History, change, decay…there's wonder in viewing this exhibition. 
The despair so many people are feeling in the UK now because of a sense of loss 
and uncertainty as we don’t know where we're going. We need a greater 
understanding of our past to make sense of it all. 
The pictures are beautiful…in a very ordinary kind of way. 
Unloved, ignored places & the beauty in the apparent mundane. Fantastic Narbi. 
The beauty in the everyday things. Also what has gone before & what will go after. 
What a wonderful exhibition of work. A very talented painter. 
Great paintings, realistic visual of our 'times', also stunning scenery, it really is. 
Love it. 
It makes me think about the change in art throughout time. 
Makes me think about the heritage of this area & how special it is. Also about the 
extraordinary you can notice, if you look carefully amongst the ordinary. 
We have a word in Italian 'malinconia' which expresses a feeling I am not sure can 
be expressed with an English word. I guess it could be explained as a sense of 
sad longing for something that isn't there anymore, a good memory recalled with 
grief. Your paintings, Narbi, manage to capture that malinconia that I feel 
whenever I go out of the uni bubble in NCL to explore some village in 
Northumberland. I took a tour of the colliery at the museum today, to try to 
understand more the attachment that people have here to their history. I can’t 
begin to imagine what their feelings might be walking around a completely 
transformed town, where everything was taken from them. The irony of a business 
park where a colliery was... Thank you Narbi for capturing that feeling. As you 
said, brighter things may be ahead- and it's important to leave space for hope. But 
in the meantime, grief is fundamental to understand these places. 
Brilliant capture of 'ugly' things; the more you look at them, the cleverer they are! 
I too came from a place of industrial heritage in South Yorkshire and grew up 
during the miners strike. I cannot forgive the way Thatcher systematically 
destroyed, not only these vital industries, but more importantly the lives of so many 
ordinary working men, their wives and saddest of all, their children's futures. 
Ashington, like many places around Sheffield, Doncaster and Barnsley, have still 
not even begun to recover fully over 3 decades since - far enough away from 
London to be largely forgotten and abandoned. Your work is so important, not in a 
sentimental, nostalgic sense, but because it captures the time in between eras and 
shows how things are NOW. People remember what came before and will see 
what comes after, but not necessarily how it was in the intervening years. I love 
these snapshots of seemingly insignificant everyday scenes. 
This exhibit makes me weirdly nostalgic, even though I grew up many miles from 
here and have no direct history of mining or the North East. I grew up in the west 
of Scotland which was similarly affected in the 80's and 90's by the closure of steel 
mills and shipyards. These paintings made me feel at home. 
The decline of industry & therefore our region. How history repeats itself as we 
lurch from financial crisis to another. 
The real life local people and places. The hardship that all have endured over the 
years thanks to Maggie Thatcher, who ruined our country. 
Sacrifice and exploitation! 
What the UK's industrial future might be. Beautiful paintings! 
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As a lady of a certain age I can recall the 'great community' we once were and the 
remnants of the past. The use of light in your paintings evoke hope for our future, 
that's what I feel. 
There is beauty to be found in the mess left behind when capitalism moved on... 
Evidence of light at the end of the tunnel & better days. 
This exhibition makes me think about me being on a picnic with my whole entire 
family and it makes me think about how things will be in the future. 
It makes me think about my surroundings apart from beautiful scenery. 
All the exhibitions, indeed the entire museum, sent waves and waves of emotion 
through me, enough to make my hair stand on end. In fact, at points, the emotion 
was so strong I felt I might cry. Deserved of a standing ovation, these talented 
Pitmen - I am in awe. 
The little things that we miss. 
My dad (Alan Geggie) as he donated items to the museum :) 
The need to really look at things. 
A fantastic exhibition brought back lots of memories and admiration for the 'old 
folk'. 
What a privilege to see these unashamed, brave, naïve, wonky, out-of-perspective 
but beautifully honest paintings of everyday life from the hearts of these men. I 
love the fact that most of them had no real artistic training, just an innate urge and 
desire to create, draw and paint despite hard and unforgiving lives in many other 
ways. This is real social history for all to see - kids, young, old, past, present and 
future. They have skills we can all share - you don’t have to be a brilliant artist to 
be an artist! 
Inspirational, excellent. Makes me wonder if I can paint like this. 
It makes me think about how there is a story behind each and every painting. 
Social history, fabulous, should never be forgotten. 
I see how they used it as a way to capture their lives seeing the day to day events 
as subject matter. I love the domestic pictures. 
How life has changed! Now everything is taken for granted in terms of where 
power comes from. It's good to see the old ways of keeping busy and entertaining 
families. (Give me a jam sandwich any day over a fast food burger!!). Life was 
hard for mining families and they made the best of what they had. 
Fantastic. Never tried painting but this has inspired me to think maybe I can! Also 
an amazing social history record.  
The 'glue' of the mining community and what has been lost. The awful accident 
that happened in the mines & the devastation this caused the affected families. 
The lives of coal miners in all aspects. The lives of my mining ancestors and their 
families, comparisons of then and now. 
Reminded of my grandfather and his brothers. All face-workers in co. Durham. 
Proud of their heritage. 
It makes me think about how proud I am of the miners of Ashington and the North 
East. 
Ashington has a good heart. 
Real life/ social history painted by local people about local people. Thank you 
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Pitmen Painters Unseen 
 
Reminds me of growing up in the 1960s + even early 70's. Some things v similar 
in domestic life to the 30's and 40's. Also of my dad who worked for the NCB all 
his life- surveyor in several Northumbrian pits and proud of it.  
Found it inspiring from a mining family.  
My Past, My Family. 
Thank you. Brings back memories. 
A piece of, largely, untold history and the lessons to be learned from it by those 
of us who knew (+ know) nothing of the struggle it entailed.  
A surprising (shock!) to realise that when l was teacher training in Durham in the 
50's the Pitman Painters were busy creating some wonderful work and when we 
went out early (bus) to school practice we would pass miners going home from 
night shifts. A wonderful exhibition.  
The unexplored talents of 'ordinary people'. The humour of pitmen and the grim 
darkness and dangers of the pits.  
How hard life was when the colliery was open. And the poor horses that had to 
go down the mine.  
The works capture their lives and hearts. Moving, Thank you.  
I wonder who is going to paint/document the call centres of this century? It's 
great to see these unseen paintings. Some are technically good, other not but 
they all document a long gone world that should not be forgotten. I like the way 
they mostly didn't sentimentalise or hide the sad side of mining, Also a reminder 
that there's talent in many of us, and we musn't only [leave] art to the rich.  
My family. Most of the men were miners. 
How much unseen talent there is, how the everyday can be inspiring. Made me 
remember the way things were. Narbi's work is inspiring and thought provoking. 
It's nice to see how the paintings are inspiring contemporary artist today.  
Great to see works of art previously unseen. Very important group to come out 
of the North East. The working class had a strong cultural identity which seems 
to be lost today.  
These are alive with the true story of a time not so long ago. The truth behind 
each brush stroke given from a deep experience and love of live as well as cries 
and sadness.  
Life that has passed us by! And my mining husband and the struggles they 
endured. They were happy times too with good neighbours and friends.  
It makes me think about the life of miners and what they did in their spare time.  
It makes me feel very privileged to be able to see the paintings 'for real' and l 
also feel humbled to have been able to look at these art works. A great 
exhibition. Thank you.  
An interesting piece of social history but why the insistence that this is art. 
Where is the "sophistication" Narbi?  
History and a record of a soon to be forgotten way of life.  
Brilliant story of a group of people coming together to tell a story of their lives. 
No too sentimental - just read people and everyday lives. Huge sense of 
community.  
It's good to attempt new things. I think some of the women would have liked to 
paint, but didn't have time.   
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Times past, growing up as the daughter of an Ellington Miner. Views of 
Ashington which were familiar to me. How hard the life of a miner was and of 
how little my father talked about his life down the pit. How times have changed. I 
feel inspired to try and paint.  
My grandads father who worked down Ashington pit.  
Hard work. Unity. Purpose. Life without the internet. 
What a lot more can be achieved in a group.  
Hope 
Jimmy Floyd- extended family member.  
The life and different skills and new points of the Pitmen Painters.  
Very evocative paintings harking back to forgotten times. I especially love Oliver 
Kilbourn's 'In the Moment' paintings, Wonderful  
Where are todays Pitmen Painters?  
Changes in society - no more miners, but where are today's art classes for 
ordinary people. Paintings are better than photos, show more though and 
feeling. 
Memories of days gone by. Ex miner - now 80 years old.  
It makes me think about the simpleness of life, and how everything doesn't have 
to be in proportion in an art piece in order for it to look fabulous. It also makes 
me think that the person who painted this, was trying to say something about 
dogs being more powered emotionally then men.  
Sam Watson- 3/1898-5/1967 leader of Durham miners and campaigner for 
miners welfare and education a lifelong sentiment.  
So much creativity. We all need it. We need more of it.  
Makes us proud to live and remember our heritage.   
How difficult life was back then and how life has changed. Life was so easy 
without technology everyone knew their neighbours then, although work was 
much harder and people had less.  
This makes me think about grandparents, the past home life. How it used to be. 
It made me feel happy.  
The countryside, how people used to live and how the world has advanced over 
the years.  
Fantastic Pitmen Painters. In the permanent gallery l found some pictures too 
high ie too far off the floor to see clearly.  
Emotion, admiration for incredible work by men. We won't forget our visit to this 
magnificent and interesting museum in the company of our English friends, 
about the ancient minerals of the ground.  
Images which create atmosphere and mood deceptively simple but the more you 
look the more sophisticated they become. Brilliant and very moving experience.  
Think these paintings are smashing, brings back a lot of memories for me today 
wish it was the same.  
My own past- my childhood years ago and changes to now. Such a different age 
in so many ways. Time moves on and leaves us all as ghosts.  
How ambitious and talented working men (and women- men in this case) can 
become.  
Confidence in their work, regard less of how they perceived their ability. I 
enjoyed this 'unseen' section particularly because the paintings were, in the 
main, brighter and more vibrant than the main collection: possibly because there 
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was more emphasis on life outside of the mine, l particularly liked the allotment 
pictures. What a contrast between gloom, and the bright sunshine and warm 
earth. Enjoyed my visit. 
A great experience. The need to create and express the human response to the 
world around us, such charm, energy and humanity in these pictures. A lost 
world too of toil, comradeship and community.  
History, the unseen.  
Seeing the J.F Harrison paintings which were amazing. 
The need for all of us to break away from work to be creative! Keeps you happy l 
think. 
My grandfather- a miner in 1920s-1940s in Somerset and Kent. A lost world, lost 
communities, resilience, unity 
The paintings are amazing and the artist look so talented! They make me think 
about the past.  
Artwork, hard work, hidden talents.  
Nostalgia!! Proud and emotional. A very old Ashingtonian living in the south.  
How the whole community was in it together, Also a hard life but a life with 
purpose and identity.  
The memory of my Grandad who worked these mines & his passion for animals. 
Thank you for this exhibition. My Grandpa was the saddler as the Pinxton 
colliery in Notts coalfield. He died in 1960 aged 76 and this brought back so 
many memories. 
Being born and bred a southerner, I had no idea that electricity was fuelled by 
coal and took it for granted. My dad (recently passed away) worked as a fire 
man on the steam trains and shovelled coal to keep the train running. The 
miners are my heroes as they were prepared to risk their lives, day in day out, 
doing a hard job to keep this country going and for me to have light…while they 
worked in the dark... 
My father in law's experience as a miner. He talked of the hardship and 
friendship. I am thrilled that those men found a way to express their creativity. It 
is an inspiration for us all. 
Having visited the Pitmen Painters exhibition a few years ago, I welcomed the 
opportunity to see the previously unshown paintings as I loved the realism of the 
pictures and leave great admiration for the men who skilfully showed us a little of 
their everyday lives, both at work and at leisure. 
Inspirational and incredibly moving. My father, grandad, great grandad and gg 
grandad were all Northumbrian miners. My dad recalls his time at the Rising Sun 
Wallsend as the best time of his life. 
I love the picture Millers allotments because it stands out to me more than the 
rest of them because your eye draws the picture. 
The hard life that the miners and their families had but also the companionship 
between the peoples. It also shows the miners were intelligent men who, given 
the chance showed they had another side to their lives. I come from a mining 
family, a fact I am very proud of. 
Whole life of a community. 
My Grandad Jack - his paintings on display make me smile :) 
God bless these miners who risked their lives to keep us warm. Glasgow 
Our allotment will never be as lovely as that! 
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How things were done in miners days. People of this time. Events in miners 
lives. How it all affected miners lives. 
About my Granda, he was a miner. He died after a stroke when I was 18. I used 
to get in his tin bath when I was a young child. I got in after he did! The water 
was grey. 
It's such a shame how times move on and these days were hard but no longer 
with us. Lucky we have the memories and these lovely places to come and look 
at. My Grandad looked after the pit ponies so it's nice to see these pictures 
come alive. 
It heartens me to see what my town went through, what hard lives they had, but 
still managed to find solace and happiness in what they had. Proud to live in 
Ashington and raise my family here with all its history. 
Confirms that we all have "art potential" properly encouraged. Thank you 
This exhibition has been on my bucket list since I watched Robson Green on Tv. 
I have come over from Dingle South West Ireland just to see this and I love it! So 
glad that I made the journey. 
It saddens me that there is no council provision to enable people to learn artistic 
means of expression. For example the cancellation of pottery classes. 
Excellent exhibition. Had read about the painters but never seen other that 
reproduced images. 
I think about being born in 1941 and later being here (South Shields) years later 
but not before the giant slag heaps were all around. I think about my life as an 
artist/ painter & designer of houses yachts - some in New Zealand. I see 
something in these paintings I recognize. 
I like the JF Harrison… the best. 
Makes me want to start painting again. I forgot how much I enjoyed it. 
It's a great painting and the person who did this should be proud. 
Beautiful use of various mediums. 
The opening sentence of the go between 'the part is a foreign country they do 
things differently here'…and about snowing up in the North East. 
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